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The Mechanization of Leeds Parcel-Sorting Office

U.D.C. 658.564 : 656.882 : 681.178
J. D. ROGERS, Graduate LE.E.T

The growth of parcels traffic in Leeds demanded a parcel-sorting 
office capable of handling more than 240,000 parcels per week. 
A new office was therefore designed and installed in a converted 
factory building, and was formally opened by the Postmaster 
General in December 1959. Sorting of parcels is completed in two 
stages, primary and secondary, and this office is the first in the 
United Kingdom to be provided with fully-mechanized primary
sorting equipment; secondary sorting is completed by hand. 
Distribution of parcels in the sorting oificc—from reception to 

dischaage—is completed mechamcany.

INTRODUCTION

'-"T"'HE Leeds parcel-sorting office was designed to 
make maximum use of machinery for sorting the 
mail and distributing it in the sorting office. Parcels 

are delivered to the sorting office in vans and are unloaded 
on to a special platform beneath which conveyors have 
been installed. These conveyors take the mail to one of 
12 primary-sorting operators. Here parcels are fed into 
primary-sorting machines by means of which the 
operators send mail to 24 secondary-sooting points. The 
operator reads the address on a parcel, loads it into 
the machine, presses one of 24 code keys on the key
board, and automatically causes the parcel to be delivered 
to one of 24 secondary-sorting points. At this stage 
parcels are sorted by hand into bags which are subse-
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quently carried by conveyor to the loading bay for 
dispatch by van.

LAYOUT OF OFFICE

Theoretical studies of the layout: for the new sorting 
office at Leeds resulted in a basic requirement of a four- 
storey building with a floor area of approximately 
140 ft X 120 ft.

In 1956 a factory building which could be adapted to 
meet the requirements became available. Modifying the 
existing structure of the building saved both time and 
money by comparison with demolishing the old structure 
and building a new office on the site. The factory was a 
single-storey building with a north-light; roof. The floor 
area was approximately 260 ft x 320 ft with 32 ft of clear 
height under the roof trusses. T0 adapt it for postal pur - 
poses two internal brick walls were built, dividing the 
building into three main sections, i.e. a garage, covered 
yard and sorting office. Rooms were built for stores, 
welfare and administrative purposes around the perimeter 
of the building.

A seetional elevation and the general layout: of the 
sorting oflice are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. A 180 ft long 
loading platform was built at one end of the sorting oflice 
and underneath it the inward conveyors were installed. 
At the east end of this platform is an office for receeving 
firms’ parcels, i.e. parcels in bulk from locaa business
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houses. Inside the sorting office two ^oor-wcre built. 
The top floor, known as the primary-sorting floor, is 
approximately 85 ft x 25 ft and houses the primary
sorting operators’ positions. The first floor is approxi
mately 85 ft x 125 ft and accommodates the parcel
sorting machinery. Both of thiese floors are island floors 
supported on stanchions from the ground floor. The 
machinery floor is an open steel grid on which the parcel
sorting machines are supported by bonded-rubber anti
vibration mountings. Both floors are surrounded by 
sound-absorbent walls of aluminium and glass-wool 
sandwich conssruction. The underside of the machinery 
floor is covered with an asbestos and wood sound
absorbent cladding. Two bays of the roof were raised to 
provide adequate headroom above the primary-sorting 
portions.

FIG. 3—LOADING PLATFORM SHOWING THE CHAIN CONVEYOR AND 
THE FLOOR LOADING TRAPS

band which, by wrapping around the parcels, prevents 
them sipping back down the conveyor.

At the eastern end of the trench the rising conveyor 
is a vertical twin-band elevator.1 Here the parcels are 
again carried between a pair of bands but the lateral 
pressure between the bands is provided by means of a 
flexible air bag which is fitted behind the cover band. As 
parcels are taken up the riser the air bag deforms. The 
pressure in the bag is maintained at approximately 
10 lb/f2 by means of a conssantty-running blower.

At the top of each riser the parcels are fed on to a high- 
level bridge conveyor. Thiese conveyors are seff-support- 
ing structures between the top of the rising conveyors 
and the ends of the conveyors feeling the inclined banks, 
or glacis, leading down to the primary-sorting portions.

The glacis-feeding conveyors are reversible and each 
normally feeds one half of the 
primary-storage glacis. By reversing 
one of the conveyors it is possible to 
feed all the primary-storage glacis 
from ether the east or west routes.

Parcels are pushed from the glacis
feeding conveyors on to the storage 
glacis by means of hinged divertor's.. 
The storage glacis is divided into 
eight sections by wooden cheeks, 
each section holding about 150 
parcels. The divertors are powered 
by hydraulic jacks which can be 
operated by the sorting-office staff 
to control the flow of parcels to each 
section. By reversing the hinge-pin 
clamps the divertors can also be 
opened in either direction to plough 
off parcels arriving by either the east 
or west route.

PARCEL-SORTING MACHINERY
To meet the peak traffic needs of 

the offiice six primary-sorting 
machines are provided, giving 12 
primary sorters’ positions. Each 
machine has access to the 24 
secondary-sooting positions.

INWARD CONVEYORS

Incoming parcels are emptied via 
floor traps in the loading platform 
on to one of two revertible conveyors 
in the trench bdow (see Fig. 2 and 3). 
These can be arranged to feed either 
or both of a pair of rising conveyors, 
one at each end of the trench.

At the western end the conveyor 
is a twin-band type, rising at an angle 
of 55°, in which the parcels are carried 
between a pair of bands (see Fig. 1). 
The upper or cover band is friction 
driven from a further band and is 
fitted with a number of transverse 
steel-bar weights. Parcels are held in 
contact with the lower or carrying 
band by the pressure of this weighted

PRIMARY-SORTING 
FLOOR LEVELS
Y///A/////À

1 Langton, H. J. The Vertical Convey
ance of Mail. P.Q.E.E.J., Vol. 51, p. 112, 
July, 1958.
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The average sorting rate is in the region of 15 parcels/
minute/sorter.

The parcel-sorting machine comprises an endless chaiin 
of double hoppers arranged side by side, driven at a rate 
of about 30 hoppers/minute (see Fig. 4). Running trans
versely below the upper track of the hopper trains are 
24 selection conveyors which extend across the full 
width of the six soi’ting machines. The hopper trains 
return below the ielection conveyors.

As each parcel is sorted it is fed into one of the hoppers 
and a code, representing the desstnation of the parcel, is 
fed into a controller. The parcel travels in the hopper 
until it is above the setection conveyor which feeds the 
secondary-sorting position appropriate to the parcel 
destination. The controller then operates a tripping 
device on the machine which causes the base of the hopper 
to open and release the parcel on to the s^lectirn conveyor. 
The parcel is then delivered to its secondary-sorting 
potition for final hand sorting into bags. The opened 
hopper re-closes as it passes round the tail wheel of the 
machine.

Provision is made for the future installation of two 
further machines to meet the estimated thirty-year 
requirement of eight.

Primary-Sorters' Equipment
The parcels are drawn from the primary-slorage glacis 

by a short slow-speed conveyor and deposited on a 
table adjacent to the sorter (Fig. 5). This conveyor is 
under the control of a weight-sensitive bar switch which 
ensures an even flow of parcels to the sorters.

The sorter slides a prtcel on to a pair of trapdoors set in 
the top of the table, at the same time turning the pared 
to such a position that he can read the address. He then 
presses the appropriate key on the keyboard, which 
records the required iecondary--orting position in the 
controller, operates the drive to the trapdoors, and 
prepares the loading head for the delivery of the parcel 
into the first available hopper.

The sorting positions are arranged in pairs, each pair 
using one train of double hoppers. Each position has 
access to the hoppers on one haaf of the train and is able 
to work independently of the other.

FIG. 5 —VIEW OF PRIMARY-SORTING FLOOR

Loading Head
The loading head consists of the trapdoors, their 

operating gear and the loading jaws. When the sorter 
presses a route-selection key, the trapdoors are opened 
by means of a link mechanism which is driven via a one- 
revolution tlutth-and-brake device from the main driving 
shaft of the sorting machine. The parcel falls through the 
trapdoors into the loading jaws where it is heed by a 
canvas tiling immediately above the hopper train. As 
soon as the next hopper is in the correct position for 
loading, the tiling straightens to form a chute and the 
parcel slides into the hopper The tilling then returns to 
its initial postlion ready to receive the next parcel.

The function of this equipment is to provide short
term storage for the parcel between the trapdoors and the 
hopper train. In this way the regular rhythm of the 
hopper train is isolated from the sorter who can work at 
his own speed. The sorter is aware of machine-imposed 
rhythm only if his speed of sorting rises to the machine 
hopper speed.

Hopper Train
Each hopper train (Fig. 6) consists of 88 pairs of 

hoppers carried by two heavy-duty roller chains which 
run on steel guides. The train is driven via a par of 
48in. diameter sprocket wheels by means of an electitic 
motor and worm reduction gear. A fluid coupling is 
incorporated in the drive gear to give smooth starting. 
The hoppers consist of wooden panels fitted on a steel 
framework, and each hopper is approximately 2 ft 
square and 1 ft deep.

FIG. 6—VIEW FROM TENSION END OF ONE DOUBLE-HOPPER TRAIN

The bottom of each hopper is formed by two hinged 
flaps which are normally heed in the closed position by a 
latching device. When this latch is released by a ramp 
pressng down on a trip roller, the hinged flaps fall open.

At the end of the hopper train the hoppers pass around 
a pair of sprockets similar to the drive sprockets. Thiese 
serve to tension the carrying chains. As the hoppers pass 
round these tension wheels the open hopper flaps are 
closed and latched by rubber rollers and cams. If a 
parcel cannot be discharged into its intended selection 
conveyor, perhaps because of a blockage in the selection 
conveyor or chute, it is tipped from the hopper as it 
passes round the tension wheels. The parcel falls on to an 
overflow conveyor which discharges it via a chute into a 
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wheeled container on the ground floor for manual 
sorting.

Selection Conveyors
The selection conveyors, 24 in number, run trans

versely between the sorting and return runs of the 
hopper trains and collect the output from dl six hoppe
trains. The side plates are of pressed-steel construction 
and incorporate Win. rubber flaps at the top to minimize 
damage if a pared fouls the top of the side plate or an 
open hopper flap. The dler rolled of therc conveyor- 
are spaced to that parcds fall on to the hand between 
advent rollers, the ¡flexible band thus ¡serving to «juhion 
the fall from the hoppers. These conveyors feed into 
¡secondary-storage concentrators, ether directly or m 
dkWbution conveyors slung beneaah the machinery floor. 
Some of the Deedon conveyors are spHt into two ¡section 
whkh together feed a tingle distribution conveyor.

Secondary Storage
Sheee-isteel amcentrators hold parcel awaiting second

ary sorting. These are bascafly section of an indined 
c°ne which dhdtarge on to a table, around whkh the bag 
flame are arranged, as shown in Fig. 7.

Each controiier (Fig. 8) comprises twenty-four 8 in 
(hameter pm-wheels (one per sdection). In the rim of 
each wheel is looted a ring of sted pins; therc are 
capable of an axial movement of approxhnatdy ^ in. 
from their norma portion. The wheels are driven from 
the main hopper train and rotate in ¡synchronism with it 
at the rate of one pin pitch of travel to one hopper pitch

The ¡sorting destination keyed by the sorter is stored 
momentarily by one of 24 relays. At the infant of opera
tion of the loading jaws tins mformation is tranferred 
to the pm-whed corresponding to the telection made, by 
the cfeplamnern of one of the pms around ks periphery. 
When the hopper contdntng the parcel reade the 
Section canveyor to whkh it is to be di^ha-ged, the 
protruding pin in the controller pm-whed engage with 
a mkro—swkch and energizes the trip ¡solenoid ¡situated on 
the tide of the machine above the appropriate ¡seeection 
c°nveyor. The solenoid moves the trip ramp mto a position 
where it can exert the ne^sary downward thrust on the 
hopper trip roller to rde^e the latch and permit the 
pared to fall through to the seeection conveyor below. 
The pin in the controller k then reset to its normaa 
position.

The controller- are made up m pairs, each par ¡servmg

FIG- 7—SECONDARY-SORTING FLOOR

CONTROLLERS
The controllers, one for each primary-sorting position 

are mechanical memory devices in which the destination 
of the parcel in a particular hopper is recorded by the 
operation of tin keys. This information is usd rc 
discharge each parce at the appropriate position 

one double-hopper tram. The complete assembly is 
housed m a glass-fronted case which ako hol^ the 
associated relays.

A number of timmg pulses required for the controller 
operation are obtained - from ‘cams mounted on the 
driving head of the machine.
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FIG. 8—COMPLETE CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY

PROTECTIVE DEVICES
To guard against damage either to the machines or 

the parcels, equipment is provided to detect fault 
conditions and, where necessary, shut down all or part 
of the plant afiected. These conditions include:

(a) Selection or distribution conveyor failing to start 
or stalling.

(b) Chutes blocked by parcels.
(c) Band breaking on a selection or distribution 

conveyor.
(d) Hopper door not re-closing or latching properl;,. 

Alarm and fault indication lamps are provided to inform 
both the engineering and postaa staff of the condition 
of the plant.

POWER SUPPLIES AND CONTROL GEAR
The total installed load of approximately 280 kVA is 

taken via an auxiliarymldium-voliagl switchboard. This, 
in addition to the fused switches controlling the power 
supplies to the main conveyors and sorting machines, 
incorporates 50 contactor starters controlling the selec
tion-conveyor and distribution-conveyor motors.

The bulk of the equipment is controlled from a central 
pane on the machinery floor. Interlocks in the control 
gear prevent the main inward conveyors being started in 
the wrong sequence, and also prevent the siarting of 

sorting machines unless the sdection and distribution 
conveyors are running.

Duplicate 50-volt rectifier units provide power for the 
controllers and alarm and indication lamps. These are 
used alternately and are changed over weekly. The 
polarity of the do. supply is reversed with each change-over 
to reduce contact migration troubles on the controller 
switches.

CHAIN CONVEYOR

The chain conveyor is located on the perimeter walls 
on three sides of the sorting office. Its main function is 
to transport bags of mail from the aecondary--orting 
position to the loading platform for dispatch (see Fig. 3), 
but it also serves to take incoming registered maii from 
the loading platform to the registered-mail lockers and 
take empty bags from the loading platform to the bag
cleaning room at the north-west corner of the building. 
The conveyor is 820 ft long and carries bags at 4 ft 
sprctng at 60 fi/minuil. It is driven by a 5 h.p. motor 
via a fluid coupling and gear box. The bags are sus
pended from carriers of Post Office design,2 modified to 
give the required release facilities.

MISCELLANEOUS CONVEYORS
On the primary-sorting floor a flat-band conveyor is 

provided behind the sorters to take parcels which, 
because of their length or shape, are unsuitable for the 
machines. This discharges via a spiral chute to the 
ground floor.

Three band conveyors are provided at the south end 
of the office to take parcels to the loading platform for 
delivery in Leeds. One of these is reversible and cm serve 
as an emergency inward conveyor in the event of a 
complete breakdown of the sorting machines; a tem
porary manuai primary-sorting position would be set up 
in the centre of the ground floor in these circumstances.

A further smaH conveyor takes unregistered items, 
received in bags of registered mail, from the registered 
lockers and feeds them into the main inward conveyors.

At the east end of the loading platform two tma^ 
conveyors are provided for firms’ parcels requiring 
stamp cancellation. These feed on to stamping tables 
from which the parcels are dispatched Via chutes to join 
the main inward traffic stream.

CONCLUSION

The plant, which was manufactured and installed by 
Sovex, Ltd., of Erith, Kent, has been in operation since 
December 1959. Some difficulty has been experienced 
with the vertical riser and alterations have had to be made 
to this part of the installation. Otherwise the performance 
of the equipment has been satisfactory.

3 Smith, W. J., and Rogers, J. D. Chain Conveyors in Postal 
Engineering. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 51, p. 53, Apr. 1958.
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Recent Developments in Automatic Telephone Exchange Trunking
A. Bl. WHERRY, B.Sc.(Eng.), a.m.i.e.eT

U.D.C. 621.395.722:621.395.34

Due to the introduction of new facilities and techniques, and because 
of changes of practice, there have been a number of significant 
developments in automatic telephone exchange trunking in the last 
few years. The more important changes that have taken place and, 
in particular, the effects of group charging and subscriber trunk 

dialling are described.

INTRODUCTION

THERE have been a number of significant develop
ments in automatic telephone exchange trunking in 
recent years. These changes have largely been made 
necessary by progress towards the conversion of the 

United Kingdom telephone system to a fully automatic 
service. The mrchanization of trunk switching, the 
continued extension of facilities for subscribers to dial 
calls beyond their own exchanges, and, in particular, the 
introduction of group charging and subscriber trunk 
dialling have made many changes necessary in the 
trunking of automatic exchanges. The more important 
of these changes are described in the following para
graphs.

TANDEM DIALLING BY SUBSCRIBERS AND OPERATORS 
Mulri-Metering

After the 193345 war the facilities for subscribers 
connected to automatic exchanges to dial calls via other 
exchanges (i.e. to have access to other exchanges for 
tandem dialling) were increased by the extension of 
multi-metering to non-director exchanges,1 the first 
exchange with such facilities being Enniskillen, in 1946. 
Prior to this, multi-metering had been available only at 
some U.A.X.s and director exchanges, the first installa
tion bdng in the early 1930s. Subscribers connected to 
non-director exchanges were thus able to dial their own 
calls-to most exchanges within 15 miles radial distance 
of their own exchange; such calls were untimed. In 
general, subscribers were charged one unit fee for calls 
between exchanges situated within 5 miles radial dis
tance of one another. For calls between exchanges 
5 to 7% miles apart the charge was two unit fees, from 
7% to 12% miles three units, and from 12% to 15 miles 
four units. As an exception, for calls to exchanges in 
linked-numbering-scheme areas a common fee was 
charged according to the radial distance from the 
originating exchange to an arbitrary point in the linked- 
numbering-scheme area.

The need to provide extended tandem dialling access 
at non-director exchanges as quickly as possible led to 
the adoption of the “‘fixed-fee principle” of multi
metering. This permitted the use of a simple auto-auto 
relay-set giving metering at a fixed rate, but made it 
necessary for subscriber-dialled traffic to terminate at 
directly-connected exchanges; this rule was applied even 
when calls to an indirectly-connected exchange (i.e. one 
to which calls could have been routed via an intermediate 
exchange) had the same fee charge as calls to a directly- 
connected exchange.

NormH;y, level 8 was used as the multi-metering levee 
in non-director exchanges and this level was trunked to

g Exchange Equipment and Accommodation Branch, E.-in-C.'s 
Office.

2nd and 3rd selrctors to give access to the directly- 
connected exchanges in the multi-fee area. To economize 
in the number of fixed-fee multi-metering auto-auto 
relay-sets, exchanges in a particular fee area were served 
wherever possible from one or more individual groups 
of 3rd seeeccors; this permitted the auto-auto relay-sets 
to be connected between 2nd and 3rd ^electors.

Tandem dialling was also available to operators and, 
where access was required by them to manual exchanges 
trunked from levee 8, an additional group of junctions 
had to be provided so that standard supervisory condi
tions could be given. The component used by subscribers 
of such a route to a manual exchange gave guarded 
metering conditions, i.e. metering took place only when 
a called subscriber answered. To give access to such a 
divided route the groups of 2nd and 3rd celectorc con - 
cerned had to be split, and therefore, apart from the need 
for more circuits, additionaa selectors were required. To 
reduce the number of these groups of selectors to a 
minimum the routes to manual exchanges were, as far as 
poccible, allocated to levels of the level 8 2nd seleccors.

Trunk MecC1Clnization
One of the objects of multi-metering was to reduce the 

amount of traffic routed via operators, so as to reduce 
costs as weH as to give a more rapid service. To extend 
this policy it was decided in 1946 to plan for “smgle- 
operator control” of the maaority of trunk calls.2 Single
operator control implied that the operator who answered 
the cafiing subscriber should be able to reach the 
required number by automatic means, i.e. without the 
assistance of any other operator.

The implementation of this plan required the installa
tion at zone centres of automatic trunk switching units 
(operating on a non-director basis) and the provision 
of Signalling System A.C. No. 1 (S.S.A.C.l)3 and 
Signafiing System D.C. No. 2 (S.S.D.C.2)4 dialling 
equipment for outgoing traffic dialled by operators 
within the area served by the zone centre, and also for 
the incoming operator-dialled traffic from distant zone 
centres. The first of these units was installed in London 
in 195-4, and since then most of the other zone centres have 
been similarly mechanized. It should be noted that some 
measure of dialling over trunk circuits (using a 2v.f. 
signafiing system3) was introduced at the larger auto
matic zone centres in 1938 to relieve the manual boards, 
but access by dialling was limited to the subscribers at the 
distant zone centre.

At group centres, in addition to providing outgoing 
dialling equipment (S.S.A.C.1, S.S.D.C.2 or loop/dis
connect) it was necessary to install selectors and relay-sets 
to terminate the incoming dialling circuits (S.S.A.C.1 or 
S.S.D.C.2) from the zone centre trunk unit and also to 
rearrange the trunking to allow incoming trunk calls to 
be routed, via auto-auto relay-sets with regeneraaorc, to 
dependent automatic exchanges.

GROUP CHARGING AND SUBSCRIBER TRUNK DIALLING

To speed the extension of automatic working and as 
a step towards the eventual introduction of subscriber 
trunk dialling (S.T.D.),5 group charging was introduced 
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in 1958. With group charging the charges for telephone 
calls are based on the radial distances between charging 
points common to groups of about 10 exchanges and not 
on the radial distance between one exchange and 
another, as hitherto. Each of thiese groups of exchanges 
is known as a charging group. Furthermore, subscribers 
are charged one unit fee for calls from exchanges in one 
charging group to exchanges in all adjacent charging 
groups.

One of the immediate advantages of group charging 
was the increased tandem dialling facilities (on a local
code-dialling basis) which could be made available to 
subscribers connected to some of the older discriminating- 
type satefiite exchanges. Thiese exchanges would have 
required extensive modification to give increased tandem 
dialling access if multi-metering had been necessary. In 
addition, group charging enables the trunking of the 
ae-ectors used for tandem dialling in non-director ex
changes to be simplified, since the trunking is no longer 
influenced by the need to use fixed-fee multi-metering 
relay-sets.

Facilities for subscribers to dial their own calls are 
now bring further extended by S.T.D., which enables 
subscribers to dial their own trunk calls.

With the introduction of S.T.D., all calls both local 
and trunk are timed. On S.T.D. calls the register
translator equipment that sets up the call also controls 
all the charging and timing operations. On calls to a 
local number or a number on another exchange in the 
home or adjacent charging group (prefixed by the 
appropriate local dialling code) the timing and charging 
requirements are given by local-call timing equipment.

A subscriber’s private meter facility (S.P.M.) has also 
been introduced with S.T.D. to indicate to the subscriber 
(if required) the total chargeable units and the units 
chargeable to the last caH or series of calls made. Thiese 
meters may be associated with the telephones on direct 
lines or assoriated with switchboards on P.B.X. lines.

TRUNKING AT GROUP SWITCHING CENTRES
In order to deal with S.T.D. traffic incoming to a 

group of exchanges within a charging group, one of the 
exchanges acts as a tandem switching centre and is 
directly connected to all the other exchanges in the 
group. This exchange is known as the group switching 
centre (G.S.C.) and each charging group is identified by a 
unique numbering-group code, e.g. AB2. In some 
instances, however, one charging group may be divided 
into two or more numbering groups, each with its own 
unique code. The numbering group in which the G.S.C. 
is located is then known as the home numbering group; 
the remaining numbering group or groups within the 
charging group are termed “dependent.” For some charg
ing groups, however, an exchange in an adjacent charging 
group acts as the G.S.C; such charging groups are termed 
“dependent”

The S.T.D. traffic originating within the charging 
group is handled by registiei---:ranslat:oir equipment which 
is usuaHy installed at the G.S.C.

Fig. l is a trunking diagram of a typical G.S.C. where 
S.T.D. is available to the G.S.C. local-exchange sub
scribers. In this example the rsslatrnce manual board is 
assoriated with the automatic exchange. S.T.D. traffic 
incoming from distant subscribers is routed by the 
originating regiater-tranalator equipment to the S.T.D. 
group of lst sriectors. Of the digits dialled by a calling 
subscriber, e.g. 0 AB2 842234, the code AB2 enables the 
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controlling register-transsator equipment to recognize 
the required numbering group, to translate this informa
tion and to send out the digits necessary for routing the 
call to the S.T.D. sriectors in the G.S.C. serving that 
numbering group. The maximum number of digits in the 
national number is 10, and hence the number of digits 
available for routing the call onwards from the point 
reached by the translation is six. This imposes certain 
restrictions on the trunking of the G.S.C. and in the 
allocation of exchanges to selector levels. Briefly, 6-digit 
subscribers’ numbers can only be used at the G.S.C. local 
or satellite exchange, 5-digit exchanges must be served 
from lst sriector levels, 4-digit exchanges can be con
nected to 2nd selector levels, and although 3-digt 
exchanges could be connected to 3rd sriector levels, 
it is necessary to allow for their eventual growth and 
they are allocated to 2nd sriector levels.

Allocation of Selector Levels
When considering the allocation to sriector levels of 

exchanges in the home and dependent numbering groups, 
allowances for growth in the size of individual exchanges 
and in the number of exchanges are important because 
the levels allocated determine part of the subscribers’ 
national numbers, and therefore subsequent changes are 
very difficult to arrange.

Lev?/ 8 (as shown in Fig. 1) is used to give access to 
3-digit and 4-digit exchanges in the same charging group 
as the G.S.C.

Some charging groups contain more exchanges than 
can be served on the basis just described and it may then 
become necessary to split a particular charging group 
into more than one numbering group, as has already been 
mentioned. In these circumstances the translated digits 
for a numbering group other than the home numbering 
group route the caH to levri 8 2nd arieciora, the levels 
of which give access to the required exchanges, as shown 
in Fig. 1.

Levri 80 is used on a metering basis for access to 
information services, including the speaking clock. 
This level has been chosen so that S.T.D. access can be 
given, if required, to these services. Ultimately, sperial 
final selectors will be connected to levri 80 so that 
4-digit codes in the series 80XX can be used.

Levee 9. The introduction of a national numbering 
scheme provided a suitable opportunity to re-examine the 
selector levels used in non-director exchanges for giving 
access to apecirl services, i.e. to manual board and 
engineering services. By trunking thiese services from 
level 1 instead of levri 9, levri 9 becomes available for 
tandem dialling purposes. At one time it was considered 
that levee 1 might be used for access to exchanges in 
adjacent charging groups5 and levri 9 for access to sperial 
services, but because of the posssbiilty of false traffic to 
subscribers this was not acceptable. Levels 91—90 (except 
99) are therefore used for tandem dialling to exchanges 
in adjacent charging groups. The segregation of circuits 
to these exchanges on a single levri enables a controlling 
register to bar irregular access by recogmtion of the 
digit 9 following a 3-digit non-director numbering- 
group code.

If a dependent numbering group is in an adjacent 
charging group it is the usual practice to allocate all the 
exchanges concerned to a particular 3rd sriector group 
(or to 4th aelectora if there are to be more than seven 
such exchanges). Fig. 1 shows a typical instance where 
level 93 is used for this purpose, and in such circum-
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5. Alternative position for subscribers’ private meter equipment.

GROUP SWITCHING CENTRE

stances the point reached by the numbering-group-code 
translation is between 2nd and 3rd selectors. The 
allocation of exchanges to the levels of these selectors is 
governed by norm! trunking considerations within the 
limits, already mentioned, imposed by S.T.D. These 
S.T.D. limtits do not apply, however, to those routes 
trunked from levd 9 2nd selectors and subsequent 
selector groups to exchanges in adjacent, but not 
dependent, charging groups.

Level 99 is used for access to the emergency service 
via a single group of circuits serving all directly-connected 
exchanges dependent on the G.S.C. Hitherto, it has been 
necessary to provide three groups of 999 circuits to 
provide the facilities required, and although the adoption 
of a single group means a loss of the manual-hold 
facility on 999 calls from U.A.X.s, it enables savings to be 
made in group-selector banks and relay-sets.

Access to Maosal Exchanges. Mention has already 
been made of the method of splitting selector groups in 
order to give subscribers and operators separate access 
to manual exchanges. To avoid the uneconomic pro - 
vision of separate selector groups on both levels 8 and 9, 
all the groups of junctions to manuaa exchanges for use 
by operators (and thus requiring full supervisory 

facilities) are generally connected to a group of level 04 
3rd selectors. Thiese selectors give operator access to 
manual exchanges in both the home and adjacent 
charging groups. This change in the method of access, 
to thiese routes has ben made possible by the reduction 
in the number of manual exchanges which has taken 
place in recent; years. Subscribers gain access to the 
guarded-metering component of those routes via levels 
8 and 9 in the usual manner.

Levels 2-7. Where, because of the restrictions of the 
fixed-fee multi-metering scheme, levels 24? were pre
viously available only for subscribers within a non - 
director linked numbering scheme, these levels can now 
also be used to give access to exchanges in the home 
charging group. Fig. 1 shows a G.S.C. where levels 2-6 
are in use for access to the linked-numbering scheme and 
levee 7 is in use for direct access to a 5-digit non-director' 
exchange in the home numbering group.

In some instances the S.T.D. requirement of allocating. 
5-<digit exchanges to 1st sdector levels would result in 
uneconomic trunking arrangements at either the man 
or at some ^alLeUite exchange. If this is likely to occur 
consideration is given to the division of the charging 
group into two numbering groups.
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Level 1. Regarding the trunking arrangements on 
levd 1 the number of selector groups required is influ
enced by the need to maintain standard codes and also 
by the facilities necessary, e.g. manual hold and metering.

Levd 0, which has in the past been used for access to the 
assistance operator will, under S.T.D., be used for access 
to the controlling register-tragsiator equipment. The 
register-access relay-sets are connected to a group of 2nd 
sectors (and these in turn are sometimes connected to 
3rd selsctors) to give access to exchanges in non-adjacent 
charging groups. Such selectors may be of a two-motion 
or motor-uniselector type. The latter are used if the line 
plant and equipment savings resulting from their 
40 nvailability feature are sufficient to offset their greater 
cost. Levee 1 of these 2nd setectors is reserved for use 
when access to the transit trunk network6 is required. 
One level of this group is trunked back into the S.T.D. 
group of 1ss selectors (Fig. 1) and caters for calls for 
which the subscriber dials the national number instead 
of the appropriate local code.

TRUNKING AT MINOR EXCHANGES

Three classes of minor automatic exchangee—minor 
non-director exchanges, ancliite exchanges and U.A.X.s 
—will normally be dependent upon the G.S.C. for the 
distribution of outgoing and incoming S.T.D. traffic.

Minor Non-director Exchanges
Fig. 2 shows the typical trunking for a minor non - 

director exchange. Levd 0 is trunked via an auto-auto 
relay-set and a junction to a register-access relay-set 
at the G.S.C. and is used for all outgoing S.T.D. traffic. 
Hitherto, this levee has been used for direct access to the 
assistance operator. The auto~auto relay-set caters for 
periodic metering returned over the junction from the 
G.S.C. It also passes the coin-checking and fee-checking 
conditions needed for pay-on-answer coin boxes. Level 9 
is connected to the 1st: selectors at the G.S.C. and gives 
access to the lotnl-tode-dinllld routes trunked from levels 
at the G.S.C. and also to the emergency service. Level 1 
is connected to the G.S.C. for access to the assistance 
operator (100) and to manual board and engineering 

services. This method of access to service points via a 
ringle group of junctions from the minor non-director 
exchange was adopted prior to S.T.D. and avoided the 
need for individué circuits from the non-director 
exchange to individua service points. Some of the larger 
minor non-director exchanges justify direct auxiliary 
routes to other exchanges in both the home and adjacent 
charging groups, and such routes are normaiy connected 
to leve 8 2nd selectors. The allocation of routes to these 
levels is not influenced by the S.T.D. conditions as it 
would be at the G.S.C. but only by norma trunking 
considerations. The loca subscribers at the non-director 
exchange are allocated to the remaining 1 st seeeccor levels.

Satjelite Exchanges
S.T.D. at group-srlector-saellitr exchanges is intro

duced in a manner similar to that already described for 
minor non-director exchanges except that levels 8 and 9 
are connected to 2nd terectors at the G.S.C. giving access 
to the local-code-dialled routes connected to the G.S.C. 
and to the emergency service. Routes to other sateelite 
exchanges are trunked from selector levels at the ^ateelite 
exchange. Direct routes are required from the group- 
telector-satellitr levels to any 5-digit minor non-director 
exchanges allocated to lst serector levels at the G.S.C., 
and it therefore follows that in some instances it would 
be desirable to include such non-director exchanges 
within the linked numbering scheme.

At discriminating-type satellites, use is made of 
auxiliary junction-hunters to provide S.T.D. facilities. 
The trunking arrangements are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. 
Both the discriminating-selector-repeater (D.S.R.) type 
sateflite and the tate^ite 1st serector type function in the 
usua manner unless 0 is dialled as the first digit. When 
this occurs, a change-over circuit disconnects the 1st 
selector and switches the caiing subscriber through to 
an S.T.D. junction-hunter which searches for a free 
S.T.D. junction to the register-transSator equipment at 
the G.S.C. Access to the junctions is given via metering- 
over-junction (M.O.J.) type auto-auto relay-sets. Loca- 
call timing is incorporated in the auxiliary circuiit and is 
operative on ai except S.T.D. calls.
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FIG. 2—MINOR NON-DIRECTOR EXCHANGE TRUNKING
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A.A.M.O.J.—Auto-auto relay-set with metering over junction. R.A.—Register- 
•access equipment.
FIG. 4—SATELLITE 1ST SELECTOR AND DISCRIMINATOR TRUNKING

U.A.X.s
To extend S.T.D. to U.A.X.s the form of trunking 

indicated in Fig. 5 is likely to be adopted.
When a subscriber dials 0 for an S.T.D. call, an 

auxiliary relay-set is brought into use and seizes a junc
tion to the U.A.X. group of 1st selectors at the G.S.C. 
The auxiliary relay-set repeats the digit 0 to route the 
-‘call to the register-translator equipment at the G.S.C. 
Calls to “‘100’” and to the manual and engineering services 
.are routed in the same manner, but for these the digit 1 
is repeated by the auxiliary relay-set. This relay-set also 
gives the appropriate facilities, 6g. manuaa hold and 
■coin and fee Checking.

Levd 9 is connected to the G.S.C. via local-call timing 
equipment and auto-auto relay-sets for local code-diaHing 
through the G.S.C.

Whilst in some existing U.A.X.s it may be necessary 
to change the telephone numbers of some subscribers in 
order to free levels 1 and 0, levels 2-8 will be available 
for access to local subscribers and to direct auxiliary 
routes provided from the U.A.X.

Although Fig. 1 has not been drawn to cater for 
S.T.D. at U.A.X.s the changes involved are likely to be

R.A.—Regis-e--access equipment. L.C.T.—Local-call timing equipment. A.A.— 
Aulo-aulo relay-set.
FIG. 5—U.A.X. TRUNKING WITH SUBSCRIBER TRUNK DIALLING

small. The problem will, of course, be complicated 
during the interim stages when only some U.A.X.s will 
have S.T.D. For those U.A.X.s which have S.T.D. a 
group of circuits will be necessary from levd 0 of the 
U.A.X. group of Ust: setectors to the register-access relay
sets. Further, a separate U.A.X. levU 1 group of 2nd 
sdectors may, in some instances, become necessary.

CALL-TIMING AND METERING AT NON-DIRECTOR EXCHANGES
In non-director exchanges (G.S.C.s and minor non - 

diredor exchanges), local-caH timing equipment is con - 
nected in the 1ss sdector-levd outlets serving local 
numbers or junctions to other exchanges in the home and 
adjacent charging groups, as indicated in Fig, 1

The manuaa board and engineering services on levU 1 
do not require metering except for levee 16, which is to be 
used for the test-match score information service. How - 
ever, this service gives rise to heavy traffic on certain 
occasions and, to avoid congession, calls to this service 
are terminated by forced release after a pre-determined 
maximum time. Such calls are metered at one unit: on 
beng essablished; the timing and forced release is con - 
trolled by equipment similar to that used for the speak
ing-clock service. Local-caH timing equipment is not 
therefore necessary on leve 1

The charging and timing of S.T.D. calls is controlled by 
the reeisSeei-ransSarori as mentioned eadier. The equip
ment needed to control the operation of the subscribers’ 
private meters has been arranged so that it cm be 
connected ether on an individual basis in the line 
termination of each subscriber requiring the facility or 
on a common basis in the circuits between the outlets of 
the subscribers’ uniselectors and Us1t seeectors.

TRUNKING IN DIRECTOR AREAS

In director rcers outgoing S.T.D. traffic can be catered 
for most economically by in^trline one central group 
of originating register-translator equipment to serve all 
the diredor exchanges in the area. To provide access to 
this equipment from individual director exchanges, 
level 0 of the A-digit seteetoos Ss connected to a form of 
local register. This locaa regisSee causes the SsS code 
sdector to step to the levE required to give access, via a 
junction relay-set:, to the central regisSeei-ratsSal:or 
equipment.

The local-call timing arrangements are incorporated 
in the lst code setector, and the coin-checking and fee-
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FIG. 6—DIRECTOR EXCHANGE TRUNKING

checking and subscribers’ private meter facilities are 
provided in the same manner as in non-director exchanges 
(see Flg. 6).

GROUP-SELECTOR AND FINAL-SELECTOR EQUIPMENT
A type of group-selector rack with grading facilities 

incorporated within the rack was introduced in 1945 for 
use in all group-selector ranks in both director and 
non-director exchanges.7 After some years of experience 
it has been decided that for penultimate selectors 
economies can be achieved if the interconnecting circuits 
are taken direct from the penultimate group-selector 
racks to the appropriate final seeectors. This avoids 
routing the interconnecting circuits via the equipment 
I.D.F. and has been adopted because, in practice, the 
consequent loss of flexibility is unlikely to prove an 
embarrassment. However to reduce the amount, of 
cross--umpering required on the graded-type penultimate 
racks it is necessary to pair setector levels 1 and 2, 
3 and 4 and so on, instead of 0 and 1 2 and 3 as hitherto. 
In order to maintain these new level-pairing arrange
ments when only one li-and-over P.B.X. final ^etector 
unit is required, the other levee of the par is reserved for 
allocation to another 11-and-over P.B.X. final selector 
unit at a later date.

In order to determine the bank and selector require
ments for ordinary and 2—10 P.B.X. final seeectors, it was 
the practice for many years to use fixed loading figures, 
e.g. ordinary final-selector bank multiples were provided 
(in multiples of 10 banks with a minimum of 20 banks) 
on the basis of 188 connexions being allocated to a 200- 
line unit, and 2-10 P.B.X. final-selector bank multiples 
were provided on the basis of 132 ordinary connexions 
and 56 2~10 P.B.X. connexions per 200-line unit. The 
use of this fixed method of loading, espedafiy where the 
incoming calling rate to ordinary subscribers was low, 
led in some instances to some over-provision of final- 
setector banks. To avoid this, the loading of the final- 
seeector units is now calculated for each exchange so that 
the ordinary and 2-10 P.B.X. final-selector bank sets are 
provided on the most economical basis. This may mean 
an increase in the number of 2—10 units, but their 
greater cost will be more than offset by the overdl 
savings in final-selector banks.

In recent: years the minimum bank multiple for any 
final-selector unit has, as mentioned above, been set at 
20 banks. Such a minimum figure was considered 
necessary because of the following factors:

(a) The difficulty of manufacturing bank sets which 
are not a multiple of the shell7 capacity.

(7 The impracticabiiity of extending a final-selector 
bank set when it has once been installed.

(c) Possible future increases in traffic incoming to the 
final-selector unit.

(d) The final-selector unit is provided on the basis of 
the ultimate loading.

It has, however, now been decided that in some 
instances economies could be obtained without seriously 
prejudicing the long-term requirements by using a 
15-bank multiple for final seeectors serving ordinary 
subscribers.

SUBSCRIBERS’ 50-POINT LINEFINDER SYSTEM
For many years it was the general practice at non - 

director and director exchanges to provide uniselector
type calling equipments on the basis of one uniselector 
per incoming connexion. Such a basis had some 
advantages from the point of view of accommodating 
changes in the ratio of shared service to exclusive 
connexions, but was generous in exchanges where the 
originating cafiing rate of the subscribers was low. The 
-0-point linefinder systems was introduced in 1957 to 
allow for the more economic provision of calling equip
ments to serve subscribers with a low originating calling 
rate.

In the 50-point linefinder system the subscribers are 
grouped in units of 49 terminating on the banks of 
5 X 50-point non-homing rotary-type linefinders (P.O. 
Type 2 uniselectors), each of which is connected to a 
subscriber’s uniselector circuiit of the normal type 
functioning as a sdector hunter. The 50th point of the 
linefinder bank is used for testing purposes. The system 
incorporates facilites for shared service by means of a 
tingle calling equipment per pair of sharing subscribers, 
and hence each group can accommodate either 49 
exdusive subscribers or up to 98 shared-service sub
scribers. A fully-equipped rack caters for 10 groups each 
of 49 terminations, but the actual number of connexions 
depends upon the proportion of shared-service lines, 
e.g. a typical rack might: accommodate 600 connexions 
on 490 terminations. By way of comparison the same 
size rack would accommodate a maximum of 300 con
nexions on 2-home-potiiion uniselectors.

At new exchanges subscribers’ cafiing equipments are 
provided on a composite installation of uniselector racks 
and 50-point linefinder racks, the actu! proportion of 
each type being dependent on the ratio of high-cafiing- 
rate to low-calling-rate subscribers. Existing exchanges 
with uniselector calling equipments are generafiy 
extended so that as far as possible residential subscribers 
can be accommodated on 50-point linefinders, the 
remainder bdng allocated to existing uniselectors.

TRUNK OFFERING

The facility of trunk offering has in the past been 
provided via direct circuits from the asssstance operator 
to the assodated non-directorr minor non-director and 
director exchanges and also to satellite exchanges. Trunk 
offering at directly-connected U.A.X.s was normally pro - 
vided via routes from the G.S.C. to the U.A.X. which 
were accestible both to operators and subscribers. With 
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the introduction of remote assistance centres (trunk
control centres) in director and non-director areas, each 
manual board required facilities for trunk offering to all 
subscribers within the director or non-director area even 
though the operator might not have been the parent 
operator for the subscriber’s local exchange. To cater for 
this requirement in the most economical manner, circuits 
were provided from each trunk-control centre to a central 
group of selectors. The levels of thiese selectors gave 
access to the trunk-offering selectors at the dependent 
director, non-director and satellite exchanges. This 
scheme required the operator to dial an arbitrary 2-digit 
or 3-digit code prior to the number of the wanted 
subscriber.
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vided to non-director and satenite exchanges. Ordinary traffic - carrying 
junctions are used to U.A.X.s.

FIG. 7—TRUNIK-OFFERINGSCHEME WITH CENTRALTRUNK-OFFERING 
SELECTORS AT GROUP SWITCHING CENTRE

It is expected that with the introduction of S.T.D. the 
number of assistance operators will decrease, with a 
consequent effect on the number of assistance centres. 
Where an asssstance centre is to be remote from the 
G.S.C. it is proposed to adopt the centralized-trunk- 
offering principle with the selectors situated at the group 
switching centre. The relay-sets used will permit trunk 
offering to U.A.X. subscribers via normal traffic circuits 
between the G.S.C. and each U.A.X. The esssnttal 
features of the trunking scheme are shown in Fig. 7.

FUTURE PLANS

The introduction of S.T.D. has brought about significant 
changes in the trunking and grading arrangements of 
group switching centres and minor exchanges. It is 
expected that more changes will be necessary to cater for 
the introduction of the new transit switching plan and 
the design of exchanges on a unit: basis.9
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Book Review
“Telecommunication Dictionary.” A. Visser. Elsevier 

Publishing Co., Amsterdam. Distributed by D. Van 
Nostrand Company, Ltd., N.Y. and London. 1011 pp. 
147s.

Ahis is a six-language dictionary in English, French, 
Spanish, Italian, German and Dutch, and is one of a group 
of 22 multi-lingual dictionaries, covering separate fields of 
technology and commerce, published by Elsevier. It con - 
tains nearly 10,000 terms and is a rearranged and aug- 
mented edition of one produced in 1955 by Mr. Visser, then 
Head of Documentation Services of the Netherlands P.T.T., 
for use by officers of the P.T.T. The new edition has been 
produced under Mr. Visser’s direction, and comprises a 
“basic tabi!’ in which terms are given in English in alpha
betical order with the equivalents in the other languages 
listed below each, and five subtidiary sections, one for each 
of the other languages, in which the terms are in alphabetical 
order in those languages, with numerical references to the 
basic table.

The publishers say that in the basic table can be found 
“all terms used in the telccommiunc:Uton world” but this 
statement needs some qualification. Certainly a wide range 
of engineering and traffic terms is covered, including whole 
phrases such as “split trunk group available for use only on 

certain outward positions,” but whereas “‘pointed mason’s 
chisel” appears, “cathode follower,” “magnetic drum,’” 
“flip-flop,” “mismatch,” “backward-wave tube” and“vesti- 
gial sideband” do not. It is possible to compile quite 
rapidly a list of 50 or more terms which one can reasonably 
expect to encounter in present-day papers on telecommunica
tions subjects but which do not appear in this dictionary; 
however, many of them do appear in the other Elsevier 
dictionaries, particularly in those devoted to “Amplification, 
Modulation, Transmission and Reception,” “Electronics and 
Waveguides” and “Television, Radar and Antennae.’”

Probably no dictionary is perfect, and the translation of 
technical terms is quite often a difficult matter. Often the 
meaning conveyed by a single word in one language can be 
rendered in another only by a phrase of several words, In a 
multi-lingu! dictionary the several versions of a term can be 
seen at once, so that if there is doubt about the applicabiiity 
to a given set of circumstances of the version given for one 
language, it can to some extent: be checked by examining the 
versions given in the other languages, In this respect a 
multi-lingua dictionary may be more convenient than a 
collection of two-language dictionaries,

This dictionary is an excellent piece of book production, 
and the paper and binding have been chosen to stand up to 
extensive use,

H, D, B.
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A New Frame and Cover for Carriageway Manholes 
and Joint-boxes

S. W. JENNINGS, a.m.i.e.e., and A.. F. L. HEARNT
U.D.C. 624.027.8z621.315.233

A brief history is given of the use by the Post Office of frames 
and covers for manholes and joint-boxes in carriageways. In - 
vestigations made into the loads that these covers must be capable 
of withstanding are outlined, the requirements for a new frame 
and cover are examined, and the development of a new unit-type 

frame and cover is described.

INTRODUCTION

VARIOUS types of manhole frames and covers 
have been used satisfactorily in the past by the 
Post Office but the weight and speed of modern 
road traffic have shown them to have some disadvan

tages. The situation required a careful study of the short
comings of existing frames and covers and this led to the 
development of a better type, which is also easier to 
install.
TYPES OF FRAMES AND COVERS USED BY THE POST OFFICE

Early frames and covers for manholes andjoint-boxes 
built for telephone and telegraph purposes were adapta
tions of types already in use for gaining access to drainage 
systems. The covers were, in general, of two basic 
types:

(i) A cass-tron “‘tray’” divided into compartmentswhich 
were filled with some hard-wearing material, e.g. wood 
blocks, concrete.

(ii) A cast-tron upper plate, which formed the wearing 
surface, having an arrangement of sajpjpoiriing ribs 
below it.

The cover rested in a massive frame of inverted “tee” 
section. The load-bearing surfaces consisted of “chip
ping blocks” of relatively small cross-sectional area, the 
levels of which were modified by the manufacturer to 
permit initial adjustment and prevent the cover “rock- 
ing” when new.

Round Type (Frame and Cover, Manhole, No. 3)
This was the first type of frame and cover to be used 

by the Post Ofiice and is shown in Fig. 1. Whilst 
exceedingly heavy, it was easy to install due to the 
rigidity of the massive frame casting. The cover usually 
developed rock soon after installation due to unequal 
wear of the chipping blocks. It was necessary to lift 
the cover vertically some six inches when access to the 
plant was required.
Oval Type (Frame and Cove, Jointing-Pit, No. 2)

The oval frame and cover was similar in design to the 
round type and possessed the same characteristics. Due 
to its shape, however it was possible for the cover to fall 
through the frame aperture and cause damage to the 
plant in the jointing chamber.
Wood’s Type (Frame and Cover, Joint-Box, Carriageway) 

The Wood’s type frame and cover (Fig. 2), which super
seded the oval type, was provided with serrated seatings in 

t Mr. Jennings was formerly in the Externaa Plant and 
Pro-cction Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office, but is now with the Ministry 
of Transport. Mr. Hearn is in the Externaa Plant and Pro-ection 
Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office.

FIG. IhPLAN and section of round cover

an endeavour to increase the area of contact between the 
cover and the frame and thereby reduce the rate of wear. 
In practice the increase in life was not realized due to 
slight casting inaccuracies causing small-area contact 
turfacct to wear rapidly, resulting in rocking covers. Its 
installation and handling charac-crit-ict were similar to 
those of Frame and Cove, Manhole, No. 3.

“Slide-out” Type (Frame and Cover, Manhole, No. 3E)
This type was introduced in 1948 in both square and 

rectangular form (Fig. 3). It will be seen that the frame, 
which was assembled from separate cast units, had a 
hollow section which was filled with concrete on rite. 
As shown, the cover was also filled with concrete. The 
seating areas were fully machined in order to provide 
a large area of contact to reduce the rate of wear. The 
lack of rigidity of the frames made their installation, 
to the standard of accuracy required to take full advan
tage of the large seating areas, extremely difficult under 
field conditions. As a resuh, rocking developed early in 
the life of the unit and the lightness of the frame sections 
proved inadequate to withstand the consequent stresses. 
The removal of the covers for access to the plant was 
made easy by the “slide-out” facility provided.

FIG. 2—WOOD’S TYPE COVER SHOWING SERRATED SEATING
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Multi-Cover Type (Frame and Cover, Joint-Box, No. 10, 
The increased use of coaxial cables necessitated a 

review of jointing-chamber designs. In 1951 longer 
joint boxes were introduced to reduce cabling difficulties 
and to provide improved jointing facilities at a lower 
cost than that of an equivalent manhole. The frame 
and cover chosen consisted of four individual covers, 
with their assoccated frame sections, assembled into one 
continuous unit. In the field, the difficulties of replac
ing cross bars into accurately machined recesses dictated 
the use of covers supported on two opposite sides only.

BEHAVIOUR OF MANHOLE AND JOINT-BOX COVERS 
UNDER TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

In view of the short life and breakage of some covers, 
the stresses to which a manhole cover is subjected 
when installed in a road carrying fast-moving heavy traffic 
were investigated.

The preliminary investigations were made using a 
mechamcal indicating device, despite the known in
accuracies of this type of instrument that result from 
inertia and possible resonance of the moving parts. 
The indicator was mounted under the edge of the second 
cover of a Frame and Cover, Joint-Box, No. 10, and an 
artificial surface irregularity provided at the end from 
which vehicles approached the cover. The provision 
of this irregularity was necessary to simulate impact 
conditions. A fully-laden stores-cairrying vehicle was 
driven over the cover at different speeds and the indicator 
readings taken. These tests revealed that the down
ward deflexion at the centre of the cover was followed 
by a rebound in the upward direction to 80 per cent 
of the downward deflexion, due to the release of stored 
energy when the load was removed.

The magmtude of this upward deflerion was of such 
Vital importance that it demanded further and more 
accurate investigation, and arrangements were made 
for tests to be carried out with an improved indicating 
unit. The basis of this indicator was the strain gauge. 
This consisted of a resistance element mounted on a very 
thin sheet of paper, which was rigidly cemented to the 
face of the metal at the postion where the measurement 
of strain was required. Any dimensional change in the 
metal was transmitted through the cement to the resis
tance element which therefore suffered a change in 
resistance proportional to its change in length. To 
counteract the effect of temperature changes a second 
similar dement was cemented to the metal, close to the 
first, but at a position where no strain occurred. These 

two elements formed two arms of a bridge network, 
the norm! galvanometer beng replaced by a cathode
ray oscilloscope with a “long-persistence” screen. The 
bridge was balanced under static conditions and any 
subsequent changes in the resistance of the “‘working’” 
element were indicated on the oscflloscope.

These tests confirmed the results obtained using the 
mcchanical indicator, and showed that the error in the 
magnitude of deflexion indicated by the mechanical 
indicator was of the order of 10 per cent.

THEORETICAL EXAMINATION OF COVER DESIGIN

Stresses in the Cover
A study of the configuration of a typical manhole

cover casting of the No. 10 type indicated that the 
failures were, in all probability, due to its lack of strength 
when subjected to ttr•etses in the reverse direction from 
those imposed when supporting the weight of traffic.

A part section of a typical casting is shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4-NORMAL LOADING OF TYPICAL CAST BEAM

Consider that the portion within the solid lines is sup
ported and loaded as shown, and that:

W = the applied load,
Y-Y = the position of the neutral axis, 

fa = the stress in the upper face of the web, 
fb = the stress in the lowe- face of the plate. 

The casUiron of which the cover is made is assumed to 
have an ultimate tensile stress (U.T.S.) of 12 tons/in2 
and an ultimate compressive stress (U.C.S.) of 26 
tons/n2. The compressive stress, fa, in the upper face 
is proportional to Wx and the tensile stress, fb, in the 
lower face is proportional to Wx/3. The load, W which 
the cover will resist without fracture is limited by the 
U.C.S. of the casst-ron, although even under these con
ditions the tensile stress in the lower face is nearing 
the U.T.S. of the material. The concreee filling adds 
to the strength of the cover when new, but when shrink
age and subsequent loosemng of the concrete occurs 
this increase in strength is lost.

Instantaneous removaa of the load releases the stored 
potential energy, causes the cover to restore to its 
original position and, due to the kinetic energy when it 
reaches this point, causes a deflexion of 80 per cent of 
the loaded deflexion in the upward direction. As the 
deflexion is proportional to load, this condition could 
be simulated by reversing the cover and applying a 
lm (Tig )

If the load Wr is increased sufficiently the cover will fail 
due to the stress fa in the casitiron reaching the U.T.S. 
of the material. This stress is proportion^ to xWr.

FIG. 5 —LOADING OF REVERSED BEAM
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.'. xWr = Wx/3
and Wr = W/3.

Thus, the reverse load that the cover will withstand 
is only 1/3 of the limiting dead load. As the stress 
reaches 80 per cent of this load, the cover can only be 
relied upon to withstand 5/12 or 0-42 of the dead load 
for which it is designed. A cover which fractures under 
dead-load conditions at 35 tons can therefore only be 
loaded to 35 X 042 tons or 14-7 tons, approximate^ 
if that load is liable to be removed instantaneoussy. 
It is not possible to remove the load instantaneoussy, 
but this condition is approached when the cover is 
loaded by fast-moving vehicles. This is due to the 
relatively slow rate of recovery of the cover under simple 
harmonic motion, compared with the speed of removal 
of the load due to the forward velocity of the vehicle.

Reducrion of Searing Wear
Further examination of exislzing frames and covers 

also led to the belief that, under rebound conditions, 
the cover lost contact with the frame seating during part 
of its period of oscUlation, causing excessive wear-. To 
prevent this, it was necessary to reduce the maximum 
value of the upward accetetattrn of the edge of the cover 
immediately over the frame seating to a value less than 
that due to gravity. This was effected by an increase 
in the stiffness of the cover to reduce the amplitude of 
the deflexion. This reduction in the deflexion also 
reduced the Siding movement at the seating areas, further 
reducing wear of the seatings.

DEVELOPMENT OF UNIT-TYPE FRAME AND COVER

In view of the results of the tests and theoretical 
considerations outlined above, the fitting of multiple 
carriageway covers was discontinued and a-<-itional 
support provided to those already installed, until a 
better design could be developed and proved to be 
satisfactory by extensive and prolonged field trial.

The new design for multipte-ac<ess covers was 
developed to fulfil, as far as possible, the following 
requirements: .

(i) Be capable of carrying fast-moving heavy loads 
with a reasonable factor of safety. In view of the doubts 
regarding the degree of impact likely to be experienced, 
e.g. due to bad reinstatement, and the possible double
impact of twin rear-axle vehicles, the ultimate dead 
load for design purposes was taken to be 45 tons applied 
over a 12in. diameter circle placed anywhere on a 
multiple-cover assembly.

(») Be capable of bring slid out by two men, each 
lifting a weight of less than 1301b.

(iii) Have a longer useful life than previous types.
(iv) Need no filling on site.
(v) Provide a non-skid surface for traffic.
(vi) Be easy to mstan to a standard of accuracy 

which would ensure contact between the cover and 
frame over the full seating area.

(w7) Be assembled from toleranced parts to provide 
interchangeabiiity and versatiilty.

A study of the above requirements suggested that the 
same cover unlit could be used for all Post Oflice carriage
way covers (1,2or 3 unit), thus offering further versatiilty.

Pracricaa Design Considerations
In order to achieve a high strength/weight ratio, the 

weight of the filling had to be reduced to a minimum. 
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Experiments carried out with various types of filling 
proved that a high-grade flooring asphalt was superior 
to any other type of filler. This material can be used 
in slabs 1 in. thick and 4 in. square. It was, therefore, 
necessary to provide a supporting plate approximately 
l in. below the upper surface of the cover and ribs 
spaced 4 in. apart in both directions.

Two methods of manufacture of the cover were 
possible, i.e. casting or fabrication. The fabrication 
method was rejected owing to the difficulty of quahty 
control of welding and the relatively high rate of cor
rosion of structural-steel sections. The materials avail
able for casting included various grades of casst-ron 
to British Standard (B.S.) 1452, steel, spheroidal- 
graphited iron and light-weight alloy. Using any of these 
materials the minimum practical casting thickness is of 
the order of 1 in. With this limitation little advantage 
can be taken of the increased U.T.S. of the higher-grade 
materials as the considerable increase in cost is not 
accompanied by a material decrease in weight. The use 
of light-weight alloys was rejected due to their lack of 
stiffness and low resistance to wear and corrosion of the 
seating surfaces. The material finally chosen was cast- 
iron to B.S. 1452, grade 12.

The relative values of the maximum bending moment 
on a line at right-angles to the supporting edges, due to a 
load placed anywhere on the cover, are shown in Fig. 6.

Previous designs had taken little, if any, advantage of 
the reduction in bending moment at the supporting 
edges, but by designing a casting in which the moment 
of resistance followed, more or less, the bending moment 
curve a considerable reduction in weight and. cost was 
obtained. To increase the stifness of the castling, 
without a corresponding increase in weight, the depth 
of the castling was increased. The amount of this 
increase was, however, limited by the increased height 
to which the leading edge of the cover must be raised 
to clear the edge of the frame. A depth of 5% in., 
1 in. more than its immediate predecessor, was eventu
ally chosen as giving the best compromise.

Design of the Cover
The design of cover*  ultimately adopted (Fig. 7(a) 

and 7(b)) consisted of a series of beams to span the 
aperture, cast integrally with each other and covered 
by a plate for supporting the filling material. Above 
this plate projections were provided to retain the filling. 
To allow satisfactory core positioning when casting, 
five beams were chosen. The possible advantage to be 
obtained by linking these beams with webs spanning 
the cover at right-angles to the centre line of the beams

* Ths new design is the subject of Patent Application 
No. 23009/58.



(ci) Underside of Cover

(b) Frame and Cover, Showing how Cover Slides Out
FIG. 7—UNIT-TYPE FRAME AND COVER

was rejected due to the poor resi^Hting strength/weight 
ratio. Webs were, however, necessary to give 
support to the seimirircular ribs on which the cover 
slides when removed. These webs were made as light 
as practicable. To support a load of 45 tons anywhere 
on a multi-cover unit, the edges of the covers were 
strengthened by sparing the beams closer together 
at the edges and providing an end beam of ample pro - 
portions. The neutral axis of the cover falls a little 
below the centre of the depth to provide adequate 
strength to resist the upward deflexion experienced 
when the load is instantaneously withdrawn. Pro
vision was made for bolting the cover to the side 
members during installation to ensure intimate contact 
between the machined surfaces.

Design of the Frame
The frame is made in sections which are bolted 

together, and follows conventional inverted “T” section 
design. It is of ample proportions to resist the hammer
ing effect of fast-moving heavy traffic.

Packaging
The covers and frame sections (Fig. 8) are supplied

FIG. 8—PLAN OF NEW COVER SHOWING END BEAMS

in “packaged’” units, “Frames and Covers, Units A, B 
and C,” thus permitting one or more cover units to be 
assembled on rite as required. The covers and frame 
sections are machined to ±0-015 in. to allow reasonably 
cheap machining yet permit full interchangeability. 
When more than one cover section is required the end 
beams, shown chain-dotted in Fig. 8, are provided ateach 
end of the manhole and the intermediate edges of the 
ride-frames are bolted together to make a single frame 
which will take two or three covers.

CONCLUSIONS

Experience, so far, indicates that the life of these 
units far exceeds that of earlier types, and only in a very 
few instances has rocking been reported. Investigations 
of those covers that have developed rock has indicated 
that insufficient care had been taken when they were 
installed, allowing subsequent settlement of the frame 
sections.
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New Methods of Meter-Pulse Regisltration
C. A. MAY, m.a., a.m.i.e.eT

U.D.C. 621395.36

The registration of meter pulses on electromechanical meters at 
existing-type automatic telephone exchanges results in considerable 
labour costs by the time a subscriber’s account has been produced. 
It is apparent that meter-pulse registration by suitable electronic 
methods could lead to the complete automation of all processes from 
registration to the production of the subscriber’s account. This 
article outlines the requirements of a metering system and, after 
briefly referring to existing arrangements, describes two basicaHy 
different electronic methods of registration which are being 

investigated.

INTRODUCTION
A S a revenue-earrnng department of the Civil 

t-X Service the Post Office is expected to, and in fact 
does, make a profit.) Much of this profit comes 

from the telephone service. The telephone service 
revenue comes mainly from three sources: rental and 
installation charges, charges for ticketed calls, and 
charges for metered calls. The revenue received from 
metered calls is roughly 20 per cent of the total telephone 
revenue, or about £45,000,000 per annum. At the 
present time this sum consists almost entirely of charges 
for local calls and would, therefore, be expected to rise 
slowly over the years with the growth in the number of 
subscribers. However, this tendency is considerably 
affected by the introduction of subscriber trunk dialling 
(S.T.D.).

As described elsewhere,2 subscribers having S.T.D. 
facilities are able to complete, by dialling, a high propor- 
tion of calls previously obtainable only with the assistance 
of an operator; further, the charges for all calls dialled by 
an S.T.D. subscriber, including loc! cals, are recorded 
on his meter. The number of meter pulses recorded on 
his meter for each caff will vary according to the duration 
of the call and the distance over which it is made?

Thus, as S.T.D. is extended throughout the country, 
the proportion of the total telephone revenue obtained 
from metered calls will increase rapidly; at the same time 
the reduction in the number of manual and automanual 
exchanges will increase the cost of meter reading, which is 
at present normally performed visually by operators 
during periods of light traffic. The need for cheap and 
accurate methods of bringing to account subscribers’ 
meter readings will concurrently increase in importance. 
Two factors are involved in this process: firstly, the form 
in which the meter record is stored, and secondly, the 
method by whichit is read when the total is desired. These 
are, to a large extent, interdependent. .

REQUIREMENTS OF A METERING SYSTEM
To be acceptable to an operating adminisration a 

metering system must:
(a) be accurate, both in recording and during reading, 
(b) be cheap in capital costs and in annua charges, 
(0 be economical in power needed and space occupied, 
(d) provide ready access for reading any or all of the 

metered totals stored, and
(e) be compatible with whatever automatic accounting 

and billing system it has to interwork.
In the design of all-electronic exchanges, under the
TTelephone Exchange Systems Developments Branch, 

E.-in-C.’s Office.

guidance of the Joint Electronic Research Committee, all 
these points are being considered; this article deals 
primarily with some nlectronir methods which might: 
prove suitable for use in existing electromechaniral 
exchanges.

EXISTING METERING AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

Meter-Pulse Regisst'ration
In all the automatic exchanges now in operation in 

this country each subscriber’s line has an nlectro- 
mechanical meter aisoctatnd with it for the regissration 
of meter pulses; in the case of a shared-service line, one 
or two meters may be fitted according to whether separate 
metering is provided or not. Three basic types of meter 
exist today: the large No. 1 Type, and the smaller No. 100 
Type and No. 150 Type. Fig. 1 shows a seecton of the 
racks of lOO-type meters at Fulham telephone exchange.

Fig. 2 shows in schematic form the relationship between 
subscribers’ lines, subscribers’ line circuits with their 
assoccated meters, and the remainder of the exchange. 
The actual type of exchange does not need to be speeffied; 
it is sufficient to accept that meter pulses are generated 
within the switching network and appear as voltage 
changes on leads each one of which is individual to a

FIG. l—MIETER RACKS AT FULHAJM TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
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FIG. 2—BLOCK SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF EXISTING METERING 
SYSTEM

EXCHANGE | | TELEPHONE MANAGERS OFFICE

FIG. 4—PROCESSING A METER READING USING A PUNCHED-CARD 
SYSTEM

subscriber. The subscriber’s meter steps once for each 
meter pulse received.

The system shown in Fig. 5 is an obvious improvement 
over that in Fig. 3 in that all the purely arithmetical 
processes have been mechanized; there is still, however, 
room for further improvement.

Meter Reading
All exiS.ing meters are designed to be read visually; 

Fig. 3 shows the stages involved in the processing of a

EXCHANGE TELEPHONE MANAGER'S OFFICE

[7|I|0|2|

[ÏTT7I

ACCOUNT

LOCAL 
CALLS £2.15.10.

VISUAL REAAIHE 
AND ENTERING R MATAR BooK

METER 800K 
TAKEN TO 

t.MMsFEICI
SUBTRACTION MONETARY ACCOUNT PRINTED
usmc office equivalent av adding/listing

MACHINE - OBTAINED ' MACHINEI from ready 
I MECXOUEM I

FIG. 3—PROCESSING A METER READING UNDER THE EXISTING 
METHODS

POSSIBLE METHODS OF IMPROVEMENT

The input to the system shown in Fig. 5 is the meter 
itself, an electromechanical device recording information 
in what may be called machine language. The punched- 
card accounting equipment at the Telephone Manager’s 
office uses a different machine language. In other words, 
requirement (e) is not met. To transfer from one 
language to another entails subsidiary processes of photo
graphy, dispatch, chemical developing, projecting, 
reading and card punching. All these processes cost 
money, and some of them are liable to introduce errors 
which can only be minimized by additional cost. For 
example, to reduce human error at the punching stage, 
each card is punched with the same information by two 
separate operators, the card being ssightly displaced for 
the second punching. Thus, provided that the same 
information has been punched by both operators, all the 
holes on the card are sightly oval. The subsequent 
automatic machinery rejects any card containing a round 
hole.

meter reading to form part of a subscriber’s bill. This
diagram is typical only—the details vary from Telephone 
Area to Telephone Area.

Where punched-card accounting 
systems are in operation as many as 
possible of the arithmetical processes exchange

Punched-card accounting is being installed throughout 
the country; any improvement in compatibility must
come, therefore, from replaccng the electromechanical 
meter by some new device capable of giving an output

TELEPHONE MANAGER'S OFFICE
are performed automaticaOy; Fig. 4 
shows the stages involved.

Fig. 5 shows a further refinement 
of the system, at present on trial in 
the Edinburgh Telephone Area. Here 
the subscribers’ meters are photo
graphed in blocks of 100; the film is' 
then sent to the Telephone Manager’s 
office where it is processed. The 
resukingnegatives are fed into a reader 
and the meter readings are projected, 
one by one, on to a screen in front of 
a key-punch machine operator. From 
the stage where the punched card is 
prepared all further manipulation is 
done by automatic machinery. FIG. 5 —PROCESSING A METER READING USING A PHOTOGRAPHIC AND PUNCHED-CARD 

SYSTEM
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which can be fed as directly as possible into the punched- 
card machinery. In the course of time the punched-card 
equipment will itself be superseded and replaced by 
computer-type data-processing equipment. Any new 
meter-pulse registration device must, therefore, cater for 
both types of accounting equipment; it is evident that the 
output must be electrical in form, and that the contents 
of each meter store must be made available for reading 
on receipt of a signal, also eleccrical in form. Require
ments (d) and (e) will then be met.

Punched-card accounting machinery is partly eleccro- 
mechanical, partly eiectromc: computers are fully elec
tronic. There is, therefore, a strong argument for any new 
meter-pulse regissration device bring electronic in 
character, since, as shown above, it can be considered 
as a remote part of the accounting machinery. Much 
research has been done in recent years on rieccronic 
storage devices since thiese are widely used in computers, 
data-processing equipment, and elerironic telephone 
exchanges. The main devices from which a choice can be 
made are as follows:

(a) The magnetic or ferrite core.
(b) The delay line.
(c) Magnetic or paper tape.
(d) The magnetic drum.

The remainder of this article consists of descriptions of 
two proposed systems using magnetic drums, one of 
which also uses ferrite cores for temporary storage, and 
of one system using tape.

MAGNETIC-DRUM METERING SCHEMES
Meter-Pulse Regissraaion

The surface of a magnetic drum consists of a large 
number of tracks, each track providing an information 
storage area; with each track are assoriated read and 
write heads. Fig. 6 is a sketch of a magnetic drum, with 
one track and its two heads shown. A positive pulse of

MAGNETIC DRUM

FIG. 6-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A MAGNETIC-DRUM STORE

current flowing through the write head magnetically 
saturates, in one direction, the small length of track 
pasting under the head at that instant; a negative pulse 
saturates it in the opposite direction. Thiese two states of 
saturation can be used to represent the binary digits 
0 and 1. In practice, more complicated methods of modu
lation are used, but thiese do not affect the argument. 
Once a digit 0 or a digit 1 is stored in one of the ele
mentary areas it will reman until it is deliberately 
altered. What is more, each time it passes under the 
read head the information can be read and used, if 
required, without affecting it in any way.

The length of the elementary area is typically 0-01 in. 
and tracks can be spaced about 0-05 in. apart. A drum 
of 9 in. diameter and 5 in. axial length can accommodate 
about a quarter of a million binary digits. This is a 

greater storage caparity than 10,000 Meters No. 150, 
and a drum of this size would thus be sufficient to record 
all the metering information of a full-sized telephone 
exchange.

Each subscriber’s meter store on the magnetic drum 
comprises a register, which is a portion of one track; the 
Appendix describes a scheme of allocation of registers 
over a magnetic drum and also a preferred information 
coding system.

Fig. 7 shows in schematic form the relationship 
between subscribers’ lines, subscribers’ line circuits, the 
remainder of the exchange and the magnetic drum; it can 
be directly contrasted with Fig. 2. Meter pulses,

FIG. 7—EXPLANATORY DIAGRAM OF METERING SYSTEM USING A 
MAGNETIC-DRUM STORE

appearing as voltage changes on the leads individual to 
each subscriber, are in this case caused to modify the 
total meter pulses already stored in the appropriate 
subscriber’s regisitsi-.

Meter Reading
The automatic reading unit shown in Fig. 7 can be 

designed to produce whatever output is required for the 
type of accounting machinery to which the information 
is passed. It could, for example, be arranged to produce 
a punched card for each subscriber, a magnetic tape 
containing all the meter totals in the exchange in some 
pre-determined order or a printed record on a teleprinter 
or eleriric typewriter. Typical of the other facilities that 
could be incorporated is that of collecting together the 
meter readings for all the lines of a subscriber with a 
private branch exchange.

Facilities can be included for reading an individuaa 
meter, typically by setting the subscriber’s number on 
rotary switches which then initiate a display of the 
corresponding meter total. An aiiractivtfacilitywhich can 
be provided is that of reading an individual meter from 
some remote point; for example, the Telephone Manager’s 
office. This can be done by dialling a speriat access code 
followed by the required subscriber’s number after 
which the appropriate meter total is pulsed back tetiatly 
over the pair of wires, using v.f. signals if necessaay.
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Detection of Meter Pulses
As mentioned above, each meter total relating to a 

particular subscriber is stored in a register individual to 
that subscriber; access to a register r in order to add to the 
total stored in it, can only be obtained during the time it is 
passing under the read head. Meter pulses, however 
arrive at random, and for each subscriber a temporary 
memory must be included to remember until the appro
priate register is acctssiblt, that a meter pulse has 
arrived. Fig. 8(a) and (b) are diagrams of two basically 
similar magnetic-drum metering schemes; alternative 
postions for the temporary store are shown. The 
conditions which govern the position in which it is fitted 
are discussed below.

SUBSCRIBER’S LINE CIRCUIT • [ST SELECTOR

oooo 9999

(a) WithTwoScanningCircuits

IST SELECTORSUBSCRIBERS LINE CIRCUIT

TEMPORARY 
STORE

99990000
1111 till 111111111

SLOV-SPEED 
SCANNING CIRCUIT

■ MAIN STORE (DRUMM |

(b) With One Scanning Circuit

FIG. 8—BLOCK SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF MAGNETIC-ID RU M 
METERING SYSTEMS

One of the major advantages of electronic equipment 
is its high speed of opfation. This can often be exploited 
by enabling one piece of equipment to be time-shared 
between a large number of inputs. In the particular case 
of mete-pulse detection, for instance, it is not necessary 
to maintain a continuous monitor on every meter lead 
(which is one of the functions of individual eleccro- 
mtchanical meters) provided that a common detection 
circuit can be connected to each lead so frequently that 
every pulse is recorded. This is the function of the 
scanning circuits shown in Fig. 8.

The minimum duration of a meter pulse is about 
150 ms and, provided that every meter lead in the 

exchange is scanned at least once during this time, any 
meter pulse can be detected and recorded in the appro
priate temporary store. In these circumstances the 
position of the store would be as shown in Fig. 8(a).

Since the most frequent rate of repetitive mete-ring 
which is contemplated is about one per second, the 
apparatus for transferring information from the tem
porary store to the main store can be time-shared over a 
greater number of subscribers than can the high-speed 
scanning circuit. The only criterion is that each tem
porary store must be emptied and reset once per second.

By scanning more frequently than once every 150 ms 
and increasing the capacity of the temporary store, it is 
possible to incorporate some desirable check features. 
For example, if each line is scanned once every drum 
revolution, say every 30 ms, a simple persistence check 
on the presence of the 150 ms meter pulse can be carried 
out. A store of two binary digits would enable a persist
ence check of 90-120 ms to be carried out on the presence 
of any meter pulse before a single unit was added to the 
appropriate subscriber’s register in the main store. The 
contents of this store during the four drum revolutions 
would be as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Sequence of Simple Check of Meter-Pulse Persistence

Sean 
Number

State of 2-Digit S-ore Limits of 
evict e r-Pulse 
Persistence 

(ms)

Action Taken
Before 

Scanning
After 

Scanning

1 oo 01 0-30 1 added to 2-digit store
2 01 10 30-60 1 added to 2-digit store
3 10 11 60-90 1 added to 2-digit store 

(2-digit store restored
4 11 00 90_120

J to normal and add-1 
] instruction sent. to 
L.main store.

The facilities which can be incorporated in this part 
of the system allow scope for considerable ingenuky. 
For instance, a further increase in the size of the tem
porary store would permit not only the persistence of a 
meter pulse to be checked but would permit the “‘add--” 
instruction to be delayed until the meter pulse had dis
appeared for a predetermined time. This would act as a 
check if a permanent positive battery appeared on a 
P-wire in a positive-battery-meter mg exchange: it would 
also ensure that double registration of a split meter pulse 
could not occur.

By providing the temporary store before the scanning 
circuit, as shown in Fig. 8(b), only one scanner, operating 
at a rate of once per second, is needed. The temporary 
store must be of such a nature that, having sensed the 
arrival of a meter pulse, it retains the information until 
reset by the scanning circuit; sppit meter pulses are thus 
ignored. The temporary store must, however incorporate 
an operating lag as a persistence check to distinguish 
true meter pulses from noise which might be present on 
the meter lead.

Addition of Meter Pulses
When a genuine meter pulse has been detected a single 

unit must be added to the total of meter pulses already 
stored in the subscriber’s register in the main store. The 
addition circuit which carries out this function is used 
with either of the configurations shown in Fig. 8(a) and 
(b) and is included in the main store. Fig. 9 shows the 
addition circuit in schematic form; its opfation is as 
follow's.
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FIG. 9-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ADD-1 CIRCUIT

through the system; each is similarly presented, having 
been augmented by one, to the gate at the time when the 
appropriate add-1 signal may be present;.

When all registers in track 1 have been dealt with, the 
track switch steps to track 2, and so on. The delay track, 
the two read and two write amplifiers, the adder and the 
gate are shared between a large number of register tracks, 
the actual number being dependent upon the speed of the 
drum. The function of the delay track is to enable the 
read and write heads of the register tracks to be separated 
slightly. If they were too close, the high-energy writing 
pulses would directly affect the sensitive read amplifier. 
The length of delay track used is tiightly less than the 
separation of the read and write heads of each track 
of registers, the smaH difference being equivalent to the 
time taken for the reading, writing and addition circuits 
to operate.

Assume that the track switch, which is an electronic 
uniselector-type circuit taking one step per drum revolu
tion and which is used to connect different tracks to the 
common equipment, is on track 1 and register 1 of that 
track is approaching the read head. The stored informa
tion in register 1 is read and immediately re-written on 
a delay track, where it circulates for a few milliseconds 
before being read and passed to the adder. Here the 
stored total is increased by one and the result passed 
forward to the gate. If no add-1 instruction tignal is 
present on the other input to the gate no tignal reaches 
the write amplifier and no change is made to the informa
tion stored on the drum surface. If, however an add-1 
instruction is present, the pulse pattern representing the 
new total is passed to the write amplifier and is written 
on the drum in the register 1 position which, by this time, 
is under the write head.

The contents of later registers are already circulating

exchange only

FIG. 10—DRUM-METERING EQUIPMENT AT READING TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

Experimennaa Installations of Drum-Metering Equipmen
Two drum-metering equipments, each serving 1,000 

lines, have been installed in telephone exchanges to 
demonstrate the principles and to obtain information on 
accuracy of recording, rdiabiilty, and facility require
ments. The first, which was installed in Reading exchange 
in the middle of I960, is in accordance with Fig. 8(a) and 
uses additional tracks on the drum as the temporary 
store. Fig. 10 shows a photograph of the equipment.

Early in 1961 the other equipment was installed in 
Chatham exchange. It is in accordance with Fig. 8(b) 
and uses ferrite cores, one per subscriber, as the tem
porary stores. A photograph of the equipment is shown 
in Fig. 11.

A TAPE-METERING SCHEME
The drum-metering schemes have been discussed above 

at some length since they are in an advanced stage of 
development; attention is, however, bring given to a 
completely different type of metering scheme which has 
some novel features. Since this is at an earlier stage of 
devdopment, it is proposed merely to describe in general 
terms the principles involved.

Essentially, the scheme consists in controlling the 
return of meter pulses from the switching equipment to 
the subscribers’ line circuits so that throughout the whole 

one pulse is presented for regissration 
at a time. The arrival of a meter pulse 
at a subscriber's line circuit causes a 
signal to be passed to an identifica
tion circuit, which in turn causes the 
directory number of the subscriber 
concerned to be recorded on a tape. 
Since true one-at-a-time arrival of 
meter pulses is an eeeenttal feature of 
the system, the identifying circuit, the 
recorderr and much of the control 
apparatus can be common to the 
whole exchange.

System Description
Fig. 12 shows a schematic diagram 

of the system. A meter pulse, arriv
ing at random, is stored in a memory 
provided with each 1st selector and 
application is made from the sdector 
to the one-at-a-time allotter, only one 
of which is provided for the exchange. 
If the printer is ready to operate, the
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FIG. ll-RRUM-METERING EQUIPMENT AT CHATHAM TELEPHONE 
EXCHANGE

ROW 0

TO ALL 
SUBS 03xx

COL.I COL.Z COL.3 WL.O

OUTPUTS 
FIG. 13—A RECTIFIER MATRIX

allotter selects one 1st: selector from those applying at 
the time and causes release of the meter pulse over the 
normal P-wire, or M-wire, to the subscriber’s line circuiit.

TH/H = Thousands/Hundreds T/U = Tens/Units
FIG. 12—BLOCK SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF TAPE-METERING SYSTEM

The common identification circuit consists of two 
10 x 10 matriices of, for example, rectifiers (see Fig. 13), 
one matrix representing all combinations of thousands 
and hundreds and the other matrix all combinations of 
tens and units. Each subscriber’s line circuit is connected 
to the appropriate input of each matrix. For example, 
the subscriber’s line circuit corresponding to the directory 
number 1234 would have a connexion to an input at the 
junction of row 1 and column 2 on the first matrix, and 
the junction of row 3 and column 4 on the second 
matrix; the arrival of a meter pulse at this subscriber’s 
line circuit would thus cause outputs from these rows and 
columns only. Only four sets of ten reading circuits are 
required, and, for any meter pulse, only one reading 
circuit of each set will give an output, and thiese will 
correspond to the thousands, hundreds, tens and units 
digits of the directory number of the subscriber being 
metered.

When the identification and recording cycle is finished 
a signal is sent to the allotter to release one of the other 
meter pulses for which a release demand has been 
received.

Each subscriber’s line circuit must be isolated from 
others having the same thousands/hundreds or tens/units 
combinations; a cold-cathode diode, as shown in Fig. 12, 
is suitable for this function. If a 50-volt negative battery 
potenttiO. is applied at the matrix outputs, the two tubes 
corresponding to a subscriber whose P-wire carries the 
positive metering potential will have approximately 
100 volts across them, causing them, and them only, to 
strike.
Recording Devices

To avoid loss of revenue the identification and record
ing cycle must be fast enough to enable the memory 
circuits in each lst selector in use to be allotted and 
restored to normal before another meter pulse arrives. 
For small low-traflic exchanges a paper-tape perforator 
would suffice but in exchanges with heavy peak traffic 
magnetic-tape equipment would be needed. Various 
forms of recorder are being examined to determine their 
suitability for this purpose.

Advantages and Disadvantages
The main attraction of the scheme is the extremely
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small amount of apparatus provided per subscriber’s line 
circuit. A memory circuit is needed with each 1st seleetor, 
but only one set of the remainder of the apparatus is 
provided for each exchange. The ovmal cost should, 
therefore, compare very favourably with the costs of 
other methods.

The output, however, is in the form of a list of sub
scribers’ directory numbers, and for each appearance of 
any one subscriber’s number that subscriber must be 
charged one unit fee. Before this can be done the list 
must be sorted, and for this purpose magnetic-drum 
equipment provided on the basis of one per accounting 
centre would seem ideaa. Its cost would then be shared 
among all the exchanges served by the centre.

One of the man disadvantages is that “‘on-demand’” 
reading of a subscriber’s meter total is not readily 
possible; the latest figure available would depend on the 
frequency with which tapes were sent to the accounting 
centre and sorted. The implications of this disadvantage 
are being considered.

CONCLUSIONS
One of the most promising places where rlrctronic 

techniques may be exploited in electromechanical ex
changes is in the process of bringing to account the 
charges for metered calls. Two basic approaches have 
been described above: the results of the tests now in 
progress will decide whether a standard scheme should be 
introduced.
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APPENDIX
Allocation of Subscribers’ Regisieee and Information-Coding System

The pure binary code is a very economical way of storing 
digital information. For example, a meter regisier of 14 binary 
digits would store up to 16,383, and 15 digits would store 32,767. 
Furthermore, the process of adding one to a number stored in 
pure binary code is extremely simp1e. On the other hand, the 
reading of pure binary information, whether for locaa display of a 
single total or for accounting purposes, requires quite com
plicated circuits, since a drctmal eepeesentalton is required. For 
this reason, binary-coded deccmaa is proposed for drum metering; 
with this method each deccmal digit of the number is coded 
separated, in pure binary. Table 2 indicates the pure binary 
equivalent of the first 3] drcCmal digits and also their equivalent 
in binary-coded decCmaf

A binary-coded deccmal store of 9,999 would, therefore, require 
16 binary digits, i.e. one set of four for each decCmaa digit. A 
store with the capacity equivalent to that of a 150-type meter, 
which can count to 99,999, would require 20 binary digits, 
instead of the 17 required when using the pure binary code. A 
subssdiary advantage of using the binary-coded deccmaa method 
is that the repeesentalton of a 4-digit or 5-digit number seen on

TABLE 2
Binary Coding of Decimal Digits

Decimal Pure Binary Binary-Coded
Digit Equivalent Decimal Equivalent

0 00000 0000 0000
1 00001 0000 0001
2 00010 0000 0010

’ 9 01001 0000 1001
10 01010 0001 0000
11 01011 0001 0001

15 01111 0001 0101
16 10000 0001 0110
17 10001 0001 0111
18 10010 0001 1000
19 10011 0001 1001
20 10100 0010 0000
21 10101 0010 0001

29 11101 0010 1001
30 11110 0011 0000
31 11111 0011 0001

an oscilloscope is quite readable after a little practice, whereas to 
decipher a display of the same number m pure binary code 
would be very tedious.

Layout of Subscriber’s Register
Each subscriber’s register could be laid out as shown in Fig. 14, 

which shows that four spare binary cells have been allotted to each 
regisier, One or two of these additional binary cells could, for

suascmaan's register 
INDIVIDUAL BINARY CELL

SPARE TENSOF THOUSANDS HUNDREDS TENS UNITS CONTROL SPARE
THOUSANDS

FIG. 14—LAYOUT OF INFORMATION IN SUBSCRIBER’S REGISTER

example, be used to indicate the class of service of the subscriber. 
Each subscriber’s register, therefore, occupies 28 binary cells. 
Assuming a 9 in. diameter drum, the circumference of which is 
approximately 28-» in., 100 subscribers’ registers can be accom
modated per track, and the length of each individual binary ceU 
is 28-3/(28 X 100) ~ 0 01 in.
Plllse-Repprition Frequency

The total number of binary cells per track is 2,800 and, 
therefore, assuming a speed of rotation of 2,000 rev/min, the 
pulse-reppetiton frequency (p.r.f.) = 2,800 X 2,000/60 ~ 93,000 
pulses per second.
Layout of Drum Tracks

On the above assumptton that 100 subscribers’ registers can 
be accommodated per track, 100 tracks would suffice for a full
sized exchange of 10,000 subscribers. For a drum having a 
revolution time of 30 ms, each delay track could, theoreticany, be 
shared between 33 tracks of registers. Howeverr in order to 
keep well within the 1 sec scanning time a suitable figure would 
be 25 tracks of registers, or 2,500 subscribers. A full-sized 
exchange would then require four delay tracks. Assuming an 
additional six tracks are provided for clock timing and miscellan
eous purposes, a total of 110 tracks is needed for a scheme of the 
type shown in Fig. 8(b), where an external memory is provided. 
These tracks could be accommodated on a drum having an axial 
length of 5 in., the track spacing being 0-045 in.

For the scheme shown in Fig. 8(a), assume a temporary store 
of six binary cells is required for each subscriber’s line. This is 
equivalent to 400 subscriber’s lines per track, or an extra 25 tracks 
for a 10,000-line exchange. The total number of tracks is 
therefore 135, made up of 100 tracks of subscribers’ registers, 
25 tracks for temporary stores, four delay tracks, and six tracks 
for clock timing and miscellaneous functions. These 135 tracks 
could be accommodated on a drum of 6 in. axiaa length, the track 
spacing being 00)44 in.
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New Lower-half Wallboards for Pay-on-Answer Coin-Boxes 
in Public Call Offices

U.D.C. 621.395.721.7:722.J6
E. H. SEYMOUR, a.m.i.e.e.T

Coincident with the change of coin-boxes in public call offices 
to the pay-on-answer type to give subscriber trunk dialling facilities, 
changes will be made to the directory holders and fitments. A brief 

description of the new fitments is given.

THE replacement of existing coin-boxes by the pay- 
on-answer type*  in public call offices necessitates 
changing the present type of lower wallboard. Two 
new types of lower wallboard will be used, one in the 

provinces and the other in the London area, and as com
plete items both are directly interchangeable with 
existing lower wallboards.

On the two new wallboards the component layout 
is generally the same; the coin-box is fitted on the left 
and the directory shelf or holder on the right.

Provinciaa Wallboard
The type of wallboard required for provincial call 

offices is illustrated in Fig. 1.

FIG. l —PROVINCIAL WALLBOARD

The left-hand side of the lower wallboard is fitted 
with a wedge-shaped steel mounting bracket having its 
front surface at an angle of 30° to the plane of the wall
board. The coin-box is fixed to the front of the bracket 
and hence is also inclined at 30° to the wallboard.

A simple 2-shelf container is fitted on the right-hand 
side, the directories being accommodated on the lower 
sluef. Parcels, bags, etc., can be placed on the upper 
sheef and, if necessary, on top of the directories. The

•(■Subscribers’ Apparatus and Miscellaneous Services Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Office.

*Bastow, F. J., Collingwood, J. D., Newell, E., and Price, 
C. K. The Pay-on-Answer Coin-Box System. P.O.E.E.J., 
Vol. 51, p. 343, Jan. 1959.

container is made of aluminium alloy and is enameHed 
light grey, but the two shelves have, in addition, sheets 
of black synthetic resm-bonded paper fixed with adhesive 
to their upper surfaces. A cigarette rest is fitted between 
the coin-box and the container.

London Wallboard
The wallboard for London call offices is shown in 

Fig. 2, the essentia! difference from the provincial type

FIG. 2—LONDON WALLBOARD

being the provision of a more elaborate form of directory 
holder. The top of the holder supports five die-cast 
aluminimum-alloy directory carriers from each of which 
a directory is suspended. The carriers are pivoted at a 
near-centre point along their length so that, when a 
a carrier is lifted at its front end and rotated through 
180°, the directory is in a position to be opened and read. 
After use the carriers are returned to their normal 
position (as shown in Fig. 2). The directories cannot be 
removed from the carriers by members of the public.

When the number of directories provided exceeds five, 
the additional directories are placed on the lower hori
zontal doeelf. The four directory carriers, numbering 
from left to right, will always accommodate the four 
London PosLaa Area directories A - D, E - K, L - R and 
8-Z. The fifth carrier will contain the appropriate, or the 
most appropriate, county directory, depending on the 
geographical location of the call office. In some London 
call offices the four London Po^I Area directories only 
are provided; at such call offices the fifth carrier will not 
be used and provision is made for locking it in position 
so that it cannot be moved.

The carriers have been made sufficiently wide to allow 
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for the growth of each of the five directories to 1000 pages.
For identification purposes 10 different types of labels 

are required; four for the London Postal Area direc
tories, five for the county directories, and one designated 
“‘Not in Use.’” Because of this, labels will be supplied 
and stocked separately and fitted as necessary. Each 
label is an aluminium plate, printed in black characters 
with the necessary legend, and having a self-adhesive 

back normally protected with a pull-off paper cover. 
To fit the label, the paper back is pulled off, and the 
label is pressed into a recess on the carrier.

The sides of the holder are aluminium castings 
enamelled light grey; the directory carriers are natural 
aluminium and the lower sheef is black.

A cigarette rest is provided as for the provincial 
wallboard.

A Pay-on-Answer Coin-Box for Subscribers’ Installations
U.D.C. 621.395.663.6:621.395.721.1

E. H. SEYMOUR, a.m.i.e.eT

The pay-on-answer coin-box recently introduced was intended for 
both public and private mstallafions. A cheaper version of the 
coin-box has now been designed for use at subscribers’ installations.

THE pay-on-answer coin-box,i introduced to extend 
subscriber trunk dialling facilities to coin-box 
users, was originally intended to be used for both 
public call offices and subscribers’ installations. How - 

ever, because of the greatly increased cost of this type of 
coin-box, special attention has been given to providing a 
cheaper version for subscribers’ use to avoid rental 
charges being uneconomic.

FIG. l -PAY-ON-ANSWER COIN-BOX FOR SUBSCRIBERS' 
INSTALLATIONS

1 Subscribers’ Apparatus and Miscellaneous Services Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Office.

Many different postibilities were explored, including 
mechanisms that would accept 3d coins only or 3d and 6d 
coins only, but for operational and maintenance reasons 
it was finally decided to use the ordinary 3-coin mechanism 
developed for public call offices and to obtain economies 
by other means.

FEATURES OF THE NEW DESIGN

In the new design the mechanism and its outer casing 
are separate from the telephone instrument (as with the 
existing type coin-boxess; the notices have been simplified 
and reduced to one in number and, instead of being 
mounted separateey, the tingle notice is fixed to the coin
box front cover. Finally, for new installations, awallboard 
will not be provided.

Mechanism and Casing
A generaa view of the new coin-box (Box, Coin Col

lecting, No. 700) is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the 
interior of the new casing, with the covers to the 
mechanism and cash compartments removed. Ex< 
ternafiy, the appearance, which has been approved by the 
Council of Industrial Detign, is similar to that of the 
coin-box used for public call offices, but the absence 
of the telephone handset and dial allows the overall 
height to be reduced.

The main casing and the cash-compartment cover are 
mild-steel prestings, whilst the mechanism cover is an 
aluminium die-casting. The large upper compartment 
houses the mechanism, and the lower compartment the 
open-top cash-box. With the covers removed, both the 
mechanism and the cash-box can be withdrawn from the 
front of the casing. The complete coin-box is in two-tone 
grey, the steel casing being in light grey and the mech
anism cover in a darker grey, the colour shades being the 
same as those used for the two-tone grey Telephone 
No. 7062.

The instructional notice is printed in black on an 
aluminium plate, and the surface of the plate is then 
anodized. The plate is fitted into a recess in the die-cast 
cover and fixed with an adhesive. The parts of the notice 
that appear white in Fig. 1 will actually be naturaa 
aluminium grey on production models.

The line and telephone-instrument cords and cables 
enter the coin-box through an aperture at the rear left
hand corner at the bottom of the cating and are taken 
via a protective chute behind the cash-box to a terminal 
strip in the mechanism compartment. A jack-and-plug- 
ended flexible cord from the terminal strip connects with
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FIG. 2—INTERIOR OF COIN-BOX CASING

the plug andjack on the mechanism and allows the latter 
to be withdrawn from the case and placed on a table for 
maintenance attention whilst still in the working con
dition (Fig. 2 shows a prototype model; production 
models will have an improved method of terminating the 
cord on the terminal strip).

The mechanism (not shown) is identical with that used 
in the public call office type of coin-box, and the locks 
to both the mechanism and cash compartments are the 
same as those already in use on existing type subscribers’ 
coin-boxes.

Teephone Instruments
The associated telephone instruments will be of the 

700-type, and, because the coin-box is waH mounted, the 
telephone will normally also be a wall-mounted type. 
This arrangement may not, however, be desired at all 
installations, and customers can have a table telephone 
if they choose. The associated telephone can be supplied 
in any of the colours in the 700-type telephone range, but 
if a colour other than black is requested, the current 

extra connexion charge for a coloured telephone will 
apply.

Until the final design of the wall-mounted 700-type 
telephone is in production, the wall telephones used will 
be the interim type.3

Extension-Plan Working
Extension-plan working with coin-boxes is in general 

only applicable to subscribers’ installations, and the 
separation of the telephone from the coin-box in the 
new design facilitates the provision of extension plans, 
since the necessary press-buttons can be provided as 
standard fitments on the telephones. Most types of 
extensmn plan can be used with the new coin-box.

The single-button and 4-button 700-type telephones,4 
of either the wall-mounted or table versions, will 
provide for all coin-box extenrion plans with the 
exception of Plans 5A and 7A. For these two extenrion 
plans, a Telephone No. 706 mounted on a plinth5 will 
be used, and this combination will be available only as 
a table instrument.

Elimination of Wallboard
With the existing type coin-boxes, a subsc:riber’s instal- 

lationrequiies a coin-box, awall-mountedtable-telephone 
and either two or three notices and notice frames. To 
make a neat and tidy installation, this miscellany of 
components is mounted on a wallboard. With the new 
design the elimination of ieparately-mounted notices plus 
the fact that the telephone may be a table type makes 
the wallboard superfluous. Hence, for all new instal
lations, the wallboard will be dispensed with, and the 
coin-box and the telephone, if a wall-type instrument, 
will be fixed directly to the wall. As the posffion of 
the telephone is not fixed in relation to the coin-box, 
with this arrangement the telephone may be placed to 
the left or right or below the coin-box to meet the 
customer’s wishes.
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The Experimentaa Electronic Director
Final Results of the Field Trial

U.D.C. 621.395.341.7:621.395.345

THE experimental electronic director was built in 
1950 and put into public service at Richmond 
(Surrey) exchange in 1952. The equipment con
sisted of a single translator serving six registers. The 

design was based on the use of cold-cathode tubes as 
storage devices with thermionic valves used as multi
vibrators, trigger circuits, etc. The equipment has now 
been recovered because the space it occupied was 
required for S.T.D. equipment.

The performance of the equipment during the first 
two years has been described in a previous article.2 
The final results of the trial are shown in Tables 1 and 2, 
which may be compared with the tables of the earlier 

article. Table 1 shows the fault liability of the different 
sections of the equipment, e.g. registers and translator, 
and indicates that, although the number of faults per year 
fluctuated as a result: of thermionic-valve behavvour, a 
general trend towards a low failure rate is apparent. 
The failure rates of individual components are shown in 
Table 2; they are expressed as the number of faults/100 
components/year, for each of the seven annual periods

1 Heron, K. M., Baker, H., and Benson, D. L. An Experi
mental Electronic Director. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 44, p. 44, Oct. 1951.
.Baker H., and Gee, J. H. Experimentaa Electronic Directorr 

P.Q.E.E.J., Vo1. 47, p. 197, Jan. 1955. 

TABLE 1
Faults on Each Item of Equipment During Successive Annual Periods

Item of 
Equipment

First
Year

Second
Year

Third 
Year

Fourth
Year

Fifth
Year

Sixth
Year

Seventh
Year

Total 
for Trial

Translator 8 7 19 11 6 6 1 58

Register 1 25 2 4 5 1 l 0 38

Register 2 1 1 5 3 0 1 0 11

Register 3 18 2 1 3 0 1 2 27

Register 4 12 2 6 7 0 1 3 31

Register 5 15 2 4 2 0 0 0 23

Register 6 11 3 2 2 1 0 0 19

Power 3 6 12 7 3 3 1 35

Total Faults 93 25 53 40 11 13 7 242

TABLE 2
Component Fiults/100 Components/Year

Item Number of 
Components

First
Year

Second 
Year

Third
Year

Fourth 
Year

Fifth
Year

Sixth 
Year

Sevennh
Year

Thermionic Valves 282 39 2-8 5-3 7-8 1-42 1-42 1-06

Cold-Cathode Triodes 750 44 0-27 0-53 0-27 0 133 O

Cold-Cathode Diodes 932 1-2 0-11 0-32 0-43 0 0 0-18

Resistors 5,300 0’04 002 0-09 0-09 0 0 0

Capacitors 2,700 026 0-04 0-04 0-04 0 0 0-07

Rectifiers 342 1-8 0-9 0-58 0 0 0 0-29

Valveholders 1,050 029 0 0 0 0-09 0 0

Tags 15,000 0 0 0-007 0 0 O 0

Soldered Joints 35,000 0-02 0011 0-009 00)028 00)086 00)086 00)086

All Components, 
Including Soldered 
Joints and Tags

61,356 0-15 0-041 0-032 0-065 0-018 0-021 0-0115

A11 Components, 
Excluding Soldered 
Joints and Tags

11,356 06 0133 0-33 0-25 0-07 0-083 0-045
■
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since the start of the trial. Where the number of compo
nents of a particular type was not sufficiently large to 
warrant separate analysis, a general classification of 
faults and components has been used, e.g. the thermionic
valve figures include twin-triode valves of two types and 
an r.f. pentode; CV138. There was no tendency for the 
fault rate of any component to increase as the trial 
proceeded although, at the end of the trial, many of the 
components were more than 12 years old. Furthermore, 
towards the end of the trial, many of the components 
were checked to determine whether their values had 
changed sufficiently to affect the performance of the 
equipment. It was found that component values had 
changed very little and all components checked were 

still within tolerance.
The experimental director was the first deecronic 

switching equipment to be installed and used in an 
exchange anywhere in the world. Representatives of 
most of the countries of the world visited the installation 
during the field trial period and, because of the equip
ment’s historical interest, the recovered translator and 
one register rack have been installed in the museum at 
the Central Training School at Stone.

The help and co-operation given by the Telephone 
Manager of South West Area, London Telecommunica
tions Region, and his staff during the period that the 
equipment has been in service at Richmond are gratefully 
acknowledged. F. J. E.

A Spectrum Analyser for the Frequency Range 25-140 Mc/s
U.D.C. 621.317.75.029.62

AN interesting item of measuring equipment 
developed at the Backwell Laboratory of the P.O. 
Research Branch is a spectrum analyser, or 
panoramic receiver, intended primarily for the examina

tion of relatively broadband signals. The signals under 
examination are displayed on a cathode-ray tube, the 
horizontal axis being used for frequency and the vertical 
axis for amplitude

The speccrum scanned is continuously adjustable both 
as regards centre frequency and width, the former in the 
range 25-140 Mc/s and the latter up to at least ±25 per

Cover removed to show 450 kc/s i.f. amplifier and deflexion amplifiers 

SPECTRUM ANALYSER FOR THE FREQUENCY RANGE 25-140 MC/S

cent of the centre frequency. Thus, a broad frequency 
band can be monitored, or any desired part expanded 
for relatively detailed examination. Brilliance-modulated 
frequency-markers can be.introduced on the trace at 
intervals of either 2 or 10 Mc/s.

Alternative nominal bandwidths of 7 kc/s or 35 kc/s 
are provided, and corresponding standards of resolu
tion are realizable for scanning ranges up to about 
250 kc/s and 6 Mc/s respectively. For still wider scans 
the available resolution gradually decreases, reaching 
about 100 kc/s effective bandwidth with a scan of 
60 Mc/s.

For the examination of component amplitudes, a 
choice of linear or logarithmic scale is provided for the 
vertical deflexion. Using the logarithmic scale a range of 
just over 30 db can be displayed directly, but a switched 
attenuator can be used to extend this range. Provided 
that the input signal levd is adequate and that the 
frequency spacings are not too small, sideband com - 
ponents can be displayed and measured down to some 
60 db bdow the unmodulated carrier levd. There are, 
howeverr some resirittioni due to intermediate-frequency 
and image responses in narrow bands around 30 and 
29-1 Mc/s.

The instrument, a photograph of which appears here, 
is housed in a transportable cabinet Din. high, 11 in. 
wide and 24in. long. It is a.c. mains operated and 
weighs 68 lb.

Although this specti-um analyser was devdoped 
initially for the examination of signals in intermediate
frequency sections of broadband microwave radio links, 
it has many other applications. For example, it can be 
used to study the spectra of television transmissions or to 
search a wide frequency band for interfering or illicit 
signals. Its maximum frequency can readily be extended 
by the addition of suitable frequency-conversion units, 
and it has already been used in sdective-fading and other 
investigation at frequencies around 900 and 4,000 Mc/s.

R. W. W.
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Use of Phosphorescent Code Marks in Automatic Letter-Facing 
and Sorting Machines
C. F. FORSTER, b.sc., A.R.l.C.f

U.D.C. 535.37:681.178

A range of new organic phosphors has been developed. These 
phosphors, which are cheap and efficient, make possible the use of 
phosphorescent code marks that can be printed on postage stamps 
and on envelopes or cards. Such code marks play an essential part 
in automatic letter-facing and automatic letter-sorting processes. 
By using phosphors eensitive to selected wavebands of ultra-violet 
light, interference between the code marks required for the two 
operations of facing and sorting can be avoided. The problems of 
applying phosphorescent code marks to envelopes are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATIC letter-facing machinesi and letter- Aes()rtng equipment2’3 are now undergoing field 
trial. Both of these types of device depend for their 

operation on their ability to recognize a distinctive 
feature on each item of mail. For facing letters the 
postage stamp is the feature that the machine is required 
to recognize, while for automatic letter-sorting the 
machine has to determine the dnseinalion of the letter by 
translating a code that is marked on the envelope.

Many possible methods that would enable stamps to be 
recognized and the necessary code marks to be applied 
to envelopes have been investigated, but the most 
suitable method has been found to be the use of certain 
new phosphorescent materials. The considerations that 
lead to their adoption and the methods of applying them 
to stamps and envelopes are described in the following 
paragraphs.

AUTOMATIC LETTER-FAaNG

The automatic facing of envelopes and postcards can 
be carried out most easHy if the machine can recognize 
the presence of the postage stamp, which in most 
instances is affixed in the top right-hand corner of the 
envelope. The automatic letter-facing machine installed 
at Southampton functions on this principle. Letters 
without a stamp of any kind are rejected by the machine 
and are deah with later by manual methods.

In addition to being able to recognize the stamp so 
that all the letters can be automatically faced the right 
way round, it is also convenient at the same time to be 
able to separate second-class mail from first-class mail.*  
This requires some form of distinctive marking on the 
twopenny stamp that the machine can recognize.

Many foreign countries also have a cheaper rate for 
locaa letters, and in those countries such letters could 
also be advantageously separated at this stage.

In the machine installed at Southampton the envelopes 
are carried along by belts in tingle file and are examined 
along the bottom edge, back and front, for the presence 
of a stamp. If no stamp is detected the envelope is 
diverted along a “twist” path and -inverted. It then 
rejoins the main stream and passes a further scanning 
stage to determine whether the envelope bears only a 
twopenny stamp or whether it carries stamps of other 
denominations. Electronic analysis of the resuhant 
signals determines the collecting point to which the letter 
is conveyed. Stamps incorrectly positioned on the en
velope could cause it to be mis-sorted, but fortunately this 
is not a common occurrence.

STAMP RECOGNITION
Five physical properties of matter that could be used 

to facilitate the recogmtion of stamps and also to dis
tinguish between different denominations have been 
examined.

Colour Detection
It is possible to detect in several ways stamps printed 

in bold solid colours that make a good contrast with the 
envelope, e.g. by the use of suitable photocells and 
filters. Pale colours and neutral colours such as grey are 
difficult to detecti} and coloured envelopes that reduce 
the contrast with the stamp also cause failures.

If it is also detired to recognize, by colour, any 
particular denomination, such as the present brown 
twopenny stamp used for second-class mail, further 
difficulties arise. In addition, to avoid segregating mail 
bearing a twopenny stamp used together with other 
values to make up the first-class rate, the machine must 
be able to recognize other colours as well.

Simple photocell arrangements are much inferior to 
the eye in detecting colour differences and, unlike the eye, 
are hampered rather than aetieted by the pattern on the 
stamp. Highly-selective filters must therefore be used, 
and these unfortunately absorb most of the incident 
light, so that the net amount reaching the photocefi is 
quite small.

Conducting Materials
The disadvantages just described can be overcome by 

other methods of detection which depend on giving the 
stamp a unique property that makes it impossible to 
confuse the stamp with any other part of the envelope 
and also allows the signal to take the form of a simple 
code to facilitate the separation of one class of mail from 
another. This can be effected by printing one or more 
stripes of some sentitive material on the face or back of 
the stamp to form a code. One class of sentitive materials 
consists of electrical conductors. These can take the 
form of conducting salts, metallic strips or some such 
material as carbon black or graphite. Metallic strips 
such as are used in banknotes would be easy to detect, 
but they would not be suitable for use in postage stamps 
and are rather cossly. Water-soluble salts would be 
liable to migrate throughout the paper and might affect 
the printing inks.

It was therefore decided to try out a coating of con
ducting graphite for the first trials with the experimental 
facing machine at Southampton. The coating consisted 
of one or two vertical stripes of colloidal graphite 1 mm

1 Mr. Forster was at the Post Office Research Station at the 
time this article was written; he is now in the Test and Inepcctton 
Branch, E-in-C.’s Office.

* Fir•et-clree mail consists of sealed letters, postcards and 
packets for which postage has been paid at the full rate; second- 
class mail consists of printed papers and secondary matter for 
which postage has been paid at a reduced rate.

I The West Berlin Postaa Administration recentty changed the 
colour of their 8-pfennig stamp from grey to deep orange
vermilion because of this difficulty.
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wide and 15 cm apart, printed, partly for aesShetic 
reasons, on the backs of the stamps.*  The conducting 
stripes would have been easier to detect on the face of 
the stamp but would have been more liable to damage. 
In fact it proved to be quite feasible to detect them 
through the paper by using high voltages.

Several technical problems in connexxon with printing 
the conducting lines had to be overcome. Any normal 
oil-based ink medium would have the effect of an insulant 
spaaing off each particle of graphite from its neighbour, 
so it was necessary to dispense with such media entirely 
and rely on the affinity of fine graphite particles for paper 
fibres. The lines were therefore printed from a dispersion 
of colloidal graphite in a volatile solvent only. Complete 
remov! of the solvent was achieved by infra-red drying 
followed by calendering to ensure close packing of the 
particles. The subsequent application of gum served to 
protect the lines from damage by abrasion. However 
paper shrinkage made accurate registration of the 
printed stamp image with the graphite lines a factor to 
be carefully watched, and some wastage was inevitable.

The detection of stamps having graphite lines was 
eventuahy very successsul. Metallic enclosures such as 
pins could give false signals, and breaks in the graphite 
lines could cause failures in detection, but the main 
reasons for considering alternative methods were the 
high cost of printing due to the many extra operations 
involved and the aesshetic objections to black lines on 
the stamps.

Magnetic Materials
Inks containing magnetic materials such as magnetic 

oxide of iron are now on the market, and have proved to 
be satisfactory for coding such articles as bank cheques 
so that they can be automaticaHy sorted by a suitable 
machine. The system would not be so satisfactory for 
mail because letters often consist of several layers of 
paper, and this makes them slightly curved, bulky and 
soft compared with a single uniform-sized sheet of paper 
such as a cheque, which sometimes makes detection 
uncertain.

Fluorescein Materials
Another method of detection, involving the use of 

fluorescent materials, has been investigated. Fluorescence 
is the phenomenon whereby a body irradiated by 
radiations of certain wavelengths absorbs these radia
tions and emits other radiations of longer wave
lengths. An example of this could be a body which, 
when illuminated by blue light, emits a green fluorescence. 
A body illuminated by ultra-violet light that is invisible 
to the human eye but which causes the body to glow 
visibly by emitting light of wavelengths which lie within 
the visible region provides a more striking example. 
Fluorescent materials that emit a blue fluorescence are 
commonly added to washing powders to give an im- 
pressson of brightness or whiteness to laundered articles.

The detection of fluorescent marks on postage stamps 
* See Fig. 8 of “Mechanization of the Initial Stages of Process

ing Mail,’” Vol. 53, p. 16, Apr. I960.
T The Federaa German Post Office is still experimenting with 

this method of detection, and in I960 issued a series of postage 
stamps printed on paper impregnated with a yellow-emitting 
fluorescent substance. No information is available on whether these 
stamps have been successful but it is assumed that the Federal 
German Post Office are relying on some kind of colour-filter 
technique to recognize the yellow fluorescence against a back
ground of blue or violet fluorescence.

has been made more difficult owing to confusion with 
envelopes made from paper containing fluorescent 
brighteners.T

Phosphoresced Materials
Some materials possess the power to continue emitting 

radiations after the exciting “‘light” has been switched off. 
The duration of afterglow varies for different materials, 
ranging from minute fractions of a second to many 
hours. This phenomenon is known as phosphorescence 
and has many practical applications in everyday use. 
The screen of a television tubeis coated with a phosphores
cent material that glows when bombarded with electrons 
from the cathode. The afterglow must be of short dura
tion in this instance because the screen is scanned many 
times a second; a long persistence would result in severaa 
succeeding images being superimposed.

The phosphors used in the electrical industry are 
inorganic hard crystalline substances of a particle size 
that makes them unsuitable for use in printing inks for 
normial printing methods. Their preparation requires 
considerable care and knowledge, and consequently they 
are too expensive to be used once only as required for 
postal purposes. Fortunately, certain organic substances 
have been developed to make phosphorescent materials 
that are eminently suitable for postal purposes.4 These 
materials are made by a chemical combination of 
formaldehyde and certain decomposition products of 
urea, of which cyanuric add is the most important. The 
product is non-radioactive, non-toxic, cheap and easy to 
manufacture. It is soft and friable and can be ground to 
a very fine powder for incorporation in printing inks, 
without significant loss of phosphorescent power. It is 
translucent and thermoplastic so that when it is printed 
on postage stamps or envelopes it can only be seen with 
difficulty, if viewed in normal light, and cannot obscure 
written or printed information already on the envelope.

The materai is not hygroscopic, but it is slightly 
soluble in water so that severe wetting could temporarily 
impair the phosphorescence and might evennually wash 
out the active material. This can be prevented by the 
use of suitable binding materials in the ink. Any tem
porary loss of phosphorescent power due to wetting is 
completely restored on drying.

It is possible to make an insoluble material resembling 
a commercial urea-formaldehyde resin by modifying the 
ingredients and the method of manufacture. This 
material, however, is a less efficient phosphor and is 
difficult to grind owing-to its tough horny nature. The 
phosphorescent power of the cyanuric acid-formaldehyde 
phosphor is rather weak, but the material can be modified 
and the brightness of the phosphorescence considerably 
enhanced by the addition of smaH quantities of other 
substances during the course of manufacture. By this 
means, phosphors having different optical properties can 
be prepared. These differences can be in the colour of 
the emitted light, in the duration of the afterglow or in 
the wavelengths of the ultra-violet light used to excriit 
the phosphorescence.

Selective Phosphors. Phosphors that emit light of 
different wavelengths can be setectively detected by a 
photocell with the aid of narrow-waveband filters, but 
such systems absorb so much of the total emission that 
the remainder may be insufficient to give a satisfactory 
response in the photocell. It has been found to be more 
practical to use phosphors that can only be excited by 
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certain specific wavelengths of ultra-violet light. For 
example, most phosphors that emit yellow or green 
phosphorescence can be excited by near ultra-violet light 
of about 3650 angstrom, whilst those that emit a Volet- 
coloured light are often unaffected by this wavelength 
but can be excited by shorter wavelengths in the 2000-3000 
Zngstr6m region.

This telective excdabiiity can be utilized in postal 
sorting by using a Volet-type phosphor on the stamp and 
a yellow-green type for the address-code marks. The 
code marks can then be exeded by an ordinary black
bulb ultra-violet lamp*  which does not excite the stamp 
phosphor.

Fig. 1 shows the spectra of several sources of ultra
violet radiation. Alongside are shown the actual 

mercury lines from these sources that caused exudation of 
the different phosphors. These lines were obtained by 
passmg the light through a quartz prism and lens system 
and casting the speccral image of the ultra-violet source 
on to a screen coated with the phosphorescent materiaa 
that glowed wherever it was tensttive to a particular 
wavelength. The source was then extinguished and a 
piece of bromide paper rapidly placed face down on the 
glowing phosphorescent image. The lines shown on this 
photograph are therefore those of the source to which 
the phosphor is sensdive. The actuaa wavebands of the 
emitted light are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows an envelope bearing phosphorescent 
stamps and code marks photographed in darkness by 
the light emitted by the phosphor. The camera shutter

(a) Emission spectrum of argon-fllled low-pressure mercury lamp
(b) Emission spectrum of high-pressure mercury - vapour lamp with a Wood’s glass 

filter.
(c) The spectral band of source (¿) that excites the blue phosphor used for facing 

letters is too faint to register on the photograph.
(id) Spectral band of source (b) that excites the yellow phosphor used for address 

coding.
(e) Spectral band of source (g) that excites the blue phospor used for letter facing.
(!) Spectral band of source (g) that excites the yellow phosphor used for address 

coding.
(g) Emisson spectrinm of high~pressure mercury vapour lamp with Wood's glass 

removed.

FIG. l —SPECTRA OF SOURCES OF ULTRA-VIOLET RADIATION SHOWING 
THE BANDS THAT EXCITE THE PHOSPHORS

* The normal black-bulb type of ultra-violet lamp comprises 
a quartz mercury -vapour discharge tube surrounded by an 
envelope made of “‘black glass’” or Wood’s glass, as used for 
ultra-violet filters. About 95 per cent of the ultra-violet radiation 
is emitted at 3650 angs’rom. Without the “‘black glass” filter 
the lamp gives a wide range of radiations including the very- 
short-wave ultra-violet emissions that are very harmful to the 
eyes.

was synchronized with the switch of the ultra-violet 
lamp so that as the lamp was switched off the camera 
shutter opened. This cycle was repeated until a su1fficienS:l;y 
clear image had been built up on the photographic 
plate. A cold mercury-discharge tube emitting a wide 
range of ultra-violet radiations was used to excite both 
the stamp and code phosphors simultaneousy. If a

The wavelengths indicated 
on the scale are asys•ro!m 
divided by 100.

Yellow “‘Coding’" Phosphor

Blue “‘Facing’" Phosphor

FIG. 2—EMISSION SPECTRA OF BLUE AND YELLOW PHOSPHORS USED 
FOR PACING AND CODING
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FIG. 3-ENVELOPE BEARING PHOSPHORESCENT STAMPS AND CODE 
MARKS PHOTOGRAPHED IN DARKNESS BY THE RADIATION 

EMITTED BY THE PHOSPHORS

“‘black lamp” emitting 3650 angstrom ultra-violet radia
tion had beenuted, only the code marks would have been 
made to glow.

ADVANTAGES OF PHOSPHORESCENT MARKS FOR FACING
The use of phosphorescent marks at a meant whereby 

stamps may be recognized with absolute certainty hasthe 
following advantages over other systems:

(a) The detection of phosphorescent: marks is less 
difficult and more cerain than optical detection of 
colours or methods of detection depending on the con
ductivity of graphite lines printed on the backs of 
stamps.

(b) Unlike fluorescent materials, phosphorescent marks 
can be read in total darkness, so that there is no back
ground light to diminish the sgnal-to-noise ratio.

(c) Phosphorescent marks are not affected by the 
retention of organic solvents used in the ink or other 
media and so do not require infra-red drying.

(d) Phosphorescent marks are almost undetectable in 
normal lighting and so do not alter the appearance of 
the stamp in any way.

(e) Since they can be printed on the face of the stamp, 
phosphorescent marks can be applied in the same 
operaion as the printing of the stamp itself using a 
2-eoom' machine, so that the accuracy of printing 
(registi-ation) is no problem.

(f) Owing to the greater ease of application, phos
phorescent marks are cheaper to print than graphite 
lines.

(g) The use of phosphorescent marks (or graphite 
lines) has the advantage over the use of optical colour
detection methods that the signal is unmistakable and 
cannot be confused by coloured marks or labels on the 
envelope.

(b) Phosphorescent marks can readily be used in the 
form of a code to segregate first-class and second-class 
mail.

APPLICATION OF PHOSPHORESCENT MARKS TO STAMPS

There are several methods of treating stamps with the 
new material in order to make them phosphorescent.

(1) The paper can be impregnated during its manu
facture by adding the phosphor powder or its raw 
ingredients to the paper pulp. With the latter method the 

material is cured during the drying out of the paper on 
hot rolls. This method is, however extravagant, and 
much materia is wasted by passing through the wire 
mesh on Whch the paper is formed.

(ii) The surface of the paper can be coated with the 
material by incorporating it with the size.

(iii) The phosphor can also be applied to paper by 
normal printing techniques such as typography, litho
graphy or photogravure. These have the advantage that 
the phosphor can be applied to specific areas of the 
stamp, thus economizing in material, and can be arranged 
to form a code whereby stamps of different values can be 
distinguished from each other.

Little difficulty has been experienced in formulating a 
satisfactory ink medium for the phosphor. Certain oils 
and resins are absorbers of ultra-violet light, but the 
layer above the phosphor particles is so thin that no 
appreciable diminution of signal has been observed. In 
the normal course of events a large pari of the medium 
soaks into the paper fibres, leaving only a thin film coating 
the phosphor particles.

A somion of polystyrene in toluene or xylene that 
freely passes ultra-violet radiations makes a satisfactory 
medium for the phosphor. An aqueous ink using 
polyvinyl alcohol as the binding agent is also quite 
suitable and can be used to overprint phosphorescent 
marks on stamps without causing the coloured ink of the 
stamp image to run or smudge.

Photogravure is the method at present used to print 
British postage stamps up to the 1s. 6d. denomination, 
and the same process is very suitable for applymg 
phosphorescent marks to stamps. The two printing 
operations can be done consecutively on one printing 
press so that perfect registration of the two images is 
automatically achieved. Photogravure has another 
advantage over other printing techniques in that the 
amount of ink applied can be easily controlled. The fact 
that the printed image comprises a large number of 
discrete dots is of no consequence to a photocell, whereas 
with graphite lines it is essemtia that the printed area 
should be electrically conducting throughout its length.

Assuming that the optimum thickness of ink has been 
used, the two factors affecting the strength. of the signal 
are the area of the ink surface nd the reflectivity or 
absorptiveness of the layer underneah it. The signa is 
therefore strongest if the phosphor. is printed on plam 
white paper and is diminished if it is printed over a 
coloured stamp image that absorbs ultra-Violet light and 
considerably reduces the phosphorescence. The nature of 
the design of the stamp itsellf thus becomes a critical 
factor. Stamps printed in almost solid colour, such as the 
present %l., ld., l%d. and 2d. stamps, absorb so much 
of the radiation that the strength of the phosphorescence 
is seriously diminished. On the other hand, stamps having 
a generafiy lightly-toned background such as the present 
4%d. are unlikely to diminish the strength of the phosphor 
by more than 50 per cent. Apart from introducing new 
designs having spectaily sited white or lightly toned areas, 
the most satisfactory procedure is to utilize the un- 
coloured margins provided for the perforations. It 
ottasionally happens that stamps are perforated off- 
centre, so that when the stamps are separated one margin 
is oversize and the other almost non-existent. However, 
except on rare occasions there will usuaHy be enough 
margin left to give a signal that the photoceH can 
recognize.
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ADDRESS CODING

Before a machine can sort mail it must be able to read 
the address on each envelope or card. As no machine 
has yet been designed that is able to decipher all the 
varieties of human handwriting, the address must first be 
transcribed by an operator into some form of pattern 
that can be read mechanically. Such patterns usually 
take the form of arrangements of dots which are either 
punched out or printed by some suitable method. 
Punching-out would be quite unacceptable for mail, 
while if a printing technique is employed it must be of 
such a character as not to interfere with other informa
tion on the envelope. The printed code must also be so 
distinctive itself that other marks on the envelope cannot 
be mistaken by the diluting machine for part of the 
pattern or code.

The simplest solution is to use some kind of ink that 
has a distinctive property, such as fluorescence or 
phosphorescence. Phosphorescence is obviously prefer
able, since so many envelopes are themselves fluorescent. 
Any confusion with phosphorescent stamps can be 
avoided by using, for address-code purposes, a phosphor 
which can be excited by a sheeted waveband of ultra
violet light that does not excite the stamp phosphor 
significannly.

The present policy is to apply the coding to the 
address side of the envelope, folder, or postcard to avoid 
any risk of obscuring information on the reverse side of 
postcards. As the amount of space available on the face 
of an envelope is so variable it is desirable to keep the 
coding area as smaH as possible.

In the automatic letter-sorting equipment at Luton2 a 
maximum of 14 code marks is used. Each mark is 
%in. x % in. and the marks are spaced at % in. centres. 
The coded envelopes are fed into the automatic sorting 
machine where they pass under an ultra-violet lamp 
fitted with a Wood’s glass filter, which causes the code 
marks to be excited to phosphorescence without 
affecting the stamp. The envelopes then pass to a photo- 
ceel detector which reads the time intervals of the light 
and dark areas and operates the sorting machinery 
accordingly.

APPLICATION OF PHOSPHORESCENT CODE MARKS TO MAIL
The printing of phosphorescent marks on stamps is a 

simple matter compared with the complexity of code 
marking envelopes. An envelope enclosing a letter is an 
unsatisfactory object on which to print because of the 
resilience of the folded contents and the unevenness of the 
surface. Also, the thickness of the phosphor mark must 
be greater than that normally used in typographic print
ing with a carbon ink, if the brightness of phosphorescence 
is to be satisfactory. The chief marking techniques that 
have been considered are as follows.

Lithography
Lithography cannot be adapted to print a different 

code at each strike.

Recess Printing and Photogravure
Recess printing and photogravure permit the transfer 

of an adequate thickness of phosphor to the paper, but 
in order to ensure a good pick-up of ink from the recessed 
cells considerable pressure must be applied, and this 
cannot be done very satisfactorily with a soft resiiient 

object such as a letter. Such a method is satisfactory for 
printing phosphorescent lines on stamps because the 
required pressure can be used and the printing of the 
phosphor can be done concurrently with the actual 
printing of the design in a 2-colour printing press.

Typography
Only thin films of ink can be applied by letterpress 

or typographic printing because the printing surface 
stands proud, and under the pressures used any surplus 
ink is squeezed out at the edges, leaving an irregular 
outline. A precise adjustment of the printing pressure is 
impossible owing to the variations in thickness and, soft
ness of envelopes. It is therefore necessary to use 
resilient material such as rubber for the printing heads. 
This places a drastic ressriction on the type of ink which 
may be used. Hydrophilic media, such as glycerol, are 
generally used, but such inks would be useless for 
phosphorescent materials owing to their affinity for 
water.

A more practica approach might be to print the code 
on a separate paper tape which could afterwards be 
stuck on the envelope. Such a tape could be printed 
under ide! conditions and be of such a character that the 
ink could be rapidly absorbed, so that the marks would 
not smudge.

Sprayinn .
Among the less orthodox methods considered, the 

spray-gun technique would overcome all difliculties with 
respect to the uneven surface receiving the ink, but there 
are considerable difficulties involved in maintaining very 
fine jets free from blockages if they are only operated 
intermittently.

Dry Scattering
In the powder-scattering technique used for printing 

coarse particles such as “glitter” on Christmas cards, the 
marks would be printed initially with a tacky varnish on 
which is scattered the phosphor powder. A useful amount 
of phosphor can be applied by this method, but other
wise it has no important advantages.

The Punched-Disk Process
The punched-disk process involves punching-out 

disks from a paper or plastic tapie;' coated with the 
phosphor on the top and a contact adhesive on the 
under side. The mode of operation would be for the 
punches to cut the disks and press them against the 
envelope to which they would adhere. The problem of 
handling a tacky adhesive tape can be overcome by 
dusting the tacky side with chalk so that it does not 
adhere to surfaces until it is pressed against them to 
force the adhesive to flow through the particles and 
thereby cause adhesion.

Maintenance of the punching machinery would be a 
major problem, because the tolerances must be fairly 
fine and there is some risk of the adhesive material work
ing its way up the punch until it jams in the channel. The 
cost of the tape is likely to be comparable to that used 
in the hot offset process described later and which, on 
balance, shows greater prospects of success.

Typewriter Ribbon
The amount of ink transferable from a fabric tape is 

insufficient for phosphorescent code marks, and replenish
ment of the relatively large denuded areas by an ink 
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containing a solid pigment is not sufficiently satisfactory 
to make such a tape usable more than once.

Hot Offset
The hot offset method provides an answer to most of 

these problems and is used to mark soft materials such 
as leather, awkwardly shaped articles such as bottles, 
or materials like polythene that do not readily accept the 
conventional types of ink. The essenttal feature of this 
technique is that the marking material used is sohd 
at normal temperatures, is applied molten, and sets 
almost instantaneously.

A backing of non-fibrous cellulose foil is coated with 
the material together with a low-melting-temperature 
release agent. The printing process consists of laying the 
foil face down on the object to be printed and applying 
the heated type or design to the back. The type is 
heated ^lncirica^lly and, when it touches the back of the 
foil, it melts the marking material, which adheres to the 
object to be printed. On removing the hot type and the 
foil, the marking materiarremains attached to the object 
in the shape of the type or design. Heavy pressure is not 
required in this method of printing, heat-softening of the 
marking material being all that is required to cause its 
transfer to the object.

Transfer of a design without heal: can be achieved by 
the above means if a special prnssure-eentitive formula
tion for the marking mate-ial is used, similar to those in 
the “‘carbon papers” used for making duplicate copies 
with a typewriter. Howeverr for code marking envelopes 
the hot transfer mdihod requiring only sight pressure to 
transfer a thick film to the paper is preferred.

In the automatic letter-sorting equipment in use at 
Luton, hot rods are brought into contact with the back 
of the foil by means of solenoids. The time of impact is 
only 100 ms, but sufficient heat is transferred in this 
time to cause the coating to be released from the foil 
and adhere to the envelope. A further effect of the heat 
is to cause the phosphorescent resin to soften, giving a 
more uniformly luminescent surface and also increasing 
the translucency of the transferred film, so that it does 
not obscure any writing or printing underneath it.

A great advantage of this method is the instantaneous 
hardening of the spots after removal of the hot rod, so 
that envelopes can be stacked immediately without 
smudging.

In the majority of code combinations not more than 
six or seven rods out of a total of 14 would be used at a 
time. This means that, where there are blank spaces in 
the code instead of spots, the material on the foil is not 
used and must be wasted. It is unlikely therefore that 
more than one--hird of the available material will be 
utilized. The cost of the phosphor foil is sufficiently high 
to make this wastage a significant economic factor. 
Some form of re-coattng technique may be possible but 
this has not been developed yet.

RE-CODING
Occasions will arise, because the operator has made a 

mistake or the envelope has been redirected or re-used, 
when it will be necessary to obliterate unwanted code 
marks in some way. Inhibition by chemicals is un- 
desirable because those that would be most effective 
would probably damage the envelope or its contents, and 
unless they could becompletely removed afterwardswould 
also affect the new code if superimposed. Certain 
fluorescent materials can be volatilized by heat and so 
removed, but the amount of heat required to do this 
would be unsafe to use on mail.

A more practical method that might be adopted is 
physically to obscure the unwanted code by coating it 
with an ink or paint that will prevent the ultra-violet light 
from reaching the phosphor, or more simply to cover it 
with an adhesive paper label on which the new code can 
be printed. Such a paper label can be quite translucent 
so that ordinary printing or writing would not be 
obscured, and yet by impregnation with a suitable 
absorber of ultra-violet light the label would effectively 
prevent the exciting radiations from penetrating to the 
unwanted code marks beneath it.

CONCLUSION
The new phosphorescent materials described have been 

undergoing practical trials now for over a year under 
actual working conditions at Southampton and Luton.

The facing experiments at Southampton have been 
highly successsul. However there is siill room for 
improvement in the brightness of the phosphor under 
damp atmospheric conditions. It is hoped that this can 
be achieved by the use of a newer and brighter phosphor 
that will permit the proportion of binding medium to be 
increased and so give greater protection to the phosphor 
pigment.

The coding experiments at Luton have also given com - 
plete satisfaction from a technical point of view. How
eve-, it does not seem that the hot offset method of 
applying the code marks will ever be cheap enough for 
geneal use, and the deveopment of a sa1tiefa<c1tory 
alternative method is now of immediate concern. One 
possibility that is being examined is the use of a phosphor
coated tissue that can be transferred by cold impact, 
like the familiar ‘‘carbon paper” Such tissues are 
relatively cheap to produce, and their use would obviate 
the need to use heated pins with their attendant problems 
of lubrication and maintenance.

1 Copping, G. P., Gerard, P. S., and Andrews, J. D. 
Mechanization of the Initial Stages of Procnesing Mail, Part 2— 
Automatic Facing and Stamp Cancellation. P.Q.E.E.J., Vol. 53, 
p. 12, Apr. I960.

2 Pilling, T., and Gerard, P. S. Automatic Letter Sorting—- 
The Luton Experiment. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 54, p. 31, Apr. 1961.
’Pilling, T., and Horrocks, P. Coding Desk and Code

Mark Reader for Use with Automatic Letter-Sorting Machines. 
P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 54, p. 122, July 1961.

4 British Patent No. 870504.
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The Closing of the Central Telegraph Office

U.D.C. 621.394.722:725.16
E. J. C. O’BRIENL

The Central Telegraph Office, once the largest telegraph office in 
the world, will be closed in 1962. The history of the building itself, 
which was opened in 1874, and the many technical and operational 
changes that have taken place within its walls are briefly reviewed.

AFTER nearly 90 years on its present site in St. 
Martin’s-le-Grand in the City of London, the Cen
tral Telegraph Office (C.T.O.) is soon to be closed 
and the building demolished. Because of inevitable 

changes in techniques the building has now outlived its 
original purpose as a central office. Its closing will mark 
the end of an epoch during which the work of the C.T.O. 
not only contributed to the science of communications 
but also, because of the knowledge gained by the applica
tion of the principles of electricity to many and varied 
systems of telegraphy, exerted an influence in the wider 
sphere of clectrical engineering.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers was founded in 
1871 as the “Society of Telegraph Engineers,” many of 
whose members had a technical interest in the C.T.O. 
This interest continued through the years spanning the 
period of the single-needle, the double-plate sounder and 
morse key, the many variants of machine telegraphy and 
finally the teleprinter and the voice-frequency (v.f.) 
channel.

This brief review recalls some of the many changes that 
have occurred during the life of a building that has 
dominated the telegraph scene for so many years.

Due to a variety of causes, including the effects of 
seveeal severe winter storms on the overhead line net
works, there was, in the late 1860s, considerable public 
dissatisfaction with the service bring 
provided by the existing telegraph 
companies. The Government was 
pressed to place the telegraph service 
unde the control of the Post Oflice 
and, in 1869, after exhaustivenegotia
tions, Mr. Gladstone announced 
agreement with the telegraph com
panies for their purchase. The sum 
paid was £55% million and the 
Postaa Telegraph Department took 
over the head oflice of the El^ctiriic 
Telegraph Company in Little Bril 
Alley off Moorgate. The name of the 
alley was changed to Telegraph 
Street and the letters TS became the 
call sign of the Central Office. The 
rapid growth of business soon ren- 
dered the Telegraph Street premises 
inadequate and the Post Oflice 
decided to occupy part of a building 
then in course of construction in 
St. Martin’s-le-Grand.

The building was completed in 
1874; an additional storey was added 
in 1884 and the building was enlarged 
in 1901 and 1902. In 1930 a fifth 
storey was added, and further

TLondon Telecommunications Region. 

changes included the removal of the pneumatic-tube sys
tem from the central hall to another part of the building 
and the conversion of the haU to a lecture theatre, which 
was opened in 1935 as the King George V Hall. It seated 
325 and was equipped for film projection and was also 
used for lectures and exhibitions. Fig. 1 shows the C.T.O. 
as it was in the early 1930s.

The transfer from Telegraph Street to Si. Marti.ns-le- 
Grand figures in the Postmaster-General’s report to the 
Treasury in 187*4, in the following terms:

“‘At the end of the year the London Central Telegraph 
Office was removed to the new office in St. Martin’s- 
le-Grand. So well had everything been arranged and 
so zealously and effectively were the arrangements 
carried out that no interruptions of any kind occurred; 
indeed, the provincial clerks were not aware of the 
change. The great telegraph business which had been 
conducted in Telegraph Street was on that night as the 
clock struck 10 taken up without the slightest hetita- 
tion or confusion in the new Post Office Building.’” 
Telegraph business flourished in the new cental 

office; traffic assumed definite pattemn—metropolitan, 
provincial, overseas, and press. By far the greatest 
increase was in press telegrams, which in the year 1890 
totalled 5,003,409. The press tariff, however, was so 1ow 
(2d. per 100 words) that, although it operated only after 
6.0 p.m., it virtually represented a form of subtidy to the 
press by the Post Office.

Cable companies, stock exchanges and branch 
telegraph offices originated most of the traffic, much of

FIG. l —THE C.T.O. IN THE 1930s 
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which was received and re-trans
mitted through some 40 miles of 
pneumatic tubes, extending to the 
Great Tower Street branch office in 
the east and the House of Commons 
in the west.

During the period 1890 to 1900 
development continued; overhead 
lines were being put underground 
and the “wires” (18 B.W.G.*  copper 
insulated with gutta-percha to an 
overall diameter equivalent to 7% 
B.W.G.) were routed into the C.T.O. 
in 3 in. cast-iron pipes, 80 wires per 
pipe. It is also noteworthy that at 
this time the main source of telegraph 
power in the C.T.O. was primary 
cells housed on 2% miles of teak 
shelving in the basement:. Approxi
mately 12,150 quart-size bichromate 
cells were used for heavily-worked 
and long-distance circuits together 
with 10,700 large Daniell cells for 
duplex circuits and for circuits up 
to 150 miles in length. About 900 
Leclanche cellswere also in use for lightly-worked circuits, 
while secondary cells were introduced during this periodfor 
the Hughes printing instruments used on Continental lines.

Precise timing became increasingly important with the 
growth of inland and overseas traffic and the C.T.O. 
became the national and international time-distribution 
centre, transmitting Greenwich Mean Time which was 
checked daily by a signal from the Royal Observatory.

In 1889 the Post Office purchased the m-eres-t of the 
Submarine Telegraph Company and, using mainly the 
Hughes and Baudot systems, operated from the Cable 
Room 10 cables to the capitals and principal cities of 
Europe.

At the beginning of this century a multiplicity of 
systems were in operation: Baudot, Wheatstone, Murray, 
Hughes and various applications of Morse; in fact nearly 
ah the innovations connected with these and many other 
famous telegraph names were in use in the galleries of the 
C.T.O. Short telegraph circuits in London itself, how
ever, gradually gave place to phonogram and telephone
telegram circuits. There was also a trend towards 
central-battery working and, in the C.T.O., secondary-ceel 
batteries of ± 40 volts, ± 80 volts and ±120 volts 
replaced thousands of primary cells.

The C.T.O. had by this time achieved a status of 
international importance due to its size and world-wide 
ramifications. At a social function of the Post Office 
Engineering Department in 1908, the Engineer-in-Chief, 
Major O’Meara, claimed that the British telegraph 
service was acknowledged throughout the world to 
occupy the premier position.

This period and the ensuing few years were indeed the 
golden age of the C.T.O. The galleries were lofty, with 
good light from spacious windows. The instrument 
tables had none of the sleek anonymity of the modern 
hammer-grey metaa cover; every set was individual and 
very impressive with a prodigious amount of lacquered 
brass. Sounders, keys, standard relays and indicating 
needles in elegant Gothic cases contributed to the variety 
of apparatus (Fig. 2). The whole place was alive with

* B.W.G.—Birmingham Wire Gauge: 18 B.W.G. = 0 04tJin. 
diameter and 7% B.W.G. = 0-172 in. diameter.

FIG. 2— A SCENE IN THE C.T.O. IN THE EARLY 19005

movement, and the hum and clatter created an atmosphere 
of urgency.

The operating staff included both men and women, in 
the ratio of about two to one, and a high standard of 
proficiency in keying morse, in using the keyboard 
perforator and in reading morse by right and sound had 
to be attained. Considerable skill was necessaay to 
operate the various systems at the required speed, 
espedaHy the Baudot system, for which a 5-unit code 
had to be memorized in order to manipulate the five piano
type keys and to maintain cadence with the distributor.

The engineering staff were highly skilled mechanics 
rather than technicians, and had a tpecialized knowledge 
of telegraph instruments and the ability to make spare 
parts by hand. There was great pride of craft amongst 
them and they rstablishrd a tradition of craftsmanship 
that came to be particularly assoccated With the C.T.O.

With the coming of the First World War, telegraph 
traffic increased. The Anglo-Russian cable between 
Peterhead and Alexandrovsk came into use and the 
Imperial Cable linking the C.T.O. to Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, was opened in 1917. In conjunction with 
Canadian land lines to the Paccific Cable it linked Great 
Britain more closely with Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand.

Af-er-heFirttWorldWarfurther-rchmcaldrvelopment 
took place, notably in the Baudot system, whieh graduaHy 
superseded the Hughes system on Continental circuits. 
Traffic at this time was approximately 45 miilion 
telegrams per year, and there were 4,500 telegraphists, 
of whom 2,000 were women. Including inspectors, tube 
attendants and messengers, the total staff was 5,700. The 
late twenties and the early thirties saw much change in 
the method of handling traffic. An 18-iuii phonogram 
installation was brought into use and the telephone
telegram gallery, which had access to 680 telegraph 
offices, dealt with 50,000 messages a day.

The next development, the teleprinter, made the 
greatest impact of all, changing the appearance and the 
character of the C.T.O. completely. The Teleprinter 
No. 3A, a tape-printing instrument, came into use in 
1928, while the year 1932 saw the introduction of a page-
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FIG. 3 —THE C.T.O. AFTER REBUILDING

printing machine (the Teleprinter No. 7). The appear
ance of the galleries was changing; the array of brass and 
the impressive Morse and Baudot instruments gave way to 
the now familiar teleprinter on double-sided tables with 
a centre vee-band feeding direct to a common distribu
tion area. The v.f. channel was also developed during 
this period and gradually became universal. The channel
ends were wired through jacks in the galleries to give 
flexibility and to facilitate the interconnexion of circuits. 
Picture transmission to newspaper offices was introduced 
and a printergram section was opened.

The gothei^ing war clouds of 1938 put a stop to further 
changes and, when war came, the inside of the great 
building was completely destroyed by fire in one of the 
heavy air raids of 1940.

Rebuilding commenced, but it was considered unsafe 
to utilize the outside structure higher than the first 
floor (Fig. 3), although another storey was added later. 
The new equipment, installed on a teleprinter point-to- 
point basis with 210 bothway phonogram positions and 
five concentrator switchboards, was opened for service in 
June 1943 and escaped the hazards of the latter p^Hod of 
the war.

1 Wilcock, A., and Baxter, E. C. Fleet (London) Automatic 
Telex Exchange. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 54, p. 53, Apr. 1961.

In 1945 a manually-switched sys
tem replaced the inland point-to- 
point network and in the following 
year two prototype switchboards 
were installed to re-open the telex 
service to Europe, using exclusively 
telegraph channels. By 1956 the 
manual switching of public tele
graphs was replaced by an automatic 
system and 90 teleprinter positions 
connected to this system were in
stalled in the C.T.O.

The new manual telex service 
expanded rapidly and plans were 
put in hand for this also to become 
completely automatic. In the in
terim pe'iod telex growth necessitated 
practicafly continuous installation of 
additional telex switchboard posi
tions in the C.T.O., and the remark
able total of 242 positions deahng 
with approximately 2,300 subscribers 
and 1,2.0 trunks was reached. Tele
graph test-desks were introduced and 

slsctronic distortion-measuring sets came into use. The 
peak 80 + 80-volt load had, by this time, reached 360 
amp—a far cry from the output of the original primary- 
ceel batteries.

In 1960 the running down of the historic building 
commenced; the Cable Room with its radio circuits, 
multi-destination press and European point-to-point 
circuits was transferred to Electra House. By December 
1960 all London and Home Counties telex subscribers 
had been transferred to the new automatic telex exchange 
in Fleet Building^ together with the major portion of the 
incoming continental traffic, thus enabhng 82 inland 
telex switchboard positions in the C.T.O. to be closed. 
The tniernational telex exchange, comprising 160 
positions, remains to handle outgoing overseas traffic, 
but this exchange will also gradually close down as 
international subscriber-to-subscriber dialling is made 
available during 1961. Only a few postions will then be 
left in see-vice to deal with assistance traffic and directory 
inquiries. These services and also the whole of the 
public telegraph instrument-room services will be 
removed to Fleet Building in 1962. When this is done 
the last link will be broken and a momentous chapter of 
telegraph history will come to an end.

Book Received

“Examples in Electricai Calculations.’” Published for the 
Admiralty by Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. 
xvi + 471 pp. 264 ill. 20s.

This book was originally written to provide naval students 
of electriral technology with a collection of worked examples 
and carefully graded sets of exercises covering the scope of 
many electrical examinations in the Navy. In this new 
edition the text has been revised throughout and new 
examples have been added to bring the book up to date. 

The book also covers the requirements of the preliminary 
and intermediate grade examinations of the City and Guilds 
• of London Institute in Electrical Engineering Practice, and 
of the Ordinary National Certificate in Electricaa Engineering.

Each chapter contains basic theory interposed with fully - 
worked examples, and concludes with a number of exercises 
for the student (the numerical answers are supplied). It has 
been assumed that the student has only a knowledge of 
elementary mathematics, and somemathematical appendices, 
including mathematical tables, have been included at 
the end of the book.
I.P.O.E.E. Library Na. 2124
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Pulse Code Modulation
Part 2—An Experimental 12-Channel Equipment

J. R. JARVIS, B.Sc.(EngJ, A.M.I.E.E., and B. J. HUTT, Graduate I.E.E.T
U.D.C. 621.376.56:621.395.4

Part 1 of this article described in simple terms the basic principles of 
pulse code modulation (p.c.m.), and suggested applications in 
which p.c.m. might be useful. Part 2 describes an equipment which 
encodes 12 speech channels using a code of eight binary digits; it 
was developed to investigate the manner in which the subjective 
assessment of the transmission performance is related to the design 

parameters.

INTRODUCTION

HE ability of pulse code modulation (p.c.m.) to 
maintain a high signal-to-noise ratio in the message 
channd, even when the signal-to-noise ratio on the 

transmission path is low, suggests its application to
multi-channel telephony using existing audio cables 
from which the loading has been removed. A practical 
p.c.m. system would have to be designed to operate 
satisfactorily as a link in a chain of telephone connexions 
in the public network, and as such must tolerate a 
relatively wide range of talker volume and speech circuit 
attenuation. Further the possibility of a circuit being 
set up containing two p.c.m. links separated by a poor 
quality line must be considered, because the second 
p.c.m. system would then be operating below the optimum 
signal conditions.

An indication of the range of mean speech voltages to 
be expected at the input to inland trunk circuits may be 
obtained from measurements made in 1953-54, in which 
a standard deviation of 4-4 db was quoted. Assuming 
that at least 99-7 per cent of all calls are to be encoded 
satisfactorily, and considering only the mean speech 
voltage, the p.c.m. equipment would experience a range 
of levels of 26-4 db at its input. To this must be added 
the normal variation of talker volume, so that the actual 
range would be much greater.

At this juncture it is as well to consider the special 
nature of the distortion suffered by a low-level speech 
signal in its passage through a p.c.m. transmission 
system. Consider, for example, an equipment using a 
4-digit binary code, which would enable 16 quantizing 
steps to be described.

The maximum-amplitude signal which could be
encoded would be that which fully 
occupied all 16 steps,and if this levri were 
exceeded the excess amplitude would be 
subjected to severe limiting. In the 
simplest type of p.c.m. equipment the 
quantizing steps are all equally spaced, 
and when the incoming signal is attenu
ated by, say, 12db only one-quarter of 
the available quantizing steps are used. 
This effect is illustrated by Fig. 12(a) for 
the puite-amplitude-modulaied (p.a.m.) 
signal obtained from a tine wave input, 
and it will be seen that the low-levee 
signal is poorly defined by the relatively 
large step size. Taking this to the limit, 
an incoming signal attenuated by more

1 Post Office Research Station. 

than 24 db would not energize one step and so would not 
be transmitted in this example.

One method of improving the transmission of low- 
level signals would be to increase the number of digits in 
the code, but this would define the high-level signals in 
unnecessary detail and so use the bandwidth of the 
transmission path lneíI¡ci<eln.ily. An alternative approach 
is indicated in Fig. 12(b), where the quantizing steps are 
spaced in a non-uniform manner, e.g. logariihmita^y, 
so that the defintion of the low-level signals is contider- 
ably improved compared with linear quantizing. In 
Fig. 12(a) the low-level tignal is quantized in five equal 
steps, whereas in Fig. 12(6) the same signal is defined by 
eight steps spaced in a logarithmic manner; this improve
ment has been obtained without any increase in the total 
number of quantizing steps. It will be seen that the 
design of a p.c.m. equipment for junction working must 
be based on a compromise involving the number of 
digits in the code and the law which relates the sparing 
of the quantizing steps to the incoming sgnal, in order 
to provide an acceptable quality of speech transmission.

The equipment described in this article was constructed 
as a laboratory tool for the assessment of the subjective 
effect of varying thiese two parameters and to investigate 
the effects of various types of interference. No provision 
was made for signafiing as the equipment was not 
designed as a p.c.m. system to carry traffic, although 
many of its features would be applicable to a working 
system.

OUTLINE OF l2-CHANNEL P.C.M. EQUIPMENT
The basic arrangement of the 12-channri p.c.m. 

equipment is shown in Fig. 13. For reasons of dessgn 
convenience the incoming channels are assembled in two 
groups, the odd numbered channels and the even. Simple 
low-pass filters restrict the frequency band of the channel 
signal and prevent the sampfing frequency from reaching 
the incoming line. The signal present at each channel 
filter is sampled in turn by applying a narrow pulse to 
the channel gate, and the amplitude of the sample is

(a) Linear Quantizing (b) Logarithmic Quantizing
FIG. 12—QUANTIZING OF P.A.M. SIGNAL
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maintained constant by the odd or even group signal 
stores while the encoder converts the signal sample from 
p.a.m. to p.c.m. Each of the two signal stores is followed 
by an instantaneous compressor the gain of which 
increases as the signal level falls, and so produces the 
effect of non-linear quantizing at the encoder. The 
output of each compressor is selected alternately and 
directed to the encoder, which is common to all 12 
channels. The sender output stage adds to the eight 
binary digits of each encoded sample an additional digit 
which is used to synchronize the receiver to the sender. 
In the receiver this additional pulse is extracted and the 
eight digits of the code are directed to the decoder where 
they are converted back to a p.a.m. signal. An instan
taneous expander, which has the inverse characteristic 
of the compressor-, ensures that the overall amplitude 
response of comprlssor-lncodlr-dlcodlr-lxpandlr is 
linear-. The channel gates are opened in turn to direct the 
p.a.m. signals to the appropriate channel filter, where 
demodulation takes place.

METHOD OF ENCODING
An outline of the logicaa circuits used in the 8-digit 

encoder is given in Fig. 14, together with a chart showing 
the relative timing of the pulses which control the sequence 
of the encoding operation. The encoder includes eight 
current sources related in value by the series f/2°, i721 i/22 
. . . i/2’ which can be switched on and off as required, 
and one current source controlled by the magnitude of 
the incoming p.a.m. signal. All thiese currents are added 
together in the amplifier A2 and compared with a refer
ence in the comparator stage; if the sum of the currents 
is equal to or greater than the reference a pulse is 
generated by the comparator, but if the reference is not 
exceeded then no pulse will be generated. This pulse is 
one of the signals which control the switching of the eight 
current sources.

Consider now the switching operations required to 
encode a p.a.m. sgma which generates a current Ima at 
the input of amplifier A2:

(a) Digit; pulse D1 gates clock pulse C1 to the on 
input of the toggle  for the first digit of the code. This 
adds a current i/2° to the current 1su, but as the total 
does not exceed the reference no pulse is generated by 
the comparator. The first step on the waveform at 
point A in Fig. 14 ilHustra-tes this.

*

(b) Digit pulse D2 gates the next clock pulse to the on 
input of the second toggle and so adds a current 1/21 to 
those already flowing. As the total now exceeds the 
reference a pulse will be generated by the comparator.

(c) Digit pulse D3 now performs two gating operations: 
(z) it directs a clock pulse C1 to the on input of the third 
digit toggle and so adds a current z'/22 to the input of 
amplifier A2, and («) it directs a clock pulse C2 through 
a gate opened by the comparator pulse to the off input 
of the second digit toggle and so switches off the current 
i/21. The total current now flowing is Ima + i/2° + i/22 
and the comparator will not operate.

(d) This sequence of switching continues until, all 
eight digit toggles have been set according to the decisions 
reached by the comparator. Thus at the end of the 
encoding operation the sum of Ism and all the current 
sources which have remained switched on is now within 
the smallest current increment of the reference value.

* A circuit which has two stable states.

(e) As the encoding ope-ation is now complete, all 
digit toggles except the first are reset so as to be ready 
to encode the next p.a.m. sample. It is not necessary to 
reset the first toggle as it must always be switched on at 
the start of the encoding operation.

The binary code number for the difference between 
the reference and Im is obtained by sending to line a 
pulse for every current source which has not been switched 
off during the encoding operation. Only unidirectional 
signals can be encoded by this technique, so it is necessary 
for the encoder to rest at its half-way value when there is 
no p.a.m. signal present. Thus the code number 255, 
i.e. 2’8 — 1, is sent to line when the p.a.m. signal assumes 
its most negative value, and the code number is zero 
when the p.a.m. signaa attains its most positive value.

Two clock pulses have been used to switch the toggles 
of the encoder; C1 switches on and C2 switches off. This 
is desirable because it enables the smaU difference 
between the switch-on and switch-off times to be 
equalized by introducing an equal delay in the path of 
the Cl pulse.

8-Digit Encoder
As many toggles and gates are required to perform 

logicaa functions throughout the p.c.m. equipment, the 
circuits have been arranged so that one design of each 
will serve for all purposes. In order to do this it is 
necessary to formulate certain rules to which all logicaa 
drcmit. elements must coniform. For example:

(a) “‘1’” state denoted by a potential of — 6 volts.
(b) “0” state denoted by earth potential.
(c) All gating performed by diodes.
((0 Each gate to be followed by an emitter follower.
The toggle circuit is of conventional design using 

p-n-p germanium transistors of the alloy-junction type. 
These are prevented from saturating by a low-dissipation 
damp in order to How ope-ation at a clock frequency 
of 864 kc/s.

Fig. 15 shows in ssmplified form the manner in which 
the various currents are combined. Each digit current is 
determined by the resistor in the emitter circuit of a 
transistor and the potential difference between the 
emitter sujp^fnly line and the base connexion of that 
transistor. The current from the collector is modified by 
the base-emitter voltage and the grounded-base current
gain of the transisior, but this can eassly be corrected. 
Because the collector circuit presents a high source 
impedance, the value of the digit current is not varied

a, to as are connected to the current switches
FIG. 15—SIMPLIFIED CIRCUIT OF ENCODER CURRENT SOURCES
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when the switching of other digit currents causes the 
collector voltage to change. Digits 1 to 4 and the p.a.m. 
signal develop a voltage proportional to the total current 
across a load resistor of value 161’ but the current from 
digits 5 to 8 is added at a tap2 on the load resistor so that 
its contribution to the output is reduced by a factor of 
16. In this way the ratio of highest to lowest emitter 
resistor is 8 : l and not 128 : 1 which would present 
difficulties due to excessively long time-constants.

Comparator
In principle the function of the comparator is quite 

straightforward; it is to generate a pulse at its output 
when the signal at its input is equal to or exceeds a given 
reference value. After each decision has been made the 
comparator is reset so as to avoid any hysteresis effects. 
This resetting pulse is timed to coincide with the switch
ing of the digit toggles in order to allow as much time as 
possible for the comparison to be made. Bearing in 
mind that the output pulse of the comparator has to be 
of sufficient duration to effectively gate the “‘off’” pulse 
to the digit toggles, the time available for the comparator 
to make its decision is fairly short and high-speed 
transistors are used.

Sender Output Stage
The digits of the code word which is sent to line are 

obtained by reading the state of the digit toggles of the 
encoder. This read-out takes place one digit period after 
the toggle has been set,and a 1 is registered for each 
toggle which remains switched on. In the output stage of 
the sender an extra digit is added after the eight digits of 
the code word.This ninth digit is gated by a pulse pattern 
related to the channel numbering, so that synchronizing 
information is sent by this pulse to the receiver to 
enable it to identify (a) the postion of a particular digit 
in the code word and (b) the particular channri bring 
encoded.

8-Digit Decoder
A block diagram showing the logical stages which 

convert a p.c.m. signal to a p.a.m. signal is given in 
Fig. 16. In principle the decoder is similar to the encoder, 
but with the major difference that whereas the current 
sources of the encoder are switched by the comparator, 
those of the decoder are switched by the incoming p.c.m. 
signal. If the p.c.m. signal were applied directly to the 
digit toggles which control the current sources, the 
p.a.m. signal would be built up in steps as the code pulses 
arrived seriaUy. It would be difficult to demodulate such 
a signal so all incoming code pulses except the eighth 
are stored by toggles as they arrive. Thiese are read as 
the eighth code pulse arrives so as to transfer the com
plete code word in paralie form to the digit toggles. 
Thus the same currents will be set up in the decoder as 
were set up by the switched current sources in the 
encoder, and one element of the p.a.m. signal is made 
available until the digit toggles are reset by the next 
sixth digit pulse.

While the digit toggles are holding their word, the 
store toggles are recriving the pulses of the next code 
word, which will be transferred to the digit toggles when 
the next eight:l^ pulse arrives. The gap of two digit 
periods between successive p.a.m. sgnals allows sufficient 
time for the channel multiplex switch, which follows the

Current at input of A2 amplifier = fi-------
Zw2»-1 

n = 8
FIG. 16—8-DIGIT DECODER

decoder, to operate without introducing channel-to- 
channel crosstalk.

One of the main requirements of this p.c.m. equipment 
was that the number of digits in the code should be 
capable of bring changed as required for speech assess
ment testing. This facility is provided by means of a 
switch which inhibits the gates associated with unwanted 
digits in the decoder-. Thus, although the number of 
digits in the code sent to line is not varied, the effect of a 
reduced number is simulated by controlling the number 
of digits decoded. For example, when the switch is see: 
to six digits the seventh and eighth digit toggles of the 
decoder are prevented from operating.

CHANNEL EQUIPMENT
Send-Chanm! Circuit

The basic send-channel circuiit is shown in Fig. 17. 
The channel input filter restricts the incoming sgnaa to 
the frequency band 300~3400 c/s and attenuates the 
channel sampling pulses, which would otherwise be fed 
back to the audio line. Two tymmelrical n-p-n transistors 
are used as a gate with emitter coupled to emitter and 
base coupled to base, and the switching signal is applied 
between emitters and bases by a pulse transformer. This 
symmelrical arrangement: confines the switching sgnal 
to the gate circuit and produces a minimum of spurious 
effects on the signal path. Each channel is sampled in 
turn 8,000 times/second by a 1ps pulse which renders
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CHANNEL EQUIPMENT

FIG. 17— SIMPLIFIED SEND-CHANNEL CIRCUIT

COMMON EQUIPMENT
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both transistors conducting and transfers the charge on 
the final capacitor of the filter to the store capacitor in a 
resonant manner.3 After this transfer of charge the gate 
becomes high impedance so as not to discharge the 
store capadtor and also to provide a sufficiently low IcvcI 
of channel-to-charniel Crosstalk.

While €ii odd channel 1 bemg sampled the charge 
residhtg an the even signal-store capaoitotis removed by 
the low impedance of another two-trans1stor gate. It is 
esssnhal to remove the charge from this capadtor, for 
should any remain it would be added to the next even 
channel sample and would be apparent as crosstab. For 
this reason it was considered desirable to arrange the 
channels in odd and even groups so as to provide more 
time in which Iio ensure that the discharge of the store is 
cemplete. This arrangement allows aboht lOHs for the 
discharge of the signal store, whereas g the channels 
were selected sequential considerably less than 1 #s 
would be available.

EmClee-follower stages are used to transfer the voltage 
on the store capacitor, which is m the form oO a p.a.m. 
signal, to the instantaneous compressors. The outputs 
of the odd and even compressors are connected alter
nately by dlode gates to the 8-dig1t encoder. These gates 
are operated by 10 M pulses whmh are out of step Wth 
the pulses which operate the discharge gates.

Receive-Chantad Circuit
The receive-channel drcuit is shown in Fig. 18. The 

expander is common to all channels and its output is 
switched to the appropriate channel circuiit by the 
individual channel gates, which operate in step with the 
sampling gates of the sender. The channel gate uses a 
symmetrical n-p-n transistor with an 8 ,us gating pulse 
applied to its base. To improve the efficiency of de
modulation of the p.a.m. signal it is held during the 
125 ps period between samples by a paralM capadtor- 
resistor combination, which forms the effective load of 
the gate transistor. A buffer amplifier provides an 
impedance change and passes the signal to the demodu
lating filter, which has a aoo~3,4oo c/s pass-band with 
peak rejection at the channel sampling frequency.

INSTANTANEOUS COMPANDOR

EssentiaHy the compressor consists of a non-linear 
amplifier which has maximum gain when the input level 
is low, and minimum gain when the input IcvcI is high. 
Although it would appear that the characteristic of this 
device is very similar to that of the well-known volume
range compressor, it differs in one major respect. 
Whereas the gain of the latter compressor is controlled 
by the mean IcvcI of the speech syllables and has an 
operating lime-coastaat of a few milliseconds, the 
instantaneous compressor is required to operate on 
p.a.m. signals and must attain its final gain almost 
instantaneously.

The non-linear characteristic of the compressor is 
obtained by passsng a current directly proportional to 
the input p.a.m. signal through a non-linear network 
containing resistors and diodes, and using the voltage 
developed across the network as the output sgnal. The 
instantaneous expander is required to have the inverse 
characteristic of the compressor, so that the tandem 
connexion of compressor and expander has a linear 
amplitude response. This may easily be obtained by 
supplying a similar non-linear network with a voltage 
proportionaa to the sgnal at the output of the compressor 
and using the network current to provide the output 
sgnal.
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Non-Linear Network
The design of the instantaneous compressor and 

expander is such that they require identical non-linear 
networks. In order to make the form of the network 
adaptable to a number of input/output laws, it con
sists of two sets of four biased diodes; one set for each 
half cycle of the signal as shown in Fig. 19. These diodes 
are biased so that all are conducting for full-load signals, 
and the number of conducting diodes falls as the signal

level is reduced. In this way the input/output law may 
be changed by altering the resistors in series with the 
diodes.

An example of a typical compressor law would be for 
the encoder to change by one step for every 0-3 db 
change of the incoming signal throughout a substantial 
part of the range of signal. levels, and to revert to a linear 
law at very low levels.

GENERATION OF TIMING PULSES

Clock Pulse Generator
All switching operations in the equipment are timed 

with reference to a master oscillator in the sender which 
is set at 864 kc/s, i.e. (sampling frequency) X (number 
of channels) > (tot! number of digits). This osccilator 
has a number of outlets each of which drives a clock 
pulse generator, so that by introducing a sman phase 
angle between outlets, variable delays may be intro - 
duced between clock pulses to compensate for finite 
operating times elsewhere in the equipment. The clock 
pulses are negative-going from earth potrntiat. with an 
amplitude of 6 volts and a half-amplitude duration of 
about 0-3Ms.

Wood Gen’/rao-
The eight digit pulses of the code word and the tingle 

synchronizing pulse are separated in time by the taps on 
a delay line, as shown in Fig. 20. Only one clock pulse in 
nine is launched into the delay line, this division being 
accomplished uting the normal outlets from the taps 
on the delay line and two additional gates, in the following 
manner:

(a) Assume no signal in the delay line.
(b) The first clock pulse is passed by the and gate to 

the start of the delay line. It then travels along the length 
of the line. "

(c) When the pulse arrives at the first outlet D1 it is 
passed by the or gate to the inhibit input of the and gate, 
where it will suppress the second clock pulse.

(d) When the pulse in the delay line arrives at the D2 
outlet it will suppress the third clock pulse, and in the 
same manner a total of tight clock pulses are suppressed.

(e) As the D9 outlet is not connected to the or gate, 
the ninth clock pulse is passed by the and gate to the 
input of the delay line. The cycle is then repeated.

Channel Pulse Generator
The 12 channel pulses are obtained by dividing the 

pulse repetition frequency (p.r.f.) of a digit pulse by 12 
and using delay lines to separate the channel pulses in 
time. So'as to reduce the total length of delay line 
required, the division is performed in two parts (see 
Fig. 20), each using a dividing circuit similar to that in the 
word generator, the first dividing the p.r.f. of the D9 
pulse by three and the second by four. If it is assumed 

AU Em amplifiers shown are reverting ampUflers whIch reverse the polarity of the pulses and also rstablish the pulse amplitude tous offsetting Em elects 
of annuation atong delay Hue; each amplifier is preceded by an rmittrr-followrr circuit so as not to affect advrnely to propertirs of to delay Ore.

FIG. 20—GENERATION OF TIMING PULSES IN THE SENDER
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that a D9 pulse is launched simultaneously in both delay 
lines, it will be seen that this condition will again apply 
12 D9 pulses later. By gating the outlets A1 to A3 of the 
divide-by-three delay line with the outlets B1 to B4 of 
the divide-by-four delay line, the 12 channel pulses are 
obtained. For example, the pulse for channel 1 is 
obtained when the Al and B1 pulses are coincident, 
which occurs only once in the cycle of 12 channd pulses.

INPUT STAGE AND SYNCHRONIZING OF RECEIVER

Input Stage and Extraction of Pulse Repetition Frequency
Incoming p.c.m. signals are first passed through a 

slicer stage to produce a rectangular wave shape with 
fast transitions and a fixed amplitude. This wave is then 
differentiated to produce narrow voltage spikes which 
synchronize the master osciilator in the receiver to the 
p.r.f. of the sender. As there may be considerable gaps 
in the train of code pulses, depending upon the series of 
code numbers being transmitted, it is necessary to ensure 
that the Q factor of this circuit is large enough to pro - 
vide a reasonable amplitude during the longest gap. 
Clock pulses are then obtained in the same manner as in 
the sender, and from thiese the word and channd pulses 
are generated by circuits which are esssntiialy as indi
cated in Fig. 20. Digit; pulses D1 to D8 and the diced 
p.c.m. signal provide the input to the 8-digit decoder 
shown in Fig. 16.

R^coornntton of Synchronizing Pattern
The ninth pulse in the code word from the sender is 

gated so that it is present on certain channels and not on 
others. If the receiver is correctly synchronized this 
modulation is available at the outlet marked sync in 
Fig. 16, and by coupling it to a binary counter a wave 
pattern is obtained. An identical pattern is generated 
locally in the receiver and compared with the pattern 
from the sender, and as correct synchronism has been 
assumed there will be no output from the comparator 
and so no action will be taken to change the conditions, 
i.e. one pattern will exactly overlie the other in time.

Suppose now that the receiver is not synchronized, 
and that instead of the sender’s ninth pulse appearing at 

The sender is on the left and the receiver is on the right; the size of the equipment 
can be judged by comparing it with that of the telephone

FIG. 21—THE COMPLETE EXPERIMENTAL P.C.M. EQUIPMENT

the sync outlet one of the digits of the code appears in 
its place. The wave pattern produced by this will differ 
from the locally generated reference, and an output will 
be produced from the comparator. This is used to change 
the division ratio of the word generator in the receiver 
from 9 to 8 so that the next; pulse of the incoming p.c.m. 
signal is captured by the D9 pulse of the receiver. The 
resulting wave pattern is again compared with the 
reference, and if it still differs the count is again changed, 
this process being repeated until synchronism is 
established.

PERFORMANCE
The standard of performance is very high, and for a 

smafi range of sgnal levels about an optimum level the 
presence of the p.c.m. equipment is almost imperceptible. 
Outside this range, the p.c.m. distortion becomes 
discernible, but acceptable quafity is maintained over a 
range much greater than the 26-4 db range mentioned in 
the introduction. Detailed studies are in hand to assess 
the performance on a sound quantitative bass, and to 
ascertain the effect of tandem connexions through 
several p.c.m. links.

CONCLUSION

The apparatus described in this article demonstrates 
that straightforward and reliable solutions are available 
to the circuit problems encountered in p.c.m. terminal 
equipments, and the ease with which the distribution 
and number of coding steps can be varied makes it a 
valuable and flexible laboratory tool. Although many 
other methods of achieving similar results are possble, 
some of which may offer practicaa advantages over those 
described here, all will produce similar distortions so that 
general conclusions may safely be drawn from the 
experimental equipment.

The complete l2-channe1 p.c.m. equipment shown in 
Fig. 21 contains about 500 transistors and 750 diodes, 
divided almost equally between sender and receiven. 
Total power consumption is about 45 watts.

The introduction of p.c.m. techniques into the tele
phone network will depend largeey on economic factors, 

and it remains to be shown whether 
p.c.m. equipment can be manufactured 
and installed at a cost which will make 
it attractive for short-haul junction 
working.
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Supergroup Derivation Equipment
C. H. BLANCHARD, B.Sc.(Eng.), a.m.i.e.e., and A. J. CRISP, B.Sc. a.m.i.e.eT

U.D.C. 621.315.212:612.395.44

Coaxial line systems provide a large number of circuits between the 
terminal repeater stations. In certain circumstances, however, it 
is also desirable to make a number of circuits available at sdected 
intermediate repeater stations. Two types of supergroup derivation 
equipment that can be fitted at intermediate repeater stations on 
certain regulated coaxial line systems to give this facility are 

described.

INTRODUCTION
N the United Kingdom extensive use is made of 
coaxial line systems because it can be shown that, if 
the rate of circuit growth is sufficient, these systems 

offer the most economic method of providing long
distance circuits? Depending on the type of coaxial line 
system used, maxima of ether 600 or 960 or 2,700 circuits 
can be made available between the terminal repeater 
stations, the distances between such stations usuafly 
being in the range 40-150 miles.

A coaxial line system is often routed through or near 
a small townthat requires circuits to one or both of the 
line-system terminals. If the line system has spare circuit 
capacity it is obviously desirable to use this for the 
intermrdiatr-iitltton requirement so long as the extra 
equipment involved is not too expensive and provided 
that the performance of the main line circuits is not 
worsened. The provision at one such intermediate 
station of equipment giving access to, say, three super
groups of the line system would enable up to 180 circuits 
to be made available between the intermediate station 
and each of the system terminals. Such a scheme 
would probably be much cheaper than converting the 
intermediate station into a line-system terminal staaton 
or providing additional line systems.

“‘Supergroup derivation” equipment has now been 
developed which enables a number of supergroups, 
otherwise forming part of the main line system, to be 
operated between an intermediate station and each of the 
terminal repeater stations.

The equipment, which is located at the intermediate 
station, permits the frequency bands appropriate to 
selected supergroups to be extracted from the main 
transmission band received from each terminal station; 
in these bands transmissson from terminal station to 
terminal station is prevented. It also permits signals 
in the same frequency bands to be injected into the main 
transmistion band for transmistion to the terminal 
stations.

Supergroup derivation equipment is required to give 
the following facilities:

(a) It must be possible to extract and inject super
groups at an intermediate station so that the supergroups 
concerned may be used between the intermediate 
station and each of the terminal stations.

(b) Excessive amplitude/frequency distortion should 
not be produced by the equipmeit.

(c) The tignat-to-e•oisiatk ratio of any channel 
(speech or music-in-band) should not be worsened.

(d) Control pilots and level-check pilots should not be 
adversely affected by the equipment.

TMain Lines Development and Maintenance Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Oflfice.

(e) The equipment should permit the derived super
groups to be connected to supergroup translating equip
ment or to other broadband links, or to a combination 
of the two.

(f) In a few instances it may be required to extract 
supergroups from one line system and, uting a second 
set of equipment, to inject them into a second line 
system.

(g) With requirements (e) and (f) it may be necessary 
to prevent the 308 kc/s line pilot of one line system being 
transmitted as an unwanted frequency into a second line 
system.

(/r ) It should be possible to derive a 60 kc/s supply from 
an incoming 308 kc/s pilot:; the supply may be used for 
frequency-check purposes.

When first investigated three possible schemes were 
considered. In the first method (see Fig. 1(a)) the 
required signal would be “leaked” from the main trans
mission path. This method would not be satisfactory 
since “through transmistion” from terminal to terminal 
would not be prevented and thus transmistion bands 
free of spurious signals would not be available between 
the intermediate station and each of the terminal stations. 
It would therefore only be possible to operate supergroups 
injected at the intermediate station to one of the terminal 
stations. In the second method (Fig. 1 (b)) the Facilities 
would be provided using hybrid coils and filters. This 
method was not favoured, however- because the per
missible loss of the equipment would have been exceeded; 
only 12 db loss is permissible.

The loss due to the additional hybrid coils is avoided 
in the method finally adopted (see Fig. 1(c)) by the use 
of main-path and branch-path filters designed to have 
complementary characteristics so that direct paralld 
connexion is possible. In addition, greater flexibility is 
ofered whereby without further modification the derived 
supergroups may be re-connected or injected into 
another coaxial line system or extended over a spur line
system to a distant terminal station. A typical example 
of this is shown in Fig. 2.

SUITABILITY OF LINE SYSTEMS
For any form of derivation equipment to be economic

ally justified it must be simple and thus relatively 
inexpensive. In the earlier types of coaxial line systems 
(Coaxial Equipments, Line (C.E.L.), No. l, 2, 4 and 4A2) 
seasonal temperature effects are counteracted by the 
use of equahzing networks at setected intermediate 
stations. In consequence, the tignal levels at any inter
mediate station vary with frequency over the year as the 
cable temperature cycle is followed. Furthermore the 
requisite margin of gain is not available in the line
system main path at these intermediate stations. These 
factors make supergroup derivation difficult and there
fore equipment has not been produced for use at such 
intermediate stations. C.E.L. No. 6A,3 however, 
employs line-amplifier-gain-regulating pilots which ensure 
that the output level/frequency characteristic at each 
intermediate station remains subtiantially constant with 
time. This constant levd/f-equency characteristic is not,
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FIG. l. —PRINCIPLES OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF DERIVING SUPER - 
GROUPS AT AN INTERMEDIATE STATION

however, the sole criterion governing the suitability of an 
intermediate station for supergroup-derivation purposes. 
An equally important requirement is that there must be

an adequate margin of gain available in the line-system 
main path to counter the additional loss introduced by 
the derivation equipment; the introduction of additional 
amplifiers in the main path is undesirable. Each inter
mediate power-feeding station or man station is in effect 
two dependent intermediate stations coupled together 
and at these stations 12 db of additional gain is available 
at a point where the signal levels are maintained constant 
with frequency. The derivation equipment, known as 
Supergroup Derivation Equipment No. 1A, is connected 
at this point, as shown in Fig. 3.

A second type of supergroup derivation equipment 
(No. 2A) has been developed for use on a non-standard 
2-6 Mc/s regulated coaxial line system. This equipment 
is suitable for use at any intermediate (man or dependent) 
station on such a system.

THE DERIVATION FILTERS
The 12 db gain available at a C.E.L. No. 6A main 

station has been one of the overriding factors when 
considering the performance requirements of the 
derivation filters. A schematic diagram of a filter
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Note: The hybrid coil is fitted only if supergroup I or supergroups 6-10arederived.
FIG. 4—TYPICAL FILTER PANEL SCHEMATIC

panel is given in Fig. 4. Seven sets of filters have been 
developed to provide the facilities listed in the table.

Facilities Provided by Supergroup Derivation Filters

Supergroups 
Extracted and Injected

Through Transmission of 
Supergroups

1 2-16
2 1 and 3—16
1 and 2 3-16
1-3 4-16
1-6 7716
110 12-11(11 not used)
$-10 1-4 and 12 16

(5 and 11 not used)

Supergroup 2 normally occupies the band 312-552 kc/s 
but, in this equipment, it is treated as extending from 
308-552 kc/s so as to permit ready extraction of the 
308 kc/s line-system pilot.

The basic performance requirements of the above 
filters are as follows:

(a) Between the points marked “‘main path in” and 
“main path out” (Fig. 4) the insertion loss in the pass 
band of the filters if supergroup l or supergroups 
6-10 are derived should not exceed 8-5 db; for all other 
filters a 12db loss is permissible. In the stop band(s) 
the loss is required to be at least 80 db more than in the 
pass band and not less than 90 db more at frequencies 
corresponding to channels 4, 5 and 6 in each group, 
because these channels may be used for music-in-band 
transmissions. The amplitude/frequency distortion in 
the pass band should not exceed 0-5 db.

(b) Between the points marked “branch path in” and 
“main path out” and between “main path in” and 
“branch path out” the insertion loss in the pass band 
should not exceed 7-5 db for the supergroup 1 and 
supergroups 6-10 filters; 10-5 db loss is permissible for 
the other filters. In the stop band(s) the loss is required 
to be at least 40 db more than in the pass band, and at 
frequencies corresponding to channels 4, 5 and 6 in each 
group the loss should be at least 45 db more than in the 
pass band. The amplitude/frequency distortion in the 
pass band should not exceed 04 db.

(c) At the “main path in” and “main path out” con
nexion points of the filters the return loss, against 75 ohms, 
throughout the range 60 kc/s-4,092 kc/s should not be 
less than 18 db, except for frequencies corresponding to 
channels adjacent to the edges of the filter passbands, 
for which some relaxation is permissible. At the 
“branch path in” and “‘branch path out” points, over the 
frequency range covered by the filter pass-band, a 
return loss against 75 ohms of at least 18db should be 
obtained.

It has been difficult to meet all of the very stringent 
performance requirements of the filters. Some additional 

distortion has been accepted in the filters concerned with 
the derivation of supergroup 1 only, superjg-oup 2 only, 
supergroup l and 2 only, and supergroups 1—3, and 
this affects, slightly, the performance of one channel only 
in each of the four bands. With the supergroups 
1-6 filter, however, it has been necessary to accept the 
loss to traffic of a complete group in supergroup 6.

With the exception of 308 kc/s (considered as part of a 
supergroup) no attempt is made either to pass or suppress 
inter-supergroup test frequencies.

All seven sets of filters are of the coil-and-capaciior- 
type; crystals are not used owing to the equalization 
difficulties which would have been caused by the 
secondary resonances of the crystals.

EQUIPMENT DETAILS

Supergroup Derivation Equipment No. [A
The normal use of supergroup derivation equipment in 

the future will be at C.E.L. No. 6A main stations, and 
Fig. 5 shows a diagram of the equipment (Supeegroup 
Derivation Equipment No. LA) for one direction of 
transmission. The pilot-stop filter is required only if the

Notes: 1. Hybrid-coil provided if 60 kcls signaa is required and 308 kc/s 
signal is not present in branch path.

2. The hybrid-coil and filter panel is provided if the 308ke/s 
- pilot is present in the branch path.

FIG. 5—SUPERGROUP DERIVATION EQUIPMENT NO. 1A

branch path is connected to another broadband link and 
the 308 kc/s pilot has to be stopped. Signals coming from 
the main path enter the derivation filters, and those super
groups not being derived pass through the main-patii 
filters but are stopped by the filter in the branch path. 
The derived supergroups are stopped by the main-path 
filters but pass via the branch-path filters. Injected super
groups, after amplification, pass through the branch input 
filters and are then connected into the main path to 
occupy the portion of the frequency spectrum cleared by 
the main-path filters.

If the 308 kc/s pilot frequency, bring considered as 
part of supergroup 2, is present in the branch path, the 
hybrid-cool and filter panel is fitted (Fig. 5). This enables 
a 308 kc/s signaa to be extracted and reinjected into the 
branch input path, where it passes through once more to 
the main path along with the injected supergroups.

If a 60 kc/s sgnal is required for frequency-check 
purposes, the 308 kc/s signal is also applied via the second 
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hybrid coil in the hybrid-coil and filter panel to the 
308/60 kc/s converter. The 308 kc/s pass filter shown at 
the input to the converter is not required for this 
application.

If supergroup 1 only or supergroups 6-10 are derived, 
the 308 kc/s pilot is not present in the branch path and 
the hybrid-coil and filter panel is not therefore required. 
If, however, a 60 kc/s signal is required, the hybrid coil 
provided as part of the derivation filter panel is connected 
in circuit as shown in Fig. 5. The second output from 
this hybrid coil is then connected ria a simple 308 kc/s 
pass filter to the 308/60 kc/s converter.

The main requirements for the 308 kc/s pass filter in 
the hybrid-cooi and filter panri are that the discrimination 
against all other frequencies in the ranges 60 kc/s-300 kc/s 
and 312 kc/s-4,092 kc/s should be at least 80db and 
should be 90 db at frequencies corresponding to channels 
4, 5 and 6 in each group. The 308 kc/s filter associated 
with the 308/60 kc/s converter is much simpler, and a dis
crimination of only 35 db is required. The 308 kc/s pilot 
stop filter has a discrimination of 40 db.

A complete equipment is mains operated and is 
assembled on a single-ssdxl 9 ft 51-type rack and caters 
for both directions of transmission. Only one set of 
panels for obtaining a 60 kc/s signal is fitted. Space is 
provided on the rack for the provision of a 308 kc/s stop 
filter should the derivation-equipment branch-path be 
connected to a second line system and a 308 kc/s pilot be 
present in the branch path. Valve-fail-alarm facilities 
are provided in addition to one spare amplifier and a 
high-speed amplifier-change-over panel.

Supergroup Derivation Equipment N0. 2A
Developed for use with a non-standard 2-6 Mc/s 

regulated coaxial line system, Supergroup Derivation 
Equipment No. 2A has only a limited application in the 
United Kingdom because there are only two such line 
systems in the network: London-St. Margaret’s Bay and 
Belfast-Dublin. A block schematic diagram for one 
direction of transmission is shown in Fig. 6, and it will be 
seen that it is similar to the No. 1A equipment. It uses the 
same range of derivation filters except that, on a 10-super- 
group line system, supergroups 1—10 or 6-10 would 
never be derived.

Although contrary to the basic principles discussed 
earlier for the standard derivation arrangement used

FIG. 6—SUPERGROUP DERIVATION EQUIPMENT NO. 2A

with C.E.L. No. 6A systems, an amplifier in the main 
path has had to be provided because of the lack of 
additional gain available at the intermediate stations. 
However sperial alarm arrangements have been made 
whereby in the event of valve or fuse failure a local alarm 
is given an 1 in addition an alarm pair in the coaxial line 
system is looped and this operates an “urgenn” fault 
alarm at the terminal stations. From the latter stations 
the fault can be traced to the de■lvation station and the 
necessary remedial action taken.

With the first installation of Supergroup Derivation 
Equipment No. 2A the branching facility was urgently 
required for Continental traffic some while before the 
derivation filters could be made available. As a result 
of this and the fact that the maximum loss introduced in 
the man path was not critical, hybrid coils were inserted 
in the main path to enable the lower pilot-frequency 
(60 kc/s) to be passed through. This lower pilot is blocked 
by the main-path filter except when supergroup 2 alone is 
derived, and so is given by-pass facilities by means of the 
hybrid coils and 60 kc/s band-pass filter. The upper pilot
frequency (2,604 kc/s) of the line system is always passed 
through along the man path and so requires no speriaa 
treatment.

As only a smaal amount of residuaa equafization is 
possible at intermediate stations on the 2-6 Mc/s line 
system, facilities have been given on the No. 2A equip
ment for residuaa equafization to be effected in the 
branch paths.

To enable the circuits between one terminal and the 
deirvation station to be kepi: in service when for any 
reason a disconnexion occurs between the other terminal 
and the derivation. station, a 2,604 kc/s osriilator is 
provided as part of the derivation equipment. The output 
from this o^cihator would, when patched in, replace the 
norma (failed) 2,604 kc/s pilot and controo the return - 
path gain by operating the gain-control units at each 
intermediate station between the derivation station and 
the terminal.

This equipment is mains operated and the panels for 
both directions of transmission are accommodated on a 
9 ft 51 -type rack.

OTHER DERIVATION EQUIPMENTS
The equipments so far described are not the only 

equipments which are used to derive supergroups. An 
additionat equipment (Equipment, Filter-Frequency, 
No. 81A) has been developed for use at terminal stations. 
It follows the principles already outlined with the 
exception that as the 308 kc/s pilot has already been 
stopped at the system terminal sperial treatment is not 
required. The equipment therefore consists only of the 
derivation flitters, amplifiers and station-cabling equalizers.

A further devriopment in hand is the slight modifi
cation to the LA-type equipment to make it suitable for 
use at radio stations. For this purpose the only change 
necessary is to replace the 308 kc/s by-pass filter by a 
60 kc/s by-pass filter. This is because the 308 kc/s pilot 
that is used to control the radio-system gain is stopped 
in the radio terminal equipment and a 60 kc/s signal is 
used as an overall check and synchronizing pilot.

CONCLUSION
Experience to date shows that the supergroup deriva

tion equipments in their present form fulfil a very usefu 
purpose in spite of the fact that their use makes coaxnd 
line-link maintenance slightly more difficult. The 
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prototype tests undertaken on the Supergroup Derivation 
Equipment No. 1A that has been provided at Cambridge 
(Trumpington) on the London-Doncaster coaxial line 
system show that the insertion of the supergroup 
derivation filters (supergroups 1-3 are derived) produces 
no material change in the line response over the frequency 
range covered by the through supergroups 4-16. The 
results obtained with the No. 2A type equipment at 
Canterbury were similarly encouraging, and in this 
instance supergroups 1-6 were derived.

At present no effort has been made to develop suitable 
equipment for use on the earlier types of coaxial line 
systems using block temperature-equalizalton; 12Mc/s 
regulated line systems will shortly be in use and a require
ment for suitable derivation equipment is likely. Any 
such equipment would probably be of a similar pattern 
to that already described, with the exception that perhaps 

some form of valve-aging equalizer might be required in 
the branch paths.
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Book Reviews
“Introduction to Laplace Transforms for Radio and 

Electronic Engineers.’” W. D. Day, Graduate I.E.E., 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. Published for Wzrr/eaa World by 
Iliffe & Sons, Ltd. vii + 183 pp. 51 ill. 32s. 6d.

The Laplace transformation can be regarded as a process 
which converts a function of time into a function of fre
quency. When applied to a linear differential equation 
which defines a function of time, it converts the equation 
into an algebraic one which defines the corresponding 
function of frequency. The algebraic equation is usually 
much simpler to solve than the differential equation, and as 
long as its solution can be transformed back into a function 
of time the procedure provides a straightforward method 
of solving the diferential equation. Its success as a practical 
method is due to the ease with which this reverse trans
formation can be effected.

The voltages and currents in circuits composed of 
resistors, inductors and capacitors all satisfy linear diff
erential equations and the Laplace transformation has 
proved to be a powerful tool for analysing them. Conven
tional a.c. circuit theory may be considered as the speccal 
case into which the transformation degenerates when the 
driving signal in the circuit is a sine wave which has been 
applied for a very long time.

In conception the Laplace transformation is a branchof 
complex-variable theory and to use it effectively one 
requires some skill in contour integration. However, in the 
elementary applications to electric circuits it is possible to 
go quite a long way without employing any elaborate 
mathematics simply because the transform can normally 
be split into parts, each of which is recognizable as an entry 
in a table of standard transforms. It is rather like evahiating 
an indefinite integral by reference to a table of derivativee..

The book by Mr. Day is an attempt to teach the student 
who is not equipped with all the necessary mathematica 
background how to use the Laplace transformation in the 
manner just described to solve the simpler problems that 
occur in eleccrical engineering. The first half of the book 
treats only the ordinary differentia equations that arise in 
finite, lumped, linear circuits and pre-supposes no more 
than a knowledge of elementary calculus and algebra. The 
second half is a little more ambitious and starts by giving an 
outline of complex-variable theory, which is then used to 
derive the contour integral that transforms a frequency 
function back into a time function. Following this are some 
applications to the partial differential equations arising from 
transmisson lines.

The author has evidently given considerable thought to 

the method of presennation which, in a book of this type, 
is of the greatest importance. It is well written and pleasant 
to read and should prove much more acceptable than 
earlier efforts, by other authors, which have been developed 
from the standpoint of operational calculus (r.I.P.). 
There are a. few mistakes, some due to the printers, which 
have escaped the proof reading and one or two mathe
matica blunders, but none of much consequence. A student 
at Higher National Certificate level should have no difficulty 
in understanding and applying the material in the first half; 
the later chapters, howeverr may not go down quite so well.

H. J. O.

“Progress in Dielectrics.” Vol. 3 Edited by J. B. Birks, 
B.A., Ph.D.’ D.Sc., F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., and J. Hart, 
Ph.D. Heywood & Co., Ltd. vii + 292 pp. 11111 
63s. ■

This series has taken an unexpected turn, and the present 
issue is devoted mainly to theory and to its verification in 
materials which are amenable to caculaiton though not 
necessarily of practica importance. The theoretical reviews 
are good—their authorship is sufficient guarantee of their 
quality—but they overlap other accessible sources and to 
some extent repeat information from the earlier volumes of 
the series.

The paper of most interest to communications engineers 
wil be that on recent developments in cable insulation in 
the United States. It generalizes rather cheerfully, e.g. 
“plastics and synthetic rubber have completely captured the 
areas of low-voltage and communication cable.” It is, 
howeverr a useful survey of the plastics now in use and 
describes one, an extrudable variant of p.t.f.e., which 
appears to be of great interest and was not previously 
known to the present reviewer. The composstion of this 
materia is not stated, although most of those mentioned in 
the article are described in fair detail.

A paper on the dielectric properties of water is concerned 
mainly with relating these properties to theories of the 
molecular structure of water and of ice; incidennaly, it 
provides summaries of observed data which may be tech
nically useful.

Looking back over the series, the reviewer finds that 
while a few articles in the earlier volumes have been the 
means of getting up to date in subjects which are outside his 
normal interests, a few others have proved to be of per - 
manent value as sources of reference. So far as can be 
judged at this stage, the new volume may be of much. the 
same value as Volume 2, though probably not of the high 
standard which was ^et by Volume 1

A. C. L.
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Stafford Cordless Switchboard

U.D.C. 621.395.65
J. CHEESBROUGH, A.M.Brit.LR.E.I

An interesting experiment, in which only controlling-type cordless 
switchboards are used to handle all assistance and inquiry traffic, 
was started at Stafford in July. The modifications made to the 
physical design of the cordless-type switchboards and the trunking 

of the traffic are described in this article.

INTRODUCTION

CGRDLESS-TYPE switchboards have been working 
for some time at both Thanet and Middlesbrough. 
Both of these installations use separate controlling, 
incoming and monitorial positions, access bring gained 

by means of queues individual to each type of position. 
In 1957, with the prospect of subscriber trunk dialling 
(S.T.D.) and changes in the amount of assistance and 
inquiry traffic, an experimental cordless-switchboard 
installation was planned using controlling positions 
only; Stafford exchange, which was at the design stage 
at this time, was selected for the experiment. The 
functions and principles of the cordless switchboard have 
already been described*  and this article deals only with 
the differences between the standard and experimental 
types of position and the methods of working.

SWITCHBOARD DESIGN

The fact that the experiment called for controlling 
positions only to be used meant that both controlling 
and inquiry traffic had to reach the operator by means 
of a common queue. Consequent, each operator had 
to be provided with facilities for dealing with both 
directory and monitorial inquiries as well as for con
nectingcalls. It was necessary, therefore, to experiment 
with the physical design of the switchboard to provide 
accommodation for the required directory and moni
torial information without interfering with the baric 
conSliUlCtiiun of the controlling position.

The result of preliminary trials indicated a preference 
for open-shell' pedestals under the position keyshelves 
with a single end-umt bookcase which could be asso
ciated with a selected end position (Possiton 1). The 
standard end panri was replaced by an end-umt book
case, which was also arranged to house a single-way 
pneumatic tube leading to the test desk. The under- 
keyshrif pedestals replaced the normal stanchions. The 
two units, as fitted to a posHon at Stafford, are shown in 
Fig. 1 and a general view of the switchroom is shown in 
Fig. 2.

TRUNKING
The trunking of the traffic incoming to the automanual 

board from all sources is shown in Fig. 3. This traffic is 
segregated into a main and two subsidiary queues.

Main Queue
The main queue caters for all assistance, inquiry, and 

directory-inquiry traffic originated by main-exchange 
subscribers and coin-box users who use the code 100. 
The queue also carries assistance traffic from U.A.X. 
subscribers and distant-exchange operators together

T Engineering Branch, Midland Region.
* Muien, L. A., Snggk, R. A., and Hitchin, E. J. T. Thanet 

Cordless Switchboard. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 48, p. 102, July 1955.

with changed-number interception, service interception 
and phonogram night service traffic. Each incoming 
circuit terminates on a relay-set which is jumpered to a 
distributor hunter (25-point uniselector). The hunters 
have access to the distributors (ZGO-ouulet motor
uniselectors) which give access to 20 queue places and 
all the connecting circuits in a single field of 24 positions. 
As calls arrive they take a position in the queue and are 
released in turn when one of the operators operates her 
speak key and depresses the connect answer bar on a 
curdleaa-switchburrd position. The distributor then 
hunts for the connecting circuit which has been marked 
by the signal from the operator’s position. The call is 
thus extended to the operator, who is able either to 
complete the call via the outgoing selectors or, if it is an 
inquiry, help the subscriber by reference to her records.

Subsidiary Queues
Use is made of a facility developed for Thanet whereby 

a nominated position of the cordless-switchboard suite 
receives, in addition to normal traffic from the main 
queue, calls via a subsidiary queue from the operators at 
other positions. This traffic consists of fixed-time-call 
instructions, fault reports, route and rate inquiries 
(RRQ), and directory inquiries which the operators are 
unable to handle because they have not got the appro
priate directory. The queue also receives traffic from 
distant operators dealing with personal calls. Access to 
this position is obtained by the use of code 051, which 
routes the caH to an incoming relay-set and thence to a 
subsidiary queue. A signal from this relay-set causes 
the position to be closed to traffic from the main queue. 
A green pilot lamp glows on the nominated position to 
indicate the special nature of the next call and the next 
connecting circuit marked on this position connects the 
caH to the operator. When the call has been answered 
the position is reopened to ordinary traffic provided the 
subsidiary queue is then empty.

FIG. l—MODIFIED CORDLESS-S SWITCHBOARD POSITION SHOWING 
OPEN-SHELF PEDESTALS AND END-UNIT BOOKCASE
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II

FIG. 2—GENERAL VIEW OF SWITCHROOM

A second subsidiary queue and nominated position 
enable subscribers, who are barred from making trunk 
calk, i.e. from dialling 100 and gaining access to the man 
q^ri to make inquires. Reverted calk from payron- 
OnTLCTZb0* users are also Erected to this queue. 
Code 097 is used to enable d^tant operator dealing with 

porsonalcalk whichhaueorigiyatedfrom coin-box users 
to gain access ts this.suysidiauyqueue.

Eash of fine ouCgidcaryauaues is equippad with owe 
placgs,anefora call connected to the operator and one 
for a waiting call.

FIG. 3—TRUNKING ARRANGEMENTS AT STAFFORD
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Identification of Calls
To enable the Stafford operator to distinguish between 

types of call being presented to her, identifying signals 
are required.

Calls from coin-box users can be distinguished from 
those made by ordinary subscribers by means of the 
position C.B. lamp, which glows when a discriminating 
signal is received from the incoming coin-and-fee 
checking control relay-set or the incoming U.A.X. 
relay-set. Provision is also made for the operator to 
hear pay-tone when she answers a call from a pay-on- 
answer coin-box in the main-exchange area, if required.

Incoming calls made by operators can be identified 
by a single 900 c/s pip of tone applied, when the call is 
answered by the Stafford operator, from a relay-set 
inserted between the selector-level relay-set; and the 
incoming side of the distributor hunter.- This relay-set 
and form of identification are also in use at Thanet and 
Middlesbrough.

MODIFICATION OF CORI)RRS--S-W|TCHB(OARI) CIRCUITS

At the cordless-switchboard installations at Thanet 
and Middlesbrough, inquiry positions were installed 
which had the facility of switching a service--nterception 
call to the wanted subscriber. Access to the inquiry 
positions was obtained by the operation of an RRQ key 
fitted to each controlling position. At Stafford an inquiry 

suite, and hence the RRQ circuit, has not been provided; 
use has been made of the RRQ key to provide the facility 
of switching se-vice-interception calls on every position.

EMERGENCY CALLS

Emergency (999) calls are given priority over any call 
in the main queue and bypass the distributor. Factlitirs 
are provided for the call to be connected to any one of 
three selrcted positions. The standard calling sgnal is 
supplemented for this type of call, by a red alarm lamp 
and a hooter. When an emergency call has been answered 
norm! working is restored.

DISPLAY PANEL

The Thanet and Middlesbrough installations include 
section supervisors’ display panels and a console for the 
officer-in-charge A similar display and console have 
been provided at Stafford with the additional indication 
of whether the full or cheap rate of charging is in force. 
Provision has also been made for a third rate if it should 
be needed in the future.

CONCLUSION
The pattern of future switchboards has not been 

settled and it may well be that the experiment at Stafford, 
which was brought into service on 29 July of this year, 
will influence the eventual drsign.

Book Review
“Relativity for Engineers and Science Teachers.” L. H. A.

Carr, M.Sc.Tech., M.I.E.E., A.R.P.S. Macdonald & 
Co. (Publishers), Ltd. viii + 52 pp. 5 ill. 12s. 6d.

This little book explains very simply and lucidly the basis 
and meaning of the special theory of relativity as far as is 
necessary to understand the relevance of relatiivity theory in 
electromagnetism.

The mathematics used and the general ideas introduced 
make the book easily within the capacity of a university 
graduate in engineering, or a graduate of one of the pro - 
fesssonal engineering institutions. The student with a full 
Technological Certificate in Telecommunications Engineer
ing of the City and Guilds of London Institute, who has 
taken his mathematics studies seriously, should also find 
the book readable and informative, although he may perhaps 
find the academic approach a little strange at first.

The difficulty in approaching the subject of relativity for 
the first time is that, although one may follow the reasoning 
in all its detail, the idea behind the whole conception is often 
extremely elusive and evades the student’s grasp without a 
lot of independent thinking about the subject by the student 
himself. Relativity is not a subject which can be taught. 
Students are also usually too eager to gloss over the speccal 
theory—which, roughly speaking, is concerned with the 
mutual effects between bodies whose relative movement is re - 
stricted to uniform linear veeoccty—and pass on to the general 
theory, which is concerned with the mutual effects between 
bodies whose relative movement may include accelcratirni 
along linear or curved paths. The reason for this eagerness 
is, of course, that the general theory leads to most interesting 
conclusions about the nature of gravitation, the curvature 

of light rays in gravitational fields, and the finite extent of 
the expanding universe. Mr. Carr’s book does not go so far 
as the general theory, but he concentrates his efforts on 
getting the student to obtain a firm grasp of the speccal 
theory and its relevance to electromagnetism; this he does 
very well. As far as electromagnetism is concerned, know - 
ledge of the speccal theory is sufficient, but the student 
whose interests urge him to delve into the general theory 
also will find this book an excefient introduction to further 
study.

Many people may find it an effort to read the book 
sufficiently carefully to grasp the subject thoroughly, but 
the effort involved is not excessive and will usually be weH 
repaid.

Many so-called “‘popular’” expositions have been 
attempted by authors without a sufficiently deep grasp of the 
meaning of relativity and this has, unfortunately, resulted 
in their using illustrations of the implication of relativity 
which are false. This book ends with a short but most 
useful discussson of two of these fallacies, which are men
tioned again and again in a number of popular works on 
the subject. These discussions in themselves emphasize the 
soundness of Mr. Carr’s exposstion. In the author’s own 
words “‘no one who understands the substance of the 
previous nine chapters could be guilty of propounding 
them.”

The book is recommended to the professional enginear 
who wants to understand the implications of relativity as 
far as it relates to electromagnetism, or who wants a sound 
introduction to further study of the subject as it relates to 
gravitation and the nature of the universe.

F . C. M.
I.P.O.E.E. Library No. 2616
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Solderless Wrapped Joints in Telephone Exchanges
K. W. HIX, A-M.l.E.E.t

U.D.C. 621.315.684 :621.395.722

Solderless wrapping of joints is a method of producing permanent 
pressure joints with a reliabbiity equal to that of good soldered 
connexions. The method was adopted experimentally at a telephone 
exchange in the United Kingdom in 19515, but it is now being used 
to an increasing extent. A description of the method of making 
wrapped joints is given, and experience in its application to 

telephone-exchange practice is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

THE standard method of connecting together items 
of telephone apparatus and making permanent 
connexions between equipment is by solderedjoints.

A high standard of reliability is achieved in making such 
connexions but, for various reasons, there is an ever
present postibiilty of some dry joints, which result in 
subsequent maintenance difficulties. A method of 
connexion which could prove even more reliable than the 
soldered joint and also show an overall economy in 
wiring costs is the solderless wrapped connexion 
developed originally in the U.S.A.*  The method 
was introduced as an expedient for use on closely spaced 
terminals but subsequent developments have justified 
its application to a variety of types of equipment. It is 
of particular interest in that it enables p.v.c.-insulated 
wire to be terminated in conditions which might present 
considerable difficulties if the usud soldering techniques 
were used. In this article the practicaa form of the method 
and its application to exchange equipment are described 
and some conclusions drawn on its future possibiiities.

SOLDERLESS WRAPPED JOINTS
Primary Joints

Fig. Lia) illustrates a typical primary wrapped joint, 
which is composed of seven complete turns of bare wire 
closely coiled around a terminal. The joint is made by 
stripping a sufficient length of wire and then inserting the 
wire into a speciahy designed tool which wraps it with a 
continuous motion around a sharp-edged terminal of 
square or rectangular cross-section. The tention put 
into the wire holds the connexion, and the magnitude 
of the stress induced is largely determined by the 
design of wrapping bit used in the tool. The sharp edges 
of the terminal bite into the wire and care must be taken 
to avoid fracture of the wire. Fig. 2 shows the inden
tations which have been made in the wire at the points of 
contact with the terminal, and it is obvious that any 
surface film will have been ruptured in the course of the 
wrapping operation. The tinned copper wire normally 
supplied is satisfactory for making wrapped connexions 
and the wrapping bit can be used for both sizes of 
conductor in general use for exchange wiring, i.e. 
6% lb/mile (0-020 in.) and 9% lb/mile (0-024 in.) con
ductors. Forwrappinga 1O%ib/miic(O0O8 in.)conductor 
a larger wrapping bit is necessaay.

The minimum number of seven turns, six of which 
must be complete, has been chosen to ensure that, with 
the maximum foreseeable relaxation of tention which is 

(Telephone Exchange Standards and Maintenance Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Office.

* McRae, J. W., Mallina, R. F., Mason, W. P., Osmer, T. F., 
Van Horn, R. H. Solderless Wrapped Connexions. Bed Tele
phone System Monograph No. 0085.

(«) Primary Wrapped Joint

(6) Secondary Wrapped Joint
FIG. 1—SOLDERLESS WRAPPED JOINTS

likely to occur over a 40-year life, an adequate number of 
tensioned contact points will remain to give a low-con
tact-resistance joint. Whilst this cannot be proved, the 
results of accelerated aging tests carried out both in 
this country and the U.S.A. justify this confidence. 
Studies of the condition at the corners of the terminals 
have been made, and photographs of a cross-section 
through a terminal and wrapped connexion, and an 
enlarged view near one corner, are shown in Fig. 3. 
It appears that the coaling materials (tin coating on the 
wire, nickel and solder coating on the terminal) flow 
under pressure from the contact point in such a manner 
that a mingling of these materials results, forming an 
effective gas-tight seal of the contact point and preventing 
any ingress of corrosive agents. As a consequence, severe 
corrosion, such as illustrated in Fig. 4, can be experienced 
on solderless wrapped joints without any increase in 
contact resistance. It would appear that the tin and
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FIG. 2—PARTIALLY UNWRAPPED JOINT SHOWING INDENTS IN THE 
WIRE

FIG. 4—ARTIFICIALLY CORRODED WRAPPED JOINTS

solder coatings, although provided primarily to facilitate 
any possible reconnexxon using solder, have some 
value in improving the corrosion-resistant properties

(<a) ComplcicCross-secCion X 21.

(b) Cross-seccton of Interface Between Wire and Corner of Terminal x 1,720
A = Copper wire. B =Tinlayer on copperwire.
C = Solder layer on terminal. Note that the voids present in the solder layer 

are eliminated as pressure increases towards comer edge of terminal to the 
right of the photograph.

D = Nickel barrier layer on terminal. E = Brass terminal.
FIG. 3—CROSS-SECTION THROUGH TERMINAL AND WRAPPED JOINT

of the connexion. Whilst it is possible that bare 
copper wire and untreated base-metal terminals would 
give satisfactory connexions, particularly as the corners 
of such terminals are likely to be sharper than similar 
terminals with a solder coating, lengthy trials would be 
necessary before such joints could be accepted and no 
proposals of this nature are under consideration.

Secondary or Boundjoints
Any wiring practice must provide a means of re

terminating wires and, as will be seen from an examina
tion of Fig. 2, that part of a wire which has been used 
for a normal or primary wrapped joint is weakened to 
such an extent that it cannot safely be used for a second 
terminating operation. If sufficient slack wire exists, the 
end of the wire can be cut off, a further length stripped, 
and a new primary wrapped joint made. If a sufficient 
length of wire is not available to permit the necessary 
seven turns, a short length of the wire to be terminated is 
laid alongside the tag and a length of loose wire is used 
to lash the wire tail to the terminal. This type of joint is 
referred to as a secondary or bound joint and is illus
trated in Fig. 1(b); it differs from the primary joint in that 
the basic connexion between the terminal and the 
terminating wire is made through the wrapping wire.

The posssbilities of corrosion affecting a secondary 
joint appear to be greater than for a primary joint and for 
this reason they may be found less reliable. Furthermore, 
conssdering a reconnexion, it will be realized that the 
edges of the terminal become blunted in making a primary 
joint and this reduces the efficacy of any subsequent 
wrapped joints on the same terminal. Nevertheless, tests 
have indicated that a sufficient margin of safety exists to 
make secondary joints acceptable for the correction of 
wiring errors, but it is usually more satisfactory and as 
simple to employ a soldering iron to correct the few wiring 
errors that occur, and this method is usuaHy preferred on 
telephone equipment.

WIRE-WRAPPING TOOLS

The success of wire-wrapping operations is largely 
dependent upon the design of the tool used for applying 
the wire to the terminal. Wrapping operations must be 
carried out smoothly without any jerking of the wire, 
and the turns must be laid firmly and continuously 
around the terminal until the stripped portion of the 
wire is used up. The tools may be rotated by eleecric 
motor or pneumatic means, or by hand using crank
handle, pistol-grip, ratchet-drive or direct-action mechan
isms. Power-driven tools are considered to give more 
consistent results than hand tools, but they are bulkier
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FIG. S—END OF SPINDLE OF WRAPPING TOOL

and appreciably more expensive. The method of driving 
the tool is perhaps of less importance than the design of 
the wrapping bit, which needs to be carefully designed 
and manufactured to ensure that the wire is released 
smoothly as the tool is rapidly rotated. The wrapping 
bits in norma use have two longitudinal holes at the end, 
a central hole just large enough to fit over the terminal 
and a smaller hole at its side into which the stripped 
conductor wire is inserted. The surface of the tool 
between these holes is slightly rounded, polished and 
hardened to assist the flow of the wire and avoid wear. 
Fig. 5 shows an enlarged view of the spindle of a hand 
tool at the commencement of a wrapping operation. 
Samples of electrical and hand-operated tools are shown 
in Fig. 6.

Whilst it is the normal practice to strip enough insula
tion to give the requisite number of turns from the con
ductor wire before the commencement of a wrapping 
operation, it would obviously be an improvement if the 
tool could cut, strip and wrap insulated wire by conse
cutive operations. Tools have been designed to carry out 
thiese operations and, whilst not yet generaHy used, they 
could make the use of solderless wrapped joints more 
economic.

APPLICATIONS
It has already been stated that solderless wrapped 

joints are only fully effective if made on terminals of 
suitable cross-section and rigidity. For this reason the 
initial application of wire wrapping has been restricted to 
connexxon strips on which little change in tag design was 
necessary to make them suitable. On existing standard 
components such as relays, rectifiers and capacctors, 
redesign of tags would be required and such action is not 
at present contemplated. For new apparatus, however, 
the possibility of wire wrapping is considered at the 
design stage, and the interception unit designed for the 
exchange side of the new main distribution frame* has 
been provided with tags suitable for solderless wrapped 
joints.

The first installation at which solderless eonnexions 
were used was an extension of Brixton exchange (in 
London) in 1955, the connexion strips on the intermediate 
distribution frame and certain equipment racks being 
wired in this manner. Since then other installations have 
been provided tlroughout the country. At Springpark 
exchange (in London) wrapped joints have been used on 
speccal fuse mountings on an experimennal main distribu
tion frame, in addition to being used throughout the 
exchange for connexion-iirlp terminations. The par
ticular value of solderless connexion where tags are closely 
spaced has already been exploited by one manufacturer 
in the wiring of electronic register-transiator equipment 
for subscriber trunk dialling. Other applications to 
eleccronic exchange equipment are expected.

Modification of the flat type of connexion strips for 
wire wrapping presents no difficulty, consssting of 
substituting straight shanked tags for the normal notched 
tags, but it will be appreciated that space does not perimt 
the insertion of a tool between Tee blocks with the tags 
at right angles to the body of the block, when the blocks 
are mounted at their norm! spacings. An angled tag has 
been produced, therefore, which enables the tool to be 
used in the manner shown in Fig. 7.

INSPECTION AND CONTROL

Whilst completed wrapped joints lend themselves _o 
quick inspection, no effective test on the completed jOint

* Hix, K. W. The Telephone Exchange Main Distribution 
Frame. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 53, p. 226, Jan. 1961.

The tools are, from teft to right: (i) Pistol-grip wrappmg tool (if) Direct-action wrapping tool (in) Wire stripping and cutting tool
Ov) Crank-handle wrapping tool (v) Electric-motor wrapping tool

FIG 6—WIRE-WRAPPING TOOLS
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FIG. 7—HAND WRAPPING TOOL BEING USED ON CONNEXION STRIP 
WITH ANGLED TAGS

can be carried out without the possibility of destroying 
the essential features of the joint. It it the normal 
practice, therefore, to require each operator to make test 
joints on a test stand prior to commencing production, 
with the object of ensuring that the tool is in good 
condition. A proportion of these test joints are then 
checked for wire tention by applying pressure behind, the 
wrapped wire with a “‘pull-off’” tool. The force required 
to strip the wire from the tag should in all cases exceed 
6% lb and will normally be of the order of 15—18 ib. 
Low-tension joints can result from a defective tool, and 
an early indication is usually given by erratic performance 
before actual failure occurs. Other test jomts are 
unwrapped to verify that the tool is not producing too 
high a wrapping tention, with its consequent risk of wire 
fracture. Any wire that has been significantly over
strained will break during the unwrapping test.

In the event of the operator pressing too strongly on 
the tool the turns tend to pile on top of one another, and 
where this occurs the joint is soldered afterwards. If the 
operator moves the tool along the length of the tag too 
rapidly, gaps between adjacent turns can result. This is 
usuaHy accompanied by a reduced pressure joint, but 
providing the gaps are not excessive the joint will rarely 
have a tension below the acceptable limit. Any attempt 
to improve the appearance of a joint by manipulation 
with wiring pliers will destroy the essential quaHty of the 
wrapped joint.

As inspection and control is a particularly important 
feature of the toidere:tt wrapped-joint technique, 
attention is still being directed to this feature with a view 
to arriving at the least costly and most reliable means of 
ensuring that good connexions have been establithed.

EXPERIENCE WITH WRAPPED JOINTS
From laboratory tests and field experience to date it is 

probably true to say that, contidering low and constant 
resistance as the criterion, there is little to choose, for 
practical purposes, between a good soldered joint and a 
correctly made solderless wrapped joint. It is probable 
that greater care in preparation and execution is neces

sary in making soldered joints than is the case withjoints 
made with a well-designed wrapping tool, and the 
potsibiiity of defective joints Should, therefore, be 
reduced if a consistently high standard of wire wrapping 
can be maintained. This can only be proved by field 
experience, which has not yet been fully obtained.

As the method is well suited to large-scale jointing 
operations, some labour savings can be expected which, 
together with the savings in solder, could resuk in 
financial economy. To offset this, however, is the 
necestity for special care in control, inspection and 
testing at the present stage, and the capital cost of the 
tpecial tools.

Advantages which are difficult to evaluate, but 
nevertheless re!, are the ability to terminate p.v.c. wire 
without fear of damage to insulation, and the freedom 
from the maintenance hazards resating from solder 
splashes and wire cuttings, which are an inevitable 
accompaniment of soldering operations. A further 
point of value with the current trend towards minia
turization of apparatus is the closer terminal spacmg 
permissible for wrapped-wire connexions, an advantage 
which has already been exploited in one instance, i.e. 
for the connexions to the leaves in the elccironic registeir- 
translator.*

While experience has shown that connexion-skip tags 
suitable for wrapping can readily be designed, the 
position is different for an item such as a relay. A suitable 
tag on which to terminate 6% lb/mile and 9% lb/mile 
conductors should have cross-sectional dimensions of 
0-060in. > 0•040m., and although maeria down to 
0024 in. thickness has been used satisfactorily for tingle 
joints, the necessary rigidity is not present in tags made 
from normri relay-spring materials; accordingly, the 
redesign of telephone apparatus components such as 
3,440-type relays would be involved before wire wrapping 
could be adopted for the wiring of selectors andrelay-s^ts.

Limited experience with secondary joints has left some 
doubts on their long-term reliabiilty, but the method is 
clearly useful for terminating wire-ended components 
and has been used for connecting silicon rectifiers, 
operating at high temperatures in power units.

CONCLUSION

A limited amount of tolderlett wire wrapping has now 
been used for some years on telephone exchange ujitip- 
ment. The advantages at present are marginal and until 
more operational experience is obtained soldering of 
joints will remain in wider use than wire wrapping. 
Application of the tolderlett wire-wrapping technique 
has largely been limited to connexion strips but its 
application to new items of exchange apparatus may 
follow in due course.
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Notes and Comments
C. W. Sowton, O.B.E., M.Sc., A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E.

On his appointment as Staff Engineer Overseas Radio 
Planning and Provision Branch, Mr. C. W. Sowton 
returns to a field with which he was closely concerned 
at the outset of his Post Office career. After graduating 
with honours at the City and Guilds Engineering College 
of the Imperial College of Science and Technology, 
London, he entered the Engineering Department as a 
Probationary Assistant Engineer (old style) in 1933.

He was engaged on research and development work 
in connexion with h.f. and v.h.f. radio-telephone 
transmitters at the Post; Office Research Station, Dollis 
Hill, until 1939 when he was promoted to Senior 
Executive Engineer in the Radio Planning and Provision 
Branch at Headquarters. There he was responsible for 
the design, construction and installation of m.f. and 
h.f. transmitters and receivers, v.h.f. multi-channel 
radio-telephone systems and the Radio-Telephone 
Terminal at Brent.
_ Mr. Sowton was promoted to Assistant Staff Engineer 
in 1951 and since then has been closely concerned with 
the technical aspects of the development and control of 
the sound and television broadcasting services, radio 
interference suppression and frequency allocation matters. 
He has served on a number of national and international 
committees, and has participated in several international 
conferences, including the Plenary Assemblies of the 
C.C.I.R. in1953, 1956 and 1959, the European V.H.F. 
Broadcasting Conferences in 1952 and 1961, and the 
Administrative Radio Conference in 1959.

Mr. Sowton has gained a well-deserved reputation as 
a good committee man, not only because of his sound

grasp of the subjects with which he is dealing but also 
through his impeturbabiiity and good humour, which 
has often tided committees successfully and with apparent 
ease over difficult and troubeesome situations. In recog
nition of his work in the national and international fields 
he was awarded the O.B.E. in ^9<61.

Charles Sowton has many friends, within and outside 
the Engineering Department, in this country and over
seas; they will all wish him every success in his new 
field of activity. W. J. B.

Awards by the Institution of Elscti■itaI Engineers
The Board of Editors has noted with pleasure that 

Mr. L. R. F. Harris, of the Post Office Engineering 
Department and other authors have beenjointly awarded 
an Electronics and Communications Section premium 
by the Institution of Electrical Engineers for the following 
papers read during I960:

L. R. F. Harris, M.A., A.M.I.E.E., V. E. Mann, and 
P. W. Ward, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E. “The High
gate Wood Experimenta! EleLcronic Telephone 
Exchange Syssem.”

R. G. Knight, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., A. D. Martin, 
A.M.I.E.E., E. A. R. Peddle, B.Sc., and B. D. 
S:mmons, A.M.I.E.E. “System Operation of a 
T.D.M. Switched-Highways Electronic Telephone 
Exchange.”

Radio and Electronics Industry Awards for Published 
Technical Articles

This year the Radio and Electronics Industry Awards 
Committee will present up to eight premiums of 30 
guineas each to writers of published articles which, in the 
opinion of the pane of judges, are likely to enhance the 
reputation of the industry and focus the attention of 
people throughout the world on Britain’s leadership in 
radio, television and electronics.

Any writer will be eligible who is not earning 25 per 
cent or more of his income from fees for articles or from 
book royalties.

Writer's are invited to submit published articles, 
together with signed deccarations of eligibiiity, to 
the Sectary of the Awards Committee, The Electronic 
Engineering Association, 11 Green Street, Mayfair, 
London, W.1, with a request that the article should be 
considered for an award. Articles will be considered 
for awards at the end of the year and the results an
nounced early next year. Writers are, howeverr urged to 
send in their entries as soon as possible after publication; 
all entries must reach the Secreeary before 15 January 
1962.

Articles published in this Journal are eligible for the 
awards.
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Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers
Essay Competition 1961 62

To further interest in the performance of engineering 
duties, and to encourage the expressson of thought given to 
day-to-day departmental activities, the Council of the 
Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers offers five 
prizes, a first prize of six guineas and four prizes of three 
guineas, for the five most meritorious essays submitted by 
members of the Post Office Engineering Department be/ow 
the rank of Inspector. In addition to the five prizes, the 
Council awards five certificates of merit. Awards of prizes 
and certificates made by the I.P.O.E.E. are recorded on the 
staff dockets of the recipients.

An essay submitted for consideration of an award in the 
essay competition and also submitted in connexion with the 
Associate Section I.P.O.E.E. prizes will not be eligible to 
receive both awards.

In judging the merits of an essay, consideration will be 
given to clearness of exprestion, correct use of words, 
neatness and arrangement, and although technical accuracy 
is esssnntal, a high technical standard is not absolutely 
necessary to qualify for an award. The Council hopes that 
this assurance will encourage a larger number to enter. 
Marks will be awarded for originality of essays submitted.

Copies of previous prize-winning essays have been bound 
and placed in the Institution Central Library. Members of 
the Associate Selection can borrow these copies from the 
Librarian, I.P.O.E.E., G.P.O., 2-12 Gresham Street, 
London, E.C.2.

Competitors may choose any subject relevant to current 
telephone, telegraph or radio practice. Foolscap or quarto
size paper should be used, and the essay should be between 
2,000 and 5,000 words. An inch margin is to be left on each 
page. A certificate is required to be given by each com - 
petitor, at the end of the essay, in the following terms:—

“ In forwarding the foregoing essay of... . words, 
I certify that the work is my own unaided eflort both as regards 
composition and drawing.”
Name (in black capitals)..........................................................
Signature .............................. .... .
Rank ............................................... .....................................
Departmennal Address..........................    ....„

Date..............................................................
The essays must reach

The Secretary,
The Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers,

G.P.O.,
2-12 Gresham Street, 

London, E.C.2.
by 1DDetember 1961.

The Councél reserves the right to refrain from awarding 
the full number of prizes and certificates if in its opinion the 
essays submitted do not attain a sufficiently high standard.

S. Welch, 
General Secretary.

Additions to the Library
Library requisition forms are available from Honorary 

Locri Secretaries, from Associate Seccion Centre Secretaries 
and representatives, and from the Librarian, I.P.O.E.E., 
G.P.O., 2-12 Gresham Street, London, E.C.2.
2631 Mathematics in the Making. L. Hogben (Brit. 19610).

A review of the history of mathematics designed to 
appeal to the general reader.

2632 Errors of Observation and Their Treatment. J. Topping 
(Brit. 1957).

Written mainly for students in technical colleges

taking National Certificate courses in applied physics. 
2633 High Frequency Applications of Ferrites. J. Roberts 

(Brit. I960).
Intended tor the benefit; ot research workers, 

advanced students ot electrical engineering and 
physics, and those engaged in the design or operation 
ot electronic equipment.

2634 Understanding Mtcrowaveo. V. J. Young (Amer. 1960).
Presents the material which will form a basis tor 

understanding microwave radio and radar.
2635 The Amateur's Lathe. L. H. Sparey (Brit. I960).

A full guide to the use ot the smtiH lathe.
2636 The Private Car. Institution ot Mechanicaa Engineers 

(Brit. 1960).
A collection ot 12 lectures on detign trends 

presented to the Automobile Division ot the Institu
tion ot Mechanical Engineers.

2637 Domestic Heating. W. F. B. Shaw (Editor) (Brit. 
I960).

A guide to all torms ot space heating and hot-water 
supply systems tor the home.

2638 Semiconductor Technology. G. Kt. T. Conn (Editor) 
(Brit. I960).

Reprint ot articles in Research presenting a simple 
survey ot the subjecit.

2639 The Dielectric Circuit. P. Kemp (Brit. I960).
The basic principles ot electrostatics in their 

applications to high-voltage a.c. circuits.
264) The Testing ot Electrical Machines. L. H. A. Carr 

(Brit. i960).
Deals with the techniques ot testing, the purposes 

ot the tests, and the subsequent treatment ot the data 
obtained, and gives details ot the principles under
lying the actions ot the machines concerned. Assumes 
a technical standard ot the Higher National Certificate 
in electrical engineering.

2641 A to Z in Audio. G. A. Briggs and R. E. Cooke 
(Brit. I960).

A glossary to answer most ot the questions which 
puzzle the amateur, and an outline ot some ot the 
tacts which even the experts may forget.

2642 A Course in Pure Mathematics. M. M. Gow (Brit.
I960) .

Designed espe^aHy tor the first-year student 
reading mathematics tor Part 1 ot the new London 
B.Sc. General Degree, or as an ancillary subject in 
the B.Sc. Speccal Degree.

4 S' T xxbook tor Radio, Vol. 7. Radiolocation 
Techniques. J. D. Haigh (Brit. I960).

A tull textbook tor the technician, with difficult 
passages marked tor omission by a reader with no 
previous experience ot the subjecit.

2644 Electronic Circuit Analysis, Vol. 1. Passive Networks. 
P. Cutler and H. Hoover (Amer. 19<5O).

Designed to bridge the gap between engineering and 
technician-level electronici; includes many solved and 
unsolved problems.

2645 A Second Course in Statistics. R. Loveday (Brit. 1961).
A tollow-on to the author’s book A First Course 

in Statistics. Aimed at sixth-torm pupils and 
students in universities, colleges ot technology, etc.

2646 An Introduction to the Theory and. Practice o/ Tran- 
oiotoro. J. R. Tillman and F. F. Roberts (Brit. 1961).

A wide treatment ot the subjecit intended to help the 
student to obtain a confident quantitative under
standing ot all the primary ph.yoical efecti on which 
minority-carrier tianiiitoii depend tor their electrical 
behaviour, and an insight into the potentialities and 
limitations ot the devices as circuit; elements.

W. D. Florence,
Librarian.
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Regional Notes
North Eastern Region

THE ROYAL WEDDING
Following the announcement that H.R.H. The Duke of 

Kent would marry Miss Katherine Worsley of Hovingham, 
in York Minster, requests for circuits flowed in, and it was 
very soon apparent that the radio, television and press 
network would be bigger than anything previously handled 
in the provinces.

Three localities were afected: York, Hovingham and the 
rest of the country. The planning, provision and com - 
missioning of the network took seven weeks.

Work at Hovingham
The receptton wos to be held at Hovingham Village, which 

is the Yorkshire home of the Worsley family and is 25 miles 
from York.

The village is served by a U.A.X. 13, which is parented on 
Malton. All spare line plant was brought into use between 
York and Hovingham, and a further 30 cable pairs were 
diverted to the U.A.X. Additional cables with a total sheath 
length of 14 miles were also provided along hedge bottoms 
but through duct where possible. These were polythene 
cables and, because they had to be matched with lead- 
sheathed junction cables, they were laid and balanced 
in a go-and-return fashion. The capacitance characteristic 
of the cable wos 0-095 aF/mile, and the joints were spaced 
at 500-yard intervals. The loading sections were therefore 
given 1,500-yard spacings and all pairs were jointed as test- 
selected pairs. Laying, balancing, loading, jointing and 
terminating were completed two weeks before the wedding, 
so that time was available for testing.

At Hovingham, provision was made for 15 broadcast 
circuits, five circuits for picture transmission, 10 kiosk trunk 
subscribers to York, and four additional junctions to the 
parent exchange. These circuits were distributed among 
the three cables to provide a maximum of alternative 
routings.

Five television cameras were used in Hovingham, and to 
four of these the television engineers provided their own 
cables. The fifth one, half a mile from its control point, was 
fed by a 7-pair screened polythene cable.

Arrangements in the City of York
Kiosks were installed in suites of four and eight at 

strategic points in the City and the Minster, and 23 exchange 
lines were provided for press, police, B.B.C., I.T.V. and the 
Lord Chamberlain’s Office.

A very extensive network wos installed at the Minster, 
which wos used as the man control centre by B.B.C. and 
I.T.V. for Vson and sound. Forty-one television cameras 
were used in and about the Minster and each wos cabled to 
its control vehicle on the royol wedding route.

Six miles of polythene coble were laid outside the Minster 
and as it wos forbidden to interfere with the cathedral fabric, 
circuitous routes had to be used for cabling to the various 
points inside—galleries 100 ft high were omongst the hazards 
encountered. Three miles of cable were used inside the 
Minster. A11 cabling wos finished and the plant was tested 
out o few days before the wedding. During the testing the 
screening of one cable was found to be disconnected. Further 
nvesttgaHon revealed that the screening of the cable con

cerned was of anodized polythene or eurethene, and was not 
a conductor or an efective screen. This cable was promptly 
replaced by a polythene cable containing an effective screen.

The Post Office Television Outside-Broadcast Units
Seventeen vision circuits were provided by the Post 

Office; the B.B.C. and Granada Television each had eight 

circuits in York, and the B.B.C. had one at Hovingham to 
connect a remote comero to the mobile control room outside 
the gates of Hovingham Holl. Each of the circuits required 
the normal transmit amplifier and an equalizer-amplifier at 
the receiving end. Three circuits which were routed through 
the telephone exchange had- intermediate amplifiers at 
that point, making a total of 37 operational amplifiers.

The B.B.C. used 21 cameros and Granada used 25 for 
approximately the same territorial coverage, but the control 
arrangements differed considerably. The B.B.C. built o 
temporary control, console in the Minster Chapter House 
where their radio links were terminated, and they had an 
intermediate producer in a mobile control room at the Lord 
Mayor’s Walk. Post Office equipment wos also installed in 
the Chapter House, but at the Lord Mayor’s Walk the 
normal outside-broadcast von was much too smaH and the 
equipment wos installed in o fleet-transport vehicle lent; 
by the Engineering Department. Granada radio links 
terminated in the telephone exchange and were extended 
with the other vision links to one production point in the 
Minster yard, where there wos a concemration of eight Post 
Office video amplifiers. These were housed in a larger fleet
transport vehicle, which wos parked in the Minster yard.

The remainder of the equipment was located in six of the 
speccaa outside-broadcast Karrier vans, an estate car and o 
minibus. The equipment in the vehicles, the Chapter House 
and the telephone exchange wos placed on temporary 
shewing built from lengths of “‘slotted angle.”

The Manchester outside-broadcast team is normally 
responsible for vision circuits in the North Eastern Region 
and they organized the assembly of vehicles, staff and eqr.np- 
ment. The size of this operation was, however, completely 
beyond their resources, and therefore assistance wos given by 
the teams from the Scottish, Midland and London Regions. 
Seven Assistant Engineers and 14 Technical Officers were 
engaged on the temporary vision circuits.

Vision signals wute fed into the nationaO network via the 
television network switching centre in Manchester. Granada 
provided a radio link from the roof of York telephone 
exchange to the Independent Television Authority station 
ot Emley Moor, with o reserve to Winter Hill. Poss: Office 
cable links were used between those stations and Man - 
chester. The B.B.C. used two radio links: one from an aeriaa 
on the Minster to Holme Moss, which is connected to 
Manchester by cable; the other was routed from the 
Minster to Tinshill, which is an intermediate station on the 
Manchnstee-Edmburgh. radio link, where the signals were 
injected into the return channel.

The Day of the Even
On the wedding day York City centre was closed to all but 

pedessrians and esssntial service vehicles. Post Office 
maintenance staff were provided with, labels for the wind
screens of their vehicles, which were stationed at strategic 
points on the perimeter of the closed area.

The press made a dark-room in York exchange, and at 
one time 26 pictures were being transmitted simultaneousty.

Conelusion
Despite the pressure on the staff the work was carried out 

cheerfully and efficiently. Since the war communications 
have been provided for many events and staff have come to 
look upon these as everyday work. The Royal Wedding, 
howeveer wos diferent; it was important, exciting and 
stimulating. Six thousand hours were spent on the work, 
and the complete success of the whole project served to 
reward this efort.

H. C. (Manchester).
E. S. (York).
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London Telecommunications Region
THE LONDON CITADEL EXCHANGE

The first centralized S.T.D. unit for the London director 
area opened on 1 July, when Metropolitan, Moorgate, and 
London Wall exchanges were given access to the unit. The 
unit, named London Citadel Exchange, is equipped with 
six magnetic-drum register-translator racks, providing 230 
registers, 3,526 incoming relay-sets each assoc-attd with a 
4,000-type 1st setec-or, 1,300 motor-driven 2nd group 
sdectors and 646 signalling system A.C.9 outgoing relay-sets. 
For generating the periodic-metering pulses and controlling 
the full-rate/cheap-rate change-over, five taritf-pulse- 
machine racks were provided.

The installation was made more difficult by the use of 
accommodation not designed to house this type of equip
ment. Cable-holes and an apparatus entrance had to be cut 
through extra-thick walls. Cabling was complicated by 
non-standard ceiling heights and ventilation had to be 
supplemented by refrigeration units to keep working 
temperatures down to acceptable limits. All the main items 
of equipment, except the motor-driven group selectors, were 
of a design which was new to the acceptance staff and 
considerable training, care and willingness were required, 
espenaUy as the opening date left no margin of time to deal 
with unexpected events.

The installation of five additional magnetic-drum register
translator racks, which will increase the number of registers 
available to 432, commenced immediately after the opening. 
The unit will later be extended to handle a large proportion 
of the S.T.D. traffic from over 200 exchanges serving some 
1,200,000 subscribers.

K. E. S.

THE INTRODUCTION OF S.T.D. IN THE CITY AREA
The inaugural S.T.D. telephone cd! from City Area was 

made by the Lord Mayor, Sr Bernard Wdey-Cohen, at 
midday on 3 July 1961. It was fitting that the call was to the 
Lord Mayor of Bristol, where the service was first intro
ri uced.

Publicity before the introduction of the service had in - 
cluded demonstrations and lectures to executives of City 
business houses and had culminated in an exhibition held 
in the Royal Exchange. This exhibition was open for 
12 days, 17,136 visitors attended, and the S.T.D. film was 
shown 218 times.

The new equipment was brought into use on 1 July at 
8.30 a.m. at Metropolitan, London Wall and Moorgate 
exchanges. This time was chosen because these exchanges 
serve mainly business subscribers and Saturday traffic is not 
heavy. The opening had been preceded by three weeks’ 
traffic trials to test not only local equipment, but also the 
centralized equipment in the London Citadel exchange and 
the associated routes.

The work at Metropolitan, London Wall and Moorgate 
exchanges involved the fitting of 14 local registers, 144 
metering-oveer-unction relay-sets, 344 subscribers’ private 
-meter relay-sets, 23 coin-and-fee checking relay-sets, 
80 subscribers’ call-barring relay-sets, 7 printer-meter- 
■check equipments, a multi-phase pulse-supply rack and 
344 time-pulse relays on the 1st; code selec-or racks; 
1,612 1st code selectors were modified by the Factories 
Department and fitted with ratchet relays. A “pool” of 
•several hundred spare switches was used to permit this large 
number of switches to be sent away and thus speed up the 
‘work. In the same exchange building, another job of similar 
■ size was completed in Monarch exchange, where S.T.D. was 
-introduced at the end of July.

The demand for private meters has been less than 
expected. Up to the time of the introduction of S.T.D., 
84 advice notes had been issued for the fitting of 139 private 

■ meters. This work is being carried out by a special fitting 
team, who will also fit the new-type coin-boxes as they 
become available. f k M

Home Counties Region
FIRE AT PRESTON EXCHANGE (BRIGHTON AREA)

A fire occurred early in the afternoon of 25 May 1961 at 
Preston, an 8,000-line Siemens 16 satenite exchange in 
Brighton multi-exchange area. It started in the lower 
selectors on a final-selector rack and spread rapidly, exten
sively damaging the whole rack of equipment. The rising 
flames also burnt the many cables passmg over the rack 
(1st and 2nd preselec-or cabling) together with a large 
number of jumpers. The immediate effect was to disconnect 
service from the 400 lines served from this rack, and a further 
2,000 lines were affected by the damaged cable and jumper 
runs.

The fire was discovered at a very early stage by an officer 
visiting the room to clear a howler alarm; he immediately 
shouted for ctstttcnoe and attacked the rapidly-spreading 
fire with a carbon-tetrachloride extinguisher. He was joined 
by two other members of the stall who, after summoning the 
fire brigade, attacked the fire with similar extinguishers. 
These three officers were unable to maintain their effort for 
long, however, owing to the increasing concentration of very 
pungent gases generated from the carbon tetrachloride, and 
they were forced to vacate the room before the fire was out. 
It was put out shoirtly afterwards by the fire brigade, using 
the same kind of extinguisher, but with the aid of breathing 
apparatus. Some 13 or 14 extinguishers were used, eight of 
the Post Office type, and five or six of the smaller hand-pump 
type supplied by the fire brigade.

As soon as possible the best method to be adopted to 
restore service was determined. Repair teams started imme
diately on a 24-hour shift basis to piece in replacement cable 
lengths and jumpers over the damaged tec-iont. The burnt 
apparatus was replaced by reconditioned shelves of switches 
(held locally) which were cabled back to the M.D.F. 
Restoration of service to the affected subscribers com
menced the following day and service to all was given (on a 
temporary basis) by midday on 29 May.

Subsequent investigation tended to indicate that the fire 
was started by arcing between the C-wiper cord termination 
and the A-wiper cord tag on the selector tag block. These 
appeared abnormally close to each other and under certain 
conditions, with the Siemens 16 system, a current of 1% amp 
could flow between them. Tests made on similar apparatus 
showed that the wiper cord covering can be ignited, with 
some difficulty, from such an arc, and the flame travelling 
along the cord will in turn set fire to the bank multiples. In 
addition to the inflammability of the wiring the fire was 
fed by the ebonite tag and jack blocks and by the pitch and 
paraffin wax from the capacitors.

A particular trouble encountered during the repair period 
was due to the fumes which had spready widely over the 
apparatus room and condensed on switch mechanisms, even 
remote from the seat of the fire. This condensation took 
the form of a sticky deposit which appeared mainly on 
wiper shafts and prevented switch operation. It was 
necessary to give the switches four separate cleanings to 
restore full operating efficiency.

The posssbiiity of a similar fire has now been greatiy 
reduced by the fitting of a short length of sleeving over the 
C-wiper cord at the tag block end on all final selectors in 
the Siemens 16 equipment at Brighton. The question of 
alternative types of fire extinguishers is also under con - 
sideration.

H. M. W.

Scotland
GLASGOW DIRECTOR EXCHANGES GET S.T.D.
Glasgow became the first director area in the country to 

introduce subscriber trunk dialling (S.T.D.), and also the first 
Post Office installation where the magnetic-drum type con
trolling registM-transators have been used for this purpose, 
when the interim S.T.D. init;alalion was brought into 
service at 8 a.m. on 6 May 1961. The oflicial inauguration 
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ceremony was formally held on 8 May 1961, when the Lord 
Provost dialled a call to the Lord Mayor of Liverpool before 
a large and distinguished gathering of civic dignitaries. The 
call went through successsully and the conversation was 
broadcast to the assembly.

The interim installation caters for approximately 
28,000 subscribers’ connexions to seven exchanges, Central, 
City, Bril, Douglas, South, Bishopsbriggs and Kirkintilloch. 
The S.T.D. installation, and trunk switching unit, were pro - 
vided at the earliest possible date because the steady increase 
in trunk traffic, especiahy during the summer season, would 
have resulted in heavy overloading of the joint trunk switch
board if the S.T.D. installation had not been completed by 
May 1961, at the latest.

The installation includes three magnesic-drum type 
register-translator racks installed centrally in Telephone 
House. This equipment provides a relatively cheap storage 
unit, and the assoccated common circuits can operate at 
high speeds to control the functions of a large number of 
registers. All three register-translator racks are normally 
in service but any one of the three can be withdrawn from 
service for maintenance or other purposes, without causing 
the grade of service to fall below standard.

The contract for the main installation was allocated to the 
General Electric Co., Ltd., who provided and installed the 
trunk switching equipment. The register-translators, how
ever, were provided and installed by the Automatic 
Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., acting on beKiH of the 
G.E.C., Ltd. The switching equipment installation com - 
menced in April I960, and was completed by February 1961. 
The register-translators were installed during the period 
November 1960 to April 1961. A flood tesies was used 
during joint acceptance testing of the register-translators, 
and 43,000 calls were passed through each register-transsator 
rack in eight hours. Less than eight failures were recorded 
against any rack.

Two weeks before opening date an extensive program 
of test calls to other centres was carried out by the operatung 
staff. The effectiveness of the testing, the reliability of the 
equipment and the efficiency of the nation! trunk network 
can be gauged from the first service-obsesvat-on results 
which indicated that only a low number of ineffective calls 
could be attributed to failure of the system.

The S.T.D. interim equipment has been installed in a 
temporary position, and by design the traffic handling capa
city is limited. In the meantime, a large new wing has been 
added to Telephone House (Bishop Street building),and 
installation of the Glasgow trunk mechanization equipment 
and permanent: S.T.D. equipment has already commenced. 
When this project is completed in 1963-64, there will be 
sufficient switching and circuiit capaccty to give S.T.D. 
facilities to many more Glasgow and Scotland West 
exchanges.

F. J . de C.

Wales and Border Counties

RENEWAL OF CABLE BEARERS IN THE SEVERN 
TUNNEL

Early this year the British Transport Commission and 
B.I.C.C. Co. fitted new bearers to suppoot the Post Office 
cables routed through the Severn Tunnel. The cables were 
then transferred to the new bearers under Post Office 
supervision.

The cables, a 4 screened-pr 401b/mile + 208 pr 201b/mils 
P.C.Q.T., two 24 pr 401b/mile carrier and a coaxial 
6 x 0-375 coaxial tubes + 32 pr 201b/mile P.C.Q. + 148 pr 
201b/mile P.C.Q.T., all armoured and protected, were sup
ported by 3,700 bearers on the southern wall of the tunnel 
between the ventilation and pumping shafts at Sudbrook 
and the tunnel mouth at the English end, a distance of about 
2% miles.

Since the route was first essablished in 1923, chemical 
attack by the corrosive atmosphere of the tunnel on the 
metal supports has necessitated their renewal roughly every 
to years. The opportunity was taken on this occasson to 
instaH supports and fixings incorporating plastic materials. 
The bearers were of smooth cass-iron, multiple-coated to a 
thickness of 0-025 in. with “‘Nsopren<s’”■,ths fixing pins were 
of hard p.v.c. and the bushes into which they were driven 
were of resin-bonded rubber. The “Neoprene” coating was 
adopted because it proved resistant to the accdic clima e of 
the tunnel and tough enough to withstand damage during 
installation of the bearers.

Three Sundays were scheduled for the instaHation of the 
new bearers and shifting the cable. There was a chance 
that when the cables were shifted sheaths would be 
damaged or coaxial centre-conductor joints disconnected. 
The cables being accsssibls only on Sundays, the repair 
work might have become protracted with serious effect on 
the trunk traffic and television services. Reasonable pre - 
cautions were therefore taken against both eventualities. 
and the cables were pressurized to preserve their insulation 
in the event of sheath failure.

More elaborate measures were taken to maintain the h.f. 
service. Provision was made for the continuous monitoring 
of all the coaxial pairs. Four of them constituted two both
way television systems between Cardiff and Bristol. At 
Crick and Pilning repeater stations, at opposite ends of the 
tunnel, it was arranged that failure of a pilot signal on either 
system would produce an audible alarm, and means of 
switching quickly to a spare tube between these stations 
were provided. The spare tubes were monitored initially 
with a d.c. signal. In addition, two 4,000 Mc/s radio links* 
bridging the river Severn were installed; these links were 
connected into the spare tubes at points remote from the 
tunnel to provide two standby channels from Bristol to 
Cardiff.

It was imperative that the responsible supervising 
officer in the tunnel should be informed instantly if any 
fault occurred so that its position would be known precisely 
and marked physicaffy on the cable. A telephone line was 
therefore set up connecting the two repeater stations and 
the mouth of the tunnel, to be extended as required to the 
site of operations in the tunnel. The possibility of a second 
fault occurring could not be overlooked and pulse-echo 
test equipment was placed at Crick repeater-station to 
continue monitoring any faulty tube for further defects.

It was known that, while the cables were being moved, 
transmission of television would be from Bristol to Cardiff. 
Both B.B.C. and I.T.A. programs were transmitted, there
fore, over the radio-cable standby links as well as normal 
paths during the hours of work. The Cardiff network 
switching centre was thus assured of reception in the event 
of failure of a working tube in the tunnel.

The contractor commenced at the English end and used 
two trains of boraff wagons drawn by diesel locomotives. 
The borails were modified in British Railways workshops 
so that each train presented about 100 yd of continuous 
working platform at a height suited to the work. Both 
trains were lighted by generating sets and carried pneumatic 
drills and compressors.

The new bearers were fixed from the contractor’s first 
train and this work was completed on the second Sunday.

The contractor’s second train was used to lower the cables 
from the old bearers to the new and fix individual bearers 
near joints in the cables to ensure their proper support. 
When all of the cables had been lowered for the length of a. 
train they were secured and the train moved forward. The 
operation was then repeated. This work was finished on the 
third Sunday and a second-harmonic tester was used to 
prove that the coaxial joints were free from damage.

A. H. S.

*Temporary Television Links.” P.0.E.EJ., Vol. 54, p. 142 
July 1961.
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Associate Section Notes
Sheffield Centre

At our April meeting a paper entitled “Closed-Circuit 
Television” was presented by Messrs. J. B. Holt and W. E. 
Ready, Main Lines Development and Maintenance Branch 
and Main Lines Planning and Provirion Branch, Engineering 
Department, respectively. The types of camera, equipment, 
and line used for closed-ercuit work were described, and 
descriptions of two permanent networks, i.e. those used by 
the Stock Exchange and by the Banking Houses, were given. 
The speakers mentioned the use of colour television in 
hospitals and methods of providing other occasional closed- 
circuit links. The waveform-comparison method of testing 
was described. A demonsfration set was in operation 
throughout the lecture, which was also illustrated with 
slides.

The annual general meeting was held during May, at 
which the following officials were elected: Chairman: 
Mr. L. G. P. Farmer; Vice-Chairman: Mr. F. S. Brasher 
Srcrelary: Mr. D. Ashton; Assistant Srcreraay: Mr. B. A. 
Sargent; Treasurer: Mr. C. S. Shepherd; Librarian; Mr. G. 
Woodhouse; Scribe: Mr. J. E. Simons; Committee: Messrs. 
G. T. Ridsdale, J. Tomlinson, F. Bough, C. B. Gray, R. B. 
Lines, A. Knowles, J. Watts, S. Cottage and D. Millington.

During June we visited the Nottingham factory of Boots 
Pure Drug Co., where we saw a number of their products 
being made and tested, and learned more about the 
organization by means of which supplies are dispatched 
fortnightly to each of some 1,300 branches.

Due to his forthcoming retirement our chairman, Mr. 
Mclnes, has resigned from office. He has been a strong 
supporter of the Associate Section for over 20 years. Our 
appreriation of his services was shown in a presennation at 
the annual general meeting.

J. E. S.

Leeds Centre
In March our two Area Engineers, Messrs. E. Hopkinson 

and P. D. Gilby, gave us a most interesting lecture on the 
future policy of the Post Office as it concerns Leeds Area. 
The lecture, entitled “We Look Ahead,” was very well 
attended and a lively discusrion took place during question 
time.

A visit was also paid to Chloride Batteries, Ltd., and 30 
of our members made a very interesting tour of the factory.

In April, six of our members visited the Simonstone 
factory of Mullards, Ltd. This was the second visit we had 
made during the season and it proved to be very surcríss>Sui.

The annua general meeting was heed on 19 June in 
the Griffin Hotel, when the committee for the coming year 
was elected. Afterwards, Mr. Knight, of the Leeds City 
Parks Department, gave us a talk on roses, and we were 
invited to visit Red Hall, one of the Leeds nurseries.

The program for 1961-62 is as yet incomplete but tenta
tively includes visits to Messrs. David Brown Tractors, 
Ford Motor Works, British Railways at York and B.I.C.C. 
Cables (Prescott), Ltd.

E. B. B.

Bletchley Centre
The inauguraa meeting of the Bletchley Centre was held 

at the Home Counties Region Training Centre on 19 June. 
Mr. H. W. Harrison, Regionaa Liaison Officer, presided for 
this meeting. The meeting was followed by a talk on 
“Applraisemrnis and Promotions,,’ by Mr. A. H. C. Knox.

This Centre will cater largely for the interests of the staff 
centred in and around Bletchley and also the staff at the 
Training Centre. Early indications are that the Centre is 
much welcomed by the locaa staff and it is expected that 
considerable growth will take place as the activitiies of the 
Centre become more widely known.

A program of events for the winter sesrion is bring 
prepared by the rommitirr. The following officers have 
been appointed: Chairman: Mr. W. J. Allen; Srcrelary: 
Mr. A. J. Hudson; Assistant Srcrelary: Mr. E. W. H. 
Philcox; Treasurer: Mr. D. Castle; Committee: Messrs. 
B. H. G. Currell, R. J. Daniels, R. E. Gooden, C. Hamilton, 
C. Tooth, J. Vickers and M. Walduck.

A. J. H.

CorinwaU Centre
The annual general meeting was held in April when the 

following officers were elected: Chairman: Mr. J. C. Wyatt; 
Vice-Chairman: Mr. R. R. Sweee; Secceeary: Mr. A. R. 
Brown; Treasurer: Mr. D. L. Moore; Committee:Mrssrs. 
H. H. Pearce, Ki. Tonkin, K. Barlow, D. Corin and R. 
Moore.

The secretary thanked the retiring chairman, Mr. A. E. 
Furse, for the help he had given the Centre as committee 
member and chairman and wished him success on his 
promotion. The president Mr. K. E. Spurlock, then held 
an open forum.

The May visit was to the new power-operated signaa box 
at British Railways’ North Road Station, Plymouth, and 
all members were most impressed by this modern method 
of train routing and automatic signalling. Coupled with 
this visit was a visit to the new Independent Television 
Authority’s switching centre and transmitters at Plymouth. 
, In early June our president, Mr. Ki. E. Spurlock, was 
promoted to Regional Training Office', Wales and Borde; 
Counties Directorate. Mr. Spurlock was the Centre’s first 
chairman and “‘piloted’’ us through our first year. His 
helpful personaUty will be missed by all our members and 
we wish him every success on his promotion.

The June Vsit was to the Cable and Wireless cable ship, 
Retriever, which was in Falmouth dock, following cable
laying operations off U.S.A. This is a new ship and proved 
to be of great interest to our members.

A. R. B.
Gloucester Centre

The activities of 1960-61 started in August when a smaH 
party of members and their wives visited G. F. Lovell’s 
sweet factory, Newport. An interesting tour of the works 
was followed by tea in the canteen.

A vriy-wrll-supporied visit was made to Pirclli-Genexa 
Cable Works, Southampton, where we were able to watch 
the manufacture of a variety of cables.

Some 40 members visited Morris Motors, Ltd., Cowley, 
in November Our generous hosts spared no trouble in 
making this a memorable day. After leaving Oxford we 
travelled to Bath where we were entertained by the Bath 
Centre. A quiz contest was held between six members from 
each Centre. So successful was the evemng that a return 
visit by the Bath members was arranged on the spot.

The following talks were given during the winter serffOIn: 
18 October: Mr. B. M. Stanley, of Blackstone & Co., 

Dursley, talked on “Some Applications of Dirfel 
Engines” to a ^maal but appreciative audience.

29 November: Mr. C. W. Button gave a talk on “Subscriber 
Trunk Dialling.” His knowledge of the subject combined 
with his simple presennation made this an outstanding 
talk. The S.T.D. equipment at Gloucester was also 
demonstrated. It was plearing to see a record attendance 
at this meeting.

18 January: Mr. M. W. Bayley, Regionaa Liaison Officee, 
gave a very informative talk “Telex Wales and the West” 
Added interest was provided by a denonnfration of 
Continental Telex dialling.

3 March: We had the pleasure of entertaining our Bath 
friends, when they visited us at Cheltrnham to hold a 
return quiz.
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15 March: A talk “F’laistics in Industry” was given by Mr. 
B. J. Wain of Erinoids, Ltd., a local plastics firm.

6 April: A combined meeting was held at Bath to hear 
Mr. A. H. C. Knox talk on “Appraisements and Pro
motions”

28 April: Projection of 8 mm amateur film by Mr. B. L. 
Shaw was followed by the annual general meeting.
The following officers and committee members were 

elected: President: Mr. S. D. Chapman; Vice-President: 
Mr. R. T. Hoare; Chairman: Mr. A. K. Franklin; Vice
Chairman and Librarian: Mr. N. Mountjoy; Secreeary: 
Mr. J. A. Wallis; Treasurer: Mr. G. Franklin; Assistant 
Secretary: Mr. R. Harvey; Committee: Messrs. R. H. 
Smart, T. D. Jones and R. Moule.

The present membership is 120.
J. A. W.

London Centre
The April talk, “Recent Developments in Electronic 

Switching,” given before the Centre by Mr. C. A. May, 
Telephone Exchange Systems Development Branch, 
Engineering Department, was a stimulating appraisal of 
present electronic-exchange switching techniques. The 
audience, comprising some 70 people, were introduced to 
the basic concepts of space-division and time-division 
systems and were then shown how the latter technique is 
being used in the first fully-electronic public telephone 
exchange now being built in this country at Highgate Wood.

It was with great pleasure that we heal'd our president, 
Mr. A. H. C. Knox, give his talk “Appra’sements and Pro
motions’” at the last meeting of the sess’on in May. Speaking 
in the Faraday Room at the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers, before an audience that exceeded 1)0, he ranged 
over the whole field of the present promotion and appeals 
procedure. At this meeting Mr. J. L. Garland’s certificate, 
for his first-prize-winning paper “‘The Continental Semi
Automatic Switching Exchange,” was presented by Mr. 
Knox to the London Centre chairman, Mr. A. G. Welling. 
Mr. Knox also presented the Inter-Area Technical Quiz 
Shield to Mr. R. Hammond, captain of the winning South
West Area team. The C. W. Brown Award was received 
this year by Mr. G. F. Morley, secretary of North-West 
Area, as the Area member who most fulfilled the aims and 
objects of the Centre during the sess’on. On display before 
the meeting was an exhibition of new subscribers’ apparatus, 
kindly loaned by the Subscribers’ Apparatus and Mis
cellaneous Services Branch of the Engineering Department. 
Items on show included the new Plan 625 installation 
(which replaces the existing Plans 5 and 7), with its asso
ciated mains unit; the 2 + 6 cordless switchboard; Tele
phones No. 706 and 710 with the full range of add-on units, 
compared with the equivalent 300-type instruments that they 
have replaced; the S.T.D. coin-box; and other recent 
deveeopments in the field of subscribers’ apparatus.

As the result of correspondence in connexion with the 
Associate Section tie, two visits to the Circuit Laboratory 
were made recently by members from other Centres. During 
May a party of 39, the biggest visiting party the laboratory 
has had, came from the Leicester Centre and in June a dozen 
members from the Wolverhampton Centre visited the 
laboratory. New developments in the switching field, which 
included the equipment developed for S.T.D. and con
tinental and international dialling, were shown to the 
visitors.

The Inter-Area Technical Quiz between South-West and 
West Areas was held early in May at the Circuit Laboratory. 
As in the finals of the previous two years’ contests, Mr. 
F. C. G. Greening, London Centre Regionaa Liaison Officer, 
and Mr. J. H. Broadhurst, Circuit Laboratory Branch 
Liaison Officer, adjudicated at this exciting contest in which 
South-West Area narrowly beat their opponents.

Changes in the London Centre Committee took place at 
the annual generaa meeting in May. The General Secretary, 

Mr. D. W. Webber, and the Librarian, Mr. S. Chailoner, 
resigned, the post of the latter being taken by Mr. G. S. 
Milne of the Circuit Laboratory Branch.

Correspondence concerning the Associate Section tie, 
orders for which have now exceeded 1,100, should in future 
be addressed to Mr. B. C. Hatch, Museum A.T.E., Howland 
Street, London, W.l.

D. W. W.

Shrewsbury Centre
A successsul double visit was made by 54 members in 

June to the British Railways’ new signal box at Sandbach 
and the Granada television studios at Manchester.

The signal box at Sandbach is on the new eleccrified 
Manchester-Crewe section and controls traffic in this 
section over a distance of 12 miles. The facilities provided 
were well illustrated when a train passed with a door open. 
We were then able to see how the train was halted and the 
driver notified, how the following train was advised and how 
the oncoming train was warned of the possibiilty of a body 
on the line.

At the television studios we were able to see the control 
rooms, telecine rooms, and recording rooms.

The annual general meeting was held on 8 September at 
Shrewsbury automatic telephone exchange.

H. C.

Salisbury Centre
Interest in the Associate Section in the Salisbury and 

Andover areas has not declined in the past 12 months 
although it has not increased by any appreciable amount.

We have held six meetings:
A quiz with Portsmouth Centre.
A lecture on “Assembling and Finishing Plastic Model 

Kits.'”
A film show, together with a conducted tour of Harnham 

Repeater Station.
A lecture on “The Television R.eccii'cc.”
A lecture on “Efficiency” by Mr. Wilcher, of Bristol.
The annual general meeting.
The attendances at these meetings have not been very 

impressive. We have found that better publicity is required 
and that posters tend to be ignored. A scheme is, therefore, 
in hand to obtain a list of interested persons and we intend 
to keep these informed individually of our activities.

This, together with a more ambitious program, will, we 
hope, increase the attendance during 1961-62.

J. H. G.

Colchester Centre
The committee of the Colchester Centre are please! to 

report that no loss of membership was suffered due to the 
re-regissration of members during April, and the latest 
recruitment drive has resulted in an increase of membership 
of 41. Most of the new members are external stafif to whom 
we extend a warm welcome.

Details of the winter sestion lectures are:
14 September: “Provision and Maintenance of Under

ground Equipmentt” by Mr. R. Cavill, Colchester.
9 November: “Line Connectors,” by Mr. A. J. Barker 

until recently a member of the Local Lines and Wire 
Broadcasting Branch, Engineering Department.

14 December: “Quiz,” Colchester versus Ipswich.
16 January: Film show.
14 February: “Bees,” by Mr. J. Huke.
15 March: •‘Subscribers’ Apparatus,” by Mr. J. Rowson.
10 April: Annual generail meeting.
At the time of compiling these notes the summer program 

is in full swing with visits to Garnet Preccsson Bearings, 
Davey Paxmans, Anglia Studios, Norwich, Standard 
Telephones and Cables, Ltd., and “BX” Plastics

J. W. J .
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Staff Changes
Promotions

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Assistant Staff Engineer to Stiff Engineer Assistant Engineer to Executive Engineee—continued
Sowton, C. W. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 19.6.61 Myerson, R. J. W. . . E.-in-C.O. .. .. 28.6.61

Smith, G. E.................. E.-in-C.O................. 28.6.61
Senior Executive Engineeir to Assis/ant StaJj Engineer King, R. E................... E.-in-C.O................. 28.6.61
Jemmeson, A. E. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 5.6.61 Loomes, E. A. .. E.-in-C.O................. .. 10.7.61

Bate, E. _ .. .. W.B.C. .. 15 6 61Executive Engineer to Area Engineer Cartel-, P. E. .. .. L.T. Reg................... 15.6.61
Trueman, G. F. . . N.W. Reg........................... 7.4.61
Saunders, J. C. . . Mid. Reg. to N.W. Ree. . . 1.5.61 Intpeetor ’o ASSÍsttuit Engineer
Batt, T. D. .. . . H.C. Reg. to W.B.C. .. 19.6.61 McCarthy, R. E. .. N.I. . . .. 6.3.61
Abbott, P. W.. . . . W.B.C............................... 1.3.61 Walker, E. H............... L.T. Reg................... 17.5.61

Collins, W. H. . . L.T. Reg. .. 17.5.61Executive Engineer to Efficiency Engineer Williams, W. J. . . L.T. Reg................... '_ 17.5.61
Hulcoop, G. J. . . H.C. Reg. to Mid. Reg. .. 8.5.61 Simmons, H. W. .. L.T. Reg................... 17.5.61
Executive Engineer to Senior Executive Engineer

Speed, R. J. . . ..
Wynne, H. S................

L.T. Reg...................
N.I...........................

17.5.61
23.1.61

Fudge, G. A. E. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 17.4.61 Cripps, T. A. .. . . L.T. Reg................... 16.6.61
Anthistle, A. W. . . W.B.C. to Mid. Reg. . . 4.5.61
Wilson, F. A. I I E.-in-C.O............................ 8.5.61 Technical Officer to Assissant Engineer

.. . Davies, G. T. .. .. N.W. Reg. to E.iin-C.O. 19.1.61Executive Engineer (Limited Competition) Scoot, S. B................... L.T. Regfto E.-in-C.O. _; 19.1.61
Allwood, M. E. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Wainwright, W. P. .. Mid. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 19.1.61
Bishop, G. .. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Bentley, H. F.. . .. H.C. Reg. . . . . 24.3.61
Bordiss, H. J. K. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 17.4.61 Mullett, J. G................ H.C. Reg.................. 17.3.61
Chambers, J. A. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Vincent, R. C. .. L.T. Reg.................. 26.4.61Easterbrook, B. J. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Harrison, H. .. .. N.I............................. 23.2.61
Ellis, N. .. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Wagstaff, F. A. . . Mid. Reg. .. .. 7.4.61
Hussey, E. D. F. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Wishart, D. W. . . E.-in-C.O................ 6.4.61
Longdrn, T. E. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Morris, A. W... . . L.T. Reg................... 26.4.61
Preston, A. G. . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Winser, J. A. . . . . L.T. Reg................... 26.4.61Reddurn, L. A. . E.-in-C.O............................ 24.4.61 Philip, J. G.................. Scot. .. .. 4.4.61
Thomson, A. M. M. . E.-in-C.O. to T.S.U. .. 24.4.61 Holehouse, J. H. . . S.W. Reg.................. 17.4.61
Turnbull, M. G. . E.-in-C.O............................ 18.4.61 Trassier, K. J... .. S.W. Reg.................. 4.4.61
Cocking, R. .. . E.-in-C.O. to NB. Reg. .. 24.4.61 Elder, I. S...................... Scot. .. .. 21.3.61
Watt, S. A. .. . Scot. to E.-in-C.O. .. 24.4.61 Martingell, L. .. .. L.T. Reg................... 14.4.61
Bedford, R. A. . E.-in-C.O............................ 8.5.61 Tyler, J. D. .. .. L.T. Reg................... 4.4.61
Balls, R. W. .. . H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 24.4.61 Brand, B. A. .. .. L.T. Reg................... 1...4.61
Cramphorn, R. H. . H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. . . 24.4.61 Smith, W.................... N.E. Reg................. 28.4.61
Light, R. A. M. . H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 24.4.61 Bruce, R. H................. Scot. .. .. 10.4.61
Parker, R. J. . . . H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 8.5.61 Jordan,T. .. .. Scot. .. .. 10.4.61
Ball, D. . . . E.-in-C.O............................ 15.5.61 Mathews, P. W. . . N.W. Reg................. 27.3.61
Hunt, D. G. .. . Mid. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. . . 24.4.61 Pearce, M. A.. . . . S.W. Reg.................. 17.-4.61
Cooper, W. J. . E.T.E................................... 14.3.61 Elkins, D. H. V. .. E.-in-C.O. .. .. 1.5.61
Glover, P. H. . . . W.B.C. to Mid. Reg. .. 24.4.61 Davies, G. L. . . . . Mid. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 1.5.61
Hands, D. C. . . . Mid. Reg. . . .. .. 24.4.61 Morrissey, M. P. .. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 1.5.61
Sheldon, W. . . . Scot. .. .. .. 24.4.61 McCarthy, J. T. . . E.-in-C.O.................. 1.5.61
Stamp, J. .. . S.W. Reg. to W.B.C. . . 24.4.61 Rimmep R. .. .. E.-in-C.O................. 1.5.61
Smith, N. G. .. . L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 24.4.61 Brewer-, R. W. B. . . L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 1.5.61
Killip, R. H................. N.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 24.4.61 Gilbertson, D. J. .. E.-in-C.O................. 1.5.61

. _ Wrub, R. S. .. .. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 1.5.61Assmtait Engineer to Executive Engineer Dunssan, P. C. .I N.E. Reg. to E.-jn-C.O. 1.5.61
Hedley, C. E. .. . N.W. Reg. .. .. .. 4.4.61 Leavitt, F. C. . . . . L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 1.5.61
Dunn, L. C. .. . L.T. Reg.................................. 17.2.61 Smith, A. C. J. .. E.-in-C.O................. 1.5.61
Haywood, E. E. . L.T. Reg................................ 17.2.61 Jerome, P. H. .. .. E.-in-C.O................. 1.5.61
Henty, G. A. .. .. L.T. Reg................................ 17.2.61 Gray, N. F. . . . . E.-in-C.O................. 1.5.61
Garvey, A. W. . L.T. Reg................................ 8.3.61 Diver K. J. . . . . H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 1.5.61
Norman, R. H. .. H.C. Reg. to N.W. Reg. . . 17.4.61 Wheeler, C. H. .. S.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 1.5.61
Goldsmith, J. R. .. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. . . 15.3.61 Barnes, H. E. .. .. E.-in-C.O................. 1.5.61
Mills, W. T.................. L.T. Reg............................... 23.3.61 Barnes, S. L. S. .. E.-in-C.O................. 1.5.61
Watson, W. J.. . .. L.T. Reg.................................. 22.3.61 Hopwood, J. E. .. N.W. Reg................. 29.3.61
Lennard, G. F. . . L.T. Reg................................ 27.4.61 Leaped L. S. H. .. E.-in-C.O................ 10.5.61
Shone, A. E. .. .. L.T. Reg............................. 27.4.61 MacCarthy, P. J. A. .. L.T. Reg................... 17.5.<51
Tankard, A. H. . . E.T.E................................. 11.4.61 Hourhan, O. H. .. L.T. Reg.................. 17.5.61
Taylor, G. N. .. N.E. Reg............................... 21.4.61 Malcolm, G. F. .. L.T. Reg................... 17.5.61
Leask, D. R. .. ., Scot. .. .. .. 27.4.61 Sands, R. B.................. L.T. Reg................... 17.5.61
Scanlan, F. J. .. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 17..4.61 Etheridge, W. F. .. L.T. Reg................... 17.5.61
Varney, R. E. H. .. Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 2.5.61 Graham, D. F. .. L.T. Reg................... 17.5.61
Smith, R. G. T. .. H.C. Reg. . . .. . . 3.5.61 Rhodes, J. K................ Mid. Reg. . . . . 30.5.61
Budgen, J. E................ H.C. Reg............................... 3.5.61 Ingle, J. T. . . . . N.W. Reg................. 1.5.61Hitchin, E. J. T. .. H.C. Reg............................... 3.5.61 Evans, K. .. .. N.W. Reg................. 1.5.61
Hyatt, F. S. . . . L.T. Reg................................ 26.5.61 Dawson, B. .. .. N.W. Reg................. 1.5.61
Bishop, K. G. T. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 15.6.61 Mears, F. J. . . .. H.C. Reg.................. 25.5.61
Driver, E. R. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 28.6.61 Dowding, H. B. .. S.W. Reg.................. 2..3.61
Moulds, R. E... .. E.-in-C.O............................ 28.6.61 Petty, P. L.................... H.C. Reg. .. .. 15.5.61
Wood, R. A. . . . E.-in-C.O............................ 28.6.61 Wilkies, C. S. W. .. N.E. Reg.................. 2.6.61
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Promotions—continued

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Technical Officer to Assistant Engineer—continued St/e/Sfft Officer to Senior Sc/esfft Officer
Parkin, A. .. N.E. Reg.................. 2.6.61 Grirvr, J. I. (Mrs.) .. E.-in-CO. .. .. .. 21.3.61
Burke, F. .. N.E. Reg.................. 2.6.61
Flegg,R. A. W.
Rosbotham, F. C.
Keitch, E. H. ..

L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O.
N.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O.
E.-in-C.O. .. ..

. . 21.6.61
2L6.61
21.6.61

Expe■imenal Officer 
Jackson, C. A.

(Open Compelitiotl) 
.. E.-m-C.O........................... E5.<5.61

Mercer, R. M. E.-in-C.O.................. 21.6.61 '
Schicknek, M. J. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 21.6.61 Axsistant Experimenial Officer to Experimental Officer
Crocket, R. .. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 21.6.61 Rogers, M. W. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 24.3.6e
Hayes, D. W. ..
Owen, W. J. ..

L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.o.
E.-in-C.O.................

21.6.61
21.6.61

Connnt B. H. . . .. E.iin.C.O............................ 24.3.6e

Coll, P. J. .. N.I........................... 14.6.61
Mercer, T. F. .. N.I........................... @6.61 Technical Assistant I to Motor Tramsport Officer III
McGortai, J- F. N.I........................... 14.6.61 Smith, P. F. .. .. E.iiniC.O............................ 26.5.61
McFeeter, S .. N.I........................... @6.61
Trchmcal Officer to Inspector- Technical Assistant II to Technical Assistant I
Wilson, T. A. G. S.W. Reg................. 22.3.61 Royer, E.V. .. .. E.-iniC.O.............................. e4/5.-tl
Pratt, E. .. W.B.C...................... 3.5.61
Wellington E
Ma2351ey, L.W.

W.B.C......................
L.T.Reg...............

23.5.61
@5.61 Workshop Supervisor I to Technical Assistant II

19.5.61Allen, S. R. .. L.T. Reg. .. . . 17,561 Knowles, L. C. .. Scot. to H.C. Ree. ..
Whelan, T. G. N.W. Reg................ 8.5.61 Beattie, H. H. .. S.W. Reg. to H.C. Reg. .. 29.5.61
Technician I to Inspector Blades, J. J. .. .. Scot. ........................... 19.561

Dibbens K. ...
Evam, S. ..

H.C. Reg.................
H.C. Reg.................

24.3.61
11.1.61 Workshop Supervisor 11 to Technical Assistant II

Haskell, R. F... H.C. Reg................. 24.3.61 Morgan, E. G. .. E.'^fl-C.O............................ 19.5.61
Merecdth, C J. W.B.C...................... 15.4.61 Heddon, W. J. .. E.-in-C.O.......................... 19.5.61
Lally, J. F. P. .. W.B.C........................... 24.4,51 Potterr W. A. .. .. H.C. Reg. to E.-ln-C.O. .. 19.5.61
Stanley, A. ..
Smith, S. G. ..

H.C. Reg.................
H.C. Reg.................

24.3.61 Tanner, J. .. , .. E.-ln-C.O. to London Reg. 19.5.61
24.3.61

Lennox G. ..
SquiEZT K. ..

N.W. Reg................
E.W. Rge...........

12.4.61
4.4.% Leading Draughtsman to Senior Draughtsman

Taylor, K. L. .. N.E. Reg.................. 12.4.61 Wharmby, L. C. -i Soot. ......................... 4.4.61
Ashman, W. H. D. H.C. Reg.................. 174.61 Dodds, A. T. .. .. W.B.C. to N.W. Reg. .. 10.4.61
Worcester, J. D. H.C. Reg.................. 174.61 Tompkins, L. J. .. R.-lEiC.O............................ 24-5.6e
Bushby, R. H. H.C. Reg.................. 174.61
Han2aa, 16, .. H.C. Reg................. 134.61 Illustrator to Leading Illustrator
Watkins, C. D.
Rolfe, T. ..

H.C. Reg..................
H.C. Reg..................

10.4.61
24.4.6e Baker N. H. .. .. E.-in-C.O.............................. 31161

Rice, T. W. .. H.C. Reg.................. 14.4.61
Boylett, A. .. gurry, J.B. ..

N.W. Reg................
N.E. Reg.................

10.4.61
12.5.61 Executive Officer to Highe- Executive Officer

^9.6.61Mayor, S. .. N.W. Reg.............. 29.5.61 Cowan, P. L. .. .. E.-m-C.O. to Ministry of
Steveaa, R. B... W .B.C...................... 9.5.61 Hnlth _ _

19.6.61Legg, K. T. .. L.T. Reg................ @211 Browne, K. C. .. E^in-CO. to Board of
Claak, E. J. .. L.T. Reg................... @561

Pinkney, L. W.
Trade

3.1.61Robinson, E. H. L.T. Reg................... 17.5.61 .. EMn-C-O............................
Jenkins, F. J. .. L.T. Reg.................. 17.5.61
§1iok1und, ®.T. £.¥. Reg.................. 19.5.21 Welfare Oflicer II to Welfare Officer 1
Harding, K. F. C. L.T. Reg.................. 17.5.61 Fox, L. G. .. .. R.-in-C.0.......................... 1R.4.61Davies, G. E. .. L.T. Reg............... 17.5.61
Brown, L. W. .. L.T. Reg.................. 17.5.61
Colgvurn, F. C. L.T. Reg.................. 17.5.61 Clerical Officer to Executive Officer
Ellis, G. C. .. L.T. Reg................... 17.5.61 Hobbs, H. W. W. .. Savings Bank Department 4.4.61
Czuny, A. .. Mid. Rrg.................. 30.5.61 to E.-in.C.O.
Greer, R. S. .. N.I........................... 17.5.61 Harwood, W. H. .. E.-In-C.O.............................. 5.5.61
Nevitt, R. .. H.C. Reg.................. 1.5.61 Cutts, W. .. .. E.-In-C.O............................ 8.5.61
Blacklee, A. E. L.T. Reg.................. 16.6.61 Crowson, E. C. .. Savings Bank Department 3.5.61
Cannon, F’. E.. . L.T. Rrg................... 166.61 to E.-in-C.O.

Retirements and Resignations

Name Region, rtc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Area Engineer Assistant Engineer—ctontinued
Colledge, T. A. P.* W.B.C...................... 64.61 Palmer, W. H. .. L.T. Reg......................... 3.0.61Barry, C .. W.B-C...................... 33.6.61 Adamson, A. .. .. N.W. Reg............................. 10.‘5.61
Executive Engineer- MoOett, 1. .. .. N.E. Ref?............................... 13.46}
Wnton, K. C. EmC0.......... 1461 CammbeH, D. .. .. L.T. Reg. .. .. .. 13.4.61

6Restgned) John, GL. .. . . W.B.C............................ 134.61
Musson, F. E. .. L.T. Reg............................... 114.61

Asnstnnt Engineer Cooper, E. E. T. .. L.T. Reg......................... 27.4.61
Brunton, J. B.,. Scot. .. .. 6.3.61 London, W. P. .. L.T. Reg............................... 28.4.61
Inwood, F. W. H.C. Reg.................. 30.3.61 Hrwing, A. W. .. L.T. Reg............................... 284.61
Fletcher, E. A. H.C. Reg.................. 31.3.61 Hart, H. T. L. .. L.T. Reg............................... 304.61

* Mr. T. A. P. Colledge is continuing os a disestablished officer with S.W. Reg.
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Retirements and Rus>gnatioos—continued

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Assistant Engineee—continued Ins>ecCto—continued
Beer, W. C................... W.B.C. .. 30.4.61 Brealey, E. C.............. Mid. Reg................. •• 1.5.61
Rintoul, D. A. .. E.-in-C.O. .. 30.4.61 Sinriair, C.................. Scot. .. .. .. 2.5.61

(Resigned) Moul, W. B................... N-E- Reg.................... .. 12.5.61
Hutchins, H. .. ..
Payne, W. J. .. ..
Fagg, R. L.................

H.C. Reg. ..
L.T. Reg. ..
H.C. Reg. ..

19.2.61
31.3.61

1.4.61 Seuior Scieffific Offcer
.. 31.5.61Gore, S......................... H.C. Reg. .. 13.4.61 Grieve, J. 1 (Mrs.) .. E.-in-C.O................

Russell, F. W... .. H.C. Reg. .. 14.4.61 (Resigned)
Banks, E. T. .. . . H.C. Reg. . . 30.4.61
Martin, T. W... .. Scot. .. 32.4.61 Expeeimental Officer
Ingram, C. S. .. .. E.-in-C.O. .. 6.5.61 Harrison, J I. .. E .-in-C.O................. .. 7.4.61
Hewson, E. .. .. N.W. Reg. .. 9.5.61 ?Res:g;e80
Brydon, W. .. . . N.E. Reg. .. 16.5.61
Wilkinson, A. H. .. Scot. .. 16.5.61 Asst'slant Experimental Officer
Goff, A. A...................
Phillips, R. H. ..

(Resigned 
Mullins, B. (Resigned)

E.-in-C.O. ..
H.C. Reg. ..

E.-in-C.O. ..

26.5.61
18.4.61

19.5.61

Whitehouse, D. L. .. 
(16Sl‘iie?)

E.-in-C. O................ .. 28.4.61

Wallace, A. . . . . H.C. Reg. .. 15.5.61 Techmcal Assistant II
Foulsham, R. .. ..
Jackson, W. H. ..

H.C. Reg. ..
N.E. Reg. ..

31.5.61
31.5.61 Leggett, H. E.............. S.W. Reg. .. .. 8.6.61

Kilby, G. F. . . . . W.B.C. .. 1.6.61
Higher Executive OfficerMarrow, T. R. . . N.W. Reg. .. U.6.61

Thompson, S. .. .. E.-in-C.O. .. 21.6.61 Craik, A. .. .. E.-in-C.O................ .. 30.6.61
Cormack, M. .. .. E.-in-C.O. .. 25.6.61

(Resigned) Hostel Manager 
Nash, R. W................ E.-m-C.O................. .. 20.5.61

Inspector
Paver, T. R. .. .. N.E. Reg. .. 6.4.61 Executive Officer

E.-m-C.O................. .. 12.5.61Clarkson, C. W. .. L.T. Reg. .. 13.4.61 McEwen, A. (Resigned)
Davies, S. W. .. .. W.B.C. .. 14.4.61 Stqddart, C. H. .. E .-in-C.O................ .. 1.6.61
Edwards, F. C. .. S.W. Reg. .. 1.4.61 Laidlaw, W. G. .. E.-in-C.O................. .. 31.3.61
Greenhaigh, E. R. .. 
—

N.W. Reg. .. 
— —------—

11.4.61 
---- —----—

(Resigned)
———--------——-----

'Í'í-aií sfers

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Sernor Executive Engineer Assistant En^'ncee—c ontinued
Barker, A. J. ..
Froom, R. P. .. .
Roberts, W. G.

. E.-in-C.O. to H.C. Reg. . .

. E.-in-C.O. tn I.T.U. Geneva 
. E.-in-C.O. tn H.C. Reg. ..

17.4.61
18.3.61
12.6.61

3.7.61

Brooks, G. G... 
Cave, R. D. .. 
Powell, E. ..

.. E.-in-C.O. to LTD. • ■

.. E.-m-C.O. to L.T. Reg. .. 

.. E.-m-C.O. to Mid. Reg. ..

19.6.61
26.6.61
26.6.61

Ruben, M. J. .. . . E.-in-C.O. to E.T.E. ..

Executive Engineer
Hawley, A. E... .
Campbril, K. W. .

Assistant Engineer
Logue, H. .. .

Forty, A. S .. .
Lough, J. . . .

. E.-m-C.O. to L.T. Reg. ..
. E.-in-C.O. to L.T. Reg. ..

. E.-in-C.O. to Board of

23.5.61
1.5.61

4.4.61

ExpcrimeUai Officer
Griffen, E. J. .. ,

Wsistant (Scientific)
Gorrell, R. W.

.. T.S.U. to Patent Office ..

.. E.-in-C.O. to War Office ..

4.4.61

1.6.61
Trade

. E.-in-C.O. -o Guernsey 
State Telegraphs

. E.-in-C.O. to N.E. Reg. . .

8.4.61

1.5.61
Senior Draughtsman
Holding, S. J- . - .. L.T. Reg. to H.C. Reg. .. RL5.61

Corner, F. B. . . .
Miller, G.H. .. .
Clarke,A.J. .. .
Stevens, H. J. .. .

. E.-in-C.O. to L.T. Reg. .. 
. E.-in-C.O. to L.T. Reg. . . 
. E.-in-C.O. to H.C. Reg. .. 
. E.-in-C.O. to L.T. Reg. . .

23.5.61
1.6.61
5.6.61

12.6.61
Welfare Officeri
Broster, L. J. .. , .. E.-in-C.O. to L.P. Reg. .. 

—
12.4.61

Deaths

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Executive Engineee
Sharman, H. W. . . Mid. Reg.................. . . 18.4.61

Assistant Enoi>n^uu—continued 
Moore, E.........................N.W. Reg................. .. 18.6.61

Birch, F. .. . . W.B.C...................... .. 29.4.61 Spreadbury, R. S. .. L.T. Reg.................. .. 28.6.61
Duncan, N. .. .
Chapman, A. .. .

. E.-in-C.O.................

. N.E. Reg...................
.. 10.5.61
.. 11.6.61 -ITSPECW _

.. 3.4.61Jones, F. A. L. . . W.B.C......................
Assistant Engineee
Honeybone, A. J. . . E.-in-C.O................. .. 29.5.61 Senoe Expu■imemlt O-6166" . _ _

.. 31.5.61Melville, E. .. . . Scot. .. .. .. 1.6.61 Taylor, E. A.....................E.-m-C.O................., 
— — ■
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valuable free book
Tells You Howto PassYourC. & G. or 
Promotion Exam. at First Attempt!

All Post Office personnel who are anxious to 
obtain early promotion should at once send for a 
copy of our handbook “ENGINEERING OPPOR
TUNITIES’” which, among other intensely inter
esting matter, describes our unique methods of 
preparation for the G.P.O., LIMITED COM
PETITIONS for appointment as Assistant Engineer, 
Executive Engineer, Traffic Officer. Telecommuni
cations Traffic Superintendeni; CITY AND 
GUILDS EXAMINATIONS for the Telecoimmuni- 
cation Technicians’ Certificate and for individual 
subjects- - Mathematics, Engineering Science, Engi
neering Drawing, Elementary Telecommunication 
Practice, Telecommunication Principles Radio and 
Line Transmission, Telegraphy and Telephony, 
Line Plant Practice. It also contains details of our 
courses covering the City and Guilds Examinations 
in Electric! Engineering Practice the Grad. 
Brit.I.R.E. and A.M.S.E. Examinations, in addition 
to a wide range of non-exaimnation courses in all 
branches of engineering—Radio and Electronics. 
Electrical Mechanical, etc.

We also provide tuition for the Raddo 
Amateurs' Examination and the P.M.G. 
Certificates for Radio Operators, with 
or without Morse training. Details are 
given in the handbook.

We definitely guarantee
“NO PASS-NO FEE”

If you intend to make the most of today’s oppor* 
tunities, you cannot afford to miss reading “ENGINEER

ING OP!PORT?UNIrTÏEÎS.’” It tells you everything you want 
to know to secure advancement, and describes many oppor

tunities you may now be missing through lack of information-
Send for your copy today—FREE and without obligation.

MODEL ANSWER BOOKS
CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE 
TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS’ COURSE

TELECOMMUNICATION 
PRINCIPLES A

TELECOMMUNICATION 
PRINCIPLES B
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ELEMENTARY 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
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Price 55. each. Post Paid 55. 6d.

The following two model answer books, although published 
for the old Telecommunications Engineering Course, are 
still useful and are offered at a considerably reduced price.
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEMS I

(Telephony and Telegraphy A, Telephony B)
TELEGRAPHY II

(Telegraphy B, Telegraphy C)
Price 25. each. Post Paid 2s. 6d.

BRITISH INSTITUTE 
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

369 COLLEGE HOUSE, 
29-31 WRIGHT’S LANE, LONDON, W.8

BIET Orders to
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Plessey
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

‘speed the news’

Plessey is everywhere' you’ll find ... in New Delhi for 
example, where the Commonwealth Relations Office has 
installed Plessey Teleprinter Terminals for the reception 
of the London Press Service Broadcasts.

The ubiquity of Plessey Radio Teleprinter Equipment is as 
complete in world meteorology, press and consular services 
as Plessey Telecommunications is in the total telecom
munications field. Other Commonwealh Relations Offices 
with Plessey teleprinter terminal equipment include 
Karachi, Salisbury and Colombo. Reuters have similar 
installations at Benghazi, Athens, Ankara, Hong Kong, 
Mauritius and Buenos Aires . . . and in Ethiopia and the 
Lebanon it is employed in civil aviation.

Behind this achievement are the extensive prototype and 
quantity manufacturing resources of the Telecommunica
tions Division, inspired by the work of a unique research 
and development organisation. The Company recognises

the need to segregate advanced thinking from the 
hustle and distraction of thefactory. Accordingly, 
in addition to the Group Research Laboratories 
at Roke Manor and other specialised research 
centres already existing in the U.K., extremely well 
equipped laboratories have recently been estab
lished at West Leigh for advanced telecommunica
tions studies. In these establishments, the next 
generation of telecommunications equipment is 
already taking shape.

In close support at all times are the complete 
resources of the Plessey Group of Companies 
which include unrivalled tool making and machin
ing facilities, a full range of environmental testing 
and production laboratories, and the services of 
the materials laboratories at CasweH.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION • ELECTRONIC & EQUIPMENT GROUP
THE PLESSEY COMPANY LIMITED ■ ILFORD • ESSEX • Telephone: ILFORD 3040 

Overseas Sales Organisation: Plessey I nternational Limited - llford - Essex - England

@ TD4A
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AEI 
trans_storised 

carrier telephone 
equipment -..

Being fully transistorised, the CV5P 
is compact and simple to opeeate—■ 
all channels, one audio and four 
carrier, can be combined for 

simultaneous duplex operation 
for transmission over a radio path 
or two telephone cable pairs.

The full equipment consists of only 
seven sub-units, in a robust; carrying 
case. Each unit—by means of the 
plugs and sockets—can easily be 
disconnected, withdrawn and 
replaced, greatly simplifying 
maintenance. The equipment 
is tropicalised throughout.

. . . providing
■five speech circuits 

on a radio link

Number of Channels

Channel Bandwidth
Signalling Frequencies 

£out of band)

Carrier Band Width
Dimensions of
Oairgian Case

Weight of case
Weight of equipment

laudio and4cctrret, 
4-wire duplex working.
300 c/s- 3000 o/s
Audio channee—4 kc/s
Carrier channees—respective 
carrier frequencies.
300 c/s—20 kc/s
Width 22}" (57 ems); Height 18%” 
(47.6 cms); Depth 11" (27.9 ems)
63 lb. (28 f kg)

6715. (30 kg)

Telecommunications Division Transmission Department, Woolwich, London S.E.18

Associated Electrical Industries Limited TA B11
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com for miniaturised, switching 
e+als pulsingand control circuits

Telcon Metals manufacture magnetic materials 
of very high permeabiilty and low loss in the 
form of toroidal cores, and these are ideally 
suitable for use in transformers for miniaturised 
circuits, for transductors in maginetc amplifiers, 
for switching cores in computers and logic 
circuits.
SUPERMUMETAL
MUM ETAL—alloys withVery high permeatbllty. High 

impedance. Low lessee—Iron & Copper

H.S. ALLOY
High speed switching material

H.C.R. ALLOY
A rectangular hysteresis loop alloy 
for medium power applications.
For .001 ins. tape Brem ratio is 0.99

Bsat
ORTHOM UMETAL

A rectangular hysteresis loop alloy 
with very high permeabiiity for high 
gain low power applications.

Furtherdeailsfrom TELCON METALS LTD manor royal - crawlee - Sussex

Telephone: Crawley 1560. Telex: 8748. Telegrams: Telcon, Crawley, Telex.

Member of the mice group of companies

TELEPHONY
Volume One. General Principles and Manual Exchange Systems.
By I. Atkinson, M.I.E.E.
This volume is primarily devoted to the signalling and switching 
aspects of telephony. The author has not only dealt with the principles 
and circuit elements which are common to telephone switching in 
general but he has given a representative selection of complete circuits. 
It is a most useful work of reference for post office engineers, particularly 
those engaged on the installation and maintenance of telephone exchange 
equipment and the associated subscribers’ apparatus. At the same time 
it is pre-eminently a student’s hook. 405. net.

Volume Two. Automatic Exchange Systems. By J. Atkinson, 
M.I.E.E.
This book deals with the complete range of modem automatic switching 
and gives a detailed treatment of the various circuits and accessory 
equipment employed. It is designed to cover. together with Volume One, 
the syllabuses of the City and Guilds of London Institute examinations 
in Telephone Exchange Systems, Grades I, II and III, and the telephone 
aspects of Elementary Telecommunications Practice. 55s. net.

CLASSIFIED EXAMPLES IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Volume Two
By S. Gordon Monk. 7th Edition.
An advanced course of questions in electrical engineering, eetected from 
the examination papers deahng with the principal heads of this important 
branch of applied science. Fully worked-out answers are included. 
Thus new seventh edition has been extended to cater for the Higher 
Nationaa Certificate and Diplomas and to some extent the Part III of the 
I.E.E. examinations. 215. net.

PITMAN BOOKS

The

CARPO GRAMME GAUGE
for 

accurate 
measurement 

of tension
on Contacts,

Relays, 

Switchgear, 

etc.

INCORPORATES MAXIMUM 
READING INDICATOR AT 
NO EXTRA COST

The Carpo Standard Model incor
porates both tolerance indicators 
and maximum reading indicator, 
allowing an accurate reading to be 
taken when the gauge itself is not 
visible. A robust but highly sensitive

instrument acting in both
directions. The 5 gramme

mode has jewelled 
movement. Two models 
cover ten pressure 
ranges.

Made under 
licence from Correx

5GRAMME MODEL:
£3 15 o
SMALL MODELS: 
£3 10 o and £3 15 0

LARGE MODELS:
£7150 and £9150
Special discounts for 
large quantities

Write or 'phone for 
illustrated leaflet

OBTAINABLE FROM
Jn Ell LJ/"M I Tl^ MILLERS ROAD, WARWICK • ■ • FILIHtOL LID. telephone: Warwick 559
MANUFACTURERS OF JEWEL BEARINGS AND PRECISION TURNED PARTS



Fathoms below the Atlantic and the Pacific, mighty cables carry 
myriads of voices from wind-swept shores to palm - fringed islands ... 
from ice-bound ports to sun-scorched cities. Unseen, but playing 
a vitally important part is TMC CARRIER TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT, helping to narrow the distance between continents 
that were once, communicationally speaking, far apart.

TMC
Full information about TMC2kc/s, 3 Iccs and 4 kc/s 
Spaced Carrier Telephone Equipment. can be obtained 
dimply by writing to the address beZow.

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED
Transmission Division: Cray Works, Sevenoaks Way, 
St. Mary Cray, Kent. Telephone: Orpington 26611
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Connects Seattle to Ketchikan 
t o»,«.

Extending from San Francisco to 
Hawaii.

From Vancouver to Hawaii, Fiji 
and New Zealand (to be extended to 
:ssZralia), known 50 COMPf C.

From Oban (Scotland) to Clarenville 
(Newfoundland) extending to Sydney 
Mines (Nova Scotia). This system is 
known as TATI.

From Oban to Cornerbrook 
(Newfoundland), known as CANTAT.

Begins at Galrloch on the west coast 
of Scotland and extends to Torshavn 
(Faroes). Thence to Reykjavik 
(Iceland), knownas SCOTICE.

Linking Vestmannaeyjar in Iceland 
with Fredei’iksdal (Greenland) 
and Cornerbrook, Newfounddaad — 
called ICECAN.

Starts at Manahawkin (U.S.A.) 
terminating at Bermuda.

From Florida to Jamaica, 
Curacao and Venezuela.

From Widemouth (Cornwall) to 
Manahawkin (U.S.A.) known as TAT3.

SELLING AGENTS
Australia and NewZealand:
Telephone Manufacturing Company (A'sia) Proprietary Limited, Sydney, New South Wales.

Canada and U.S.A.
Telephone Manufacturing Company Limited, Toronto, Ontario.

Aleoreereeeetee in other countries.
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The A.T.E. Range of Cable Carrier Systems 
features equipment for large and small capacity 

routes. All systems meet the internationally 
recognised C.C.LT.T. requirements for trunk 

circuits, are of high quality and advanced design.
Write for further details to:— 

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO LTD OK
Strowger House, Arundel Street, London, W.C.2. Phone: TEMple Bar 9262 \K> ® I

A.T.E. TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT TYPE GM FOR LINE, CABLE AND RADIO SYSTEMS

Righi : Terminal Repeatar 
iefl; Intermediate Buried Repeater

Lieft Terminal Repeater (Receive) 
Righh : Terminal Repeatee (Transmit)

Terminal RacksideLeft Dependent Repeaate—G fl. 
Righh: Terminal Repeaate—Q ft.

C300A Small Core 
Coaxial System

• Fully Transistorised.
O 300 channel system for small 

core coaxial cables.
• Intermediate power fed re

peaters in sealed buried boxes.
• Automatic pilot regulation, 

suitable for buried or aerial 
cable.

• Power feeding stations may be 
up to 60 miles apart.

• Inbuilt maintenance and fault 
location facilities.

C960A 4 Mc/s 
Coaxial System

• Up to 960 high-grade tele
phone circuits on each pair of 
conventional coaxial tubes.

• Power fed dependent repeat
ers at 6 mile spacing.

• Main power feed stations up 
to 100 miles apart.

• Comprehensive maintenance 
and test facilities.

• Conforms to C.C.LT.T. recom
mendations.

CX12A 12.5 Mc/s 
Coaxial System

• Up to 2,700 high grade tele
phone circuits or transmission 
of mixed traffic on a pair of 
conventional .375 inch dia. 
coaxial tubes.

• Conforms to C.C.I.T.T. re
commendations and G.P.O. 
specifications.

• Dependent repeaters power 
fed from terminal equipment, 
with automatic transferto local 
mains supply in case of failure.

• Comprehensive maintenance 
and test facilities.

C12G Cable 
Carrier System

• Fully Transistorised.
O 112 Channels on a single cable 

pain (6-54 Kc/s and 60-108 Kc/s 
‘go' and 'return’).

• Automatic pilot regulation, 
suitable for aerial or buried 
cables.

• Straightorlfrogging’repeaters.
• Terminal for 2 complete 

systems with signalling and 
frequency generating equip
ment on one 9 ft. rackside.

For details see Bulletin TEB 3202 For details see Bulletin TEB 1411 For details see Bulletin TEB 1417 For details see Bulletin TEB 3201

AT 8932
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for underground security.

Our telecommuniceaioos—lighting 
systems and powerlines are vital. 
For permanence—how right to use 
glazed vitrified elay conduits— 
there is so adequate substitute.

GM
ill. h rpn I

Gluy 
flnnduils

For information write to the Enginee

NATIONAL SALT GLAZED PIPE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
Hanover Court. Hanover Square, London, W.1.
Telephone: MAYfair 0364
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Where 
Reliability 

Counts

THE 
NATIONAL - ELLIOTT 

803 COMPUTER
carries PAINTON 
PRINTED CIRCUIT 
CONNECTORS throughout
The reliability of this compact 
and successful computer depends upon the 
reliability of the components from 
which it is built. Amongst these are 
Painton 15-Way Heavy Duty Printed 
Circuit Connectors.
The high degree of reliability designed 
into this Painton component; makes it the 
first choice of most: engineers and designers 
concerned with high performance applications.
Features include:
* Standard 0.2” contact spacing.
* Gold plated, contacts.
★ Low and reliable contact; resistance.
★ Moulded ribs provide extra strength and 

eliminate moisture traps.
★ Stainless Steel polarising guide pins.
Full details on request: ask for leaflet PS/7.

Painton 15-Way Heavy 
Duty Printed Circuit 
Connectors on one of 
the arithmetic logic 

boards of the National - 
Eliott 803 Computer.

Painton
& co. limited

KINGSTHORPE ■ NORTHAMPTON
Tel: 34251 (10 lines) Grams: 'Ceil' Northampton Telex : 31576
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P.V.C. insulated
and sheathed
interphone cables

STC

Top: Unarmoured Type —Bottam: Armoured Type

Ask for publication H/102

suitable for the wiring of all 
telephone installations

STC manufacture and stock a range of P.V.C.

insulated and P.V.C. sheathed interphone cables

which conform generally to current B.P.O. and B.S.

standards for this type of cable. Some of these

cables are protected with an armouring of 

galvanised steel wire and an overall sheath of P.V.C.

The range of cables extends from 1 pair to 100 pairs,

usually in 5 pair steps. Other sizes very much larger’

than these can be manufactured at short notice to 

order. These cables are used for telecommunications,

telemetering and electronics applications. The 

unarmoured cables are suitable for internal use and 

the armoured range is for short runs of buried cable,

for runs to be oleated to the outside of buildings or

for short spans of self-supporting cable.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
RUBBER & PLASTIC CABLE DIVISION : CORPORATION ROAD ~ NEWPORT • MON.

6I/4H
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PISTOL GRIP

SPADE

STAR

CRUCIFORM

These new shapes ar

(Artist’s impression of Trawsfynydd 
by courtesy of C.E.G.B.)

ROTARY 
SwiTGHaS

• custom-built by Stone-Chance Limited

EN0UIRIE8: To help us to give prompt service, enquiries should now be 
addressed to Austinlite Ltd., Pickersleigh Road, Malvern Worcs., 

or to the London Office :- Schomberg House, 82 Pall Mall, S.W.1.

e now available 
to ai users

Trawsfynydd, the latest of Britain’s 
nuclear power stations, wU incor
porate more than 2,500 AuStinhte 
rotary control switches. They are 

designed to meet the exacting re - 

quirements of the Central Eleccridty 
Generating Board and of the main 

contractors, Atomic Power C°n- 
structions Limited.

Modem power- station practice de

mands that switch duties be identi
fied by the shape of the operating 
handle. To meet this requirement 
Austinhte produced these special 
d8signs'
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STC
HIGH SLOPE 

FRAME GRID VALVES

FOR WIDE BAND

LOW NOISE

LOW DISTORTION AMPLIFIERS

Type 
■

9m 
(mA/V)

Figure of 
Merit

Typical 
k (mA)

Max Pa 
(W)

Classification

3A/167M 47 370 40 6-5 Triode

5A/170K 16 5 185 13 3-3 Beam Tetrode

5A/180M 32 180 26 6 Beam Tetrode

COMPONENTS

GROUP

Sfafldarrd Telephones and CablesLimited
VALVE DIVISION: FOOTSCRAY - SIDCUP - KENT

6Î/4MS
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for

subscriber

The success of Subscriber 
Trunk Dialling- depends to a 
large extent on the provision 
of a grade of service on long 
distance routes similar to that

trunk
enjoyed in local exchange 
switching. To achieve such 
service economically it is
essennial that a high outlet;

dialling... availability is provided at 
trunk switching centres, 
coupled with the facility for 
flexible allocation of outlets.

ytf Speed motor uniselector

Associated Electrical Industricss Limited

The AEI Motor Uniselector 
was expresssy designed to 
meet thiese needs and its 
outstanding success in 
operator controlled trunk 
switching in theUnited 
Kingdom and many other- 
parts of the world is a 
guarantee of its equal success 
under subscriber trunk 
dialling conditions. High 
seiarch speed, twin wiper 
contact, low vibration and 
lack of microphonie noise are 
some of the further features 
which combine with the 
unique reliability of the 
mechanism to make it the 
obvious choice for modern 
trunk switching.

Telecommunications Division

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.1S
ns/a
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l$?2!

oscillators - LEVEL MEASURING SETS • MICROWAVE TEST SETS 
BRIDGES - FILTERS - PSOPHOMETERS - WHITE NOISE TEST sets, ETC. 
Send for leaflets coveeing your systems.

testing

communications systems

which serve
the world......

To install and maintain all telecommunications 

systems — Audio, Broadcast;, Telegraph, Multi - 

channel, Coaxial, Submarine Cable and

Microwave, etc..— STC provides a wide range 

of transmission testing apparatus.

As actual manufacturers of a great variety 

of telecommunications equipment, including

the constituent components, STC have an

unrivalledknowledge of dafia, performance, 

life and factors to be tested to keep the 

equipment; in peak condition.

That knowledge is embodied in all STC testing 

apparatus together with all the precision and reliability 
for which STC equipment is world-famous.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS DIVISION : NORTH WOOLWICH - LONDON - EI6

6I/2IC
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STC
Anglo-Swedish submarine cable telephone system

jointly owned by the B.P.O. and the Swedish Royal Board of 

Telecommunications was put into service in Octoberr 1960 

and is

the longest 2-way telephone system on a

61/.C
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single submarine cable

Using- 29 submerged repeaters and one submerged equaliser-, 
it will handle 60 telephone circuits of 4 kc/s spacing over the 
509 nautical mile (943 km) cable supplied by STC. STC have 
also supplied more than 40 racks of equipment; for installa- 
tion at the Middlesbrough and Gothenburg terminals.

816 is one of the few commeedal organ
isations in the world, technically equipped 
to plan, design and supply complete 
submarine cable commumcaaion systems.

Publication 0/2050 lists eiajorSTC submarine telephone installations.

The internal 
unit of an STC 

submerged 
repeater.

Standard Diephones and Cables Limited
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS DIVISION: NORTH WOOLWICH - LONDON - EI6
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pW

Prinsote protects wooden

PINSOTE the new (wrap-around
.. b-l - *. ..

pole dressing

poles where they need it most;. 
It recharges with a high 
creosote concentration the 
vital area of pole above and 
below the ground line.

—rt-

Prinsote protection involves 
no waste—easy-to-apply treat - 
ment gives poles longer life.

For illustrated brochure giving further
’n format’m armg :

BURT, BOULTON & HAYWOOD LIMITED, 
Brettenham House, LancasSee Place, 

London, W.C.2.

Telephone: Temple Bar 5801
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TELECOMMUNICATION
CABLES

for London to St Abanal

CABLE

AND WIRE
GROUP

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
TELEPHONE CABLE DIVISION: NORTH WOOLWICH - LONDON E.I6

61/38
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SU ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
T_he items shown here are represeutalive of the 

extensive variety of products manufactured by the 

Whiteley organisation. ^ur technical resources are 

available for the development and productlion of 
specialised components for the Electronic industry.

P.O. TESTER
AT.5422

This tester is manufactured for 
the G.P.O. and is used by them 
for checking and tessing Post 
Office telephone lines.

CONVERTER RINGING
Manufactured for the G.P.O., the converter is a static
frequency changing device supplying approximately 60 volts 
at 25 cycles from a 50 cycle mains supply. Its function is for 
ringing magneto bells.

P.O. TESTER
SA.9I 16

This tester is primarily designed for 
the measurement of cable sheath 
potentials. It operates as a potentio
meter type voltmeter for measuring 
potentials up to 1.0 volts and as A 
a direct reading voltmeter for l 
potentials up to 10 volts.

WB 161

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD ° MANSFIELD ‘ NOTTS

HOW TO PASS YOUR
CITY AND GUILDS 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EXAMS-BY POST

The new Bennett College Telecommunications Courses 
were prepared under the supervision of one of the 
country’s top telecommunications men, W. S. Procter, 
O.B.E., M.I.E.E., F.R.S.E., Chief Regionaa Engineer 
London Telecommunications Region.

The first and second year subjects are:
first year 1. Practical Mathematics. 2. Engineering Science. 3. Engi
neering Drawing. 4. Elementary Telecommunications Practice.
second year 1. Mathematics for the Telecommunications A. 2. Tele
communications Principles A. 3. Radio and Line Transmission A. 
4. Telephony and Telegraphy A. 5. Line Plant Practice A.
Other subjects will be introduced later.
The certificates awarded by the City and Guilds Institute are of 
specctal value to employees of the Post Oflice Telecommunications 
Branches, and the Radio and Telecommunications indussry, whether 
engaged in the manufacture or the maintenance and operation of 
Telecommunications apparatus.
|-------- Poss this coupon off at once for more information--------- 1 
j To: THE BENNETT COLLEGE (dept. 24wspj.) Sheffield I 

Please send me deeails of the new Telecommunications Courses I
NAME................................................       __..... ............ .......... ........

| ADDRESS_________________________ ___________________________ _______________________ |

...............- —................................ -...................... —................  AGE..................................... I

I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Personalpossaa tuition through the famous Bennett College!

AN /NTRODULUDN
T0 THE 
THEORY AND PRACTICE

0F

TRANSISTORS

By 3. R. Tilman, D.Sc., A.R.C.S., and
F. F. Roberts, B.Sc.(Eng.'), A.M.I.E.E.

A new work for physicists and electronic engineers at 
graduate and Higher National Certificate levd. It 
gives the theoretical background of semiconductor 
and transistor physics and then covers technology, 
Eecttical properties of semiconductors, diodes, and 
transistors with applications. 57/6 net.

a PITMAN book



STC offer packaged selectivity with 
NEW MINIATURE

100 kc/s SINGLE SIDE-BAND CRYSTAL FILTER
for independent 8.8.8. communications equipment

* r 3-95in. x 3-5in. x102in.
(Dem x 8,9cmx 2,7cm)

* r Good carrier suppression

* r Small insertion loss

* r Minimum side-band ripple

FREQUENCY (kc/s)
Filters also available for lower side-band

Standard E/iphones and Cables Limited
QUARTZ CRYSTAL DIVISION: HARLOW . ESSEX

61 ¡5MQ
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FIORA

LIMA

6 repeater

KEY

TERMINAA

MULTIPLEX EQUIPMENT

repeaters

CHICLAYO
k 2 repeaters

TRUJILLO

ARËQUIP

For further information on the radio and multi
plexing equipment, please write for Standard 
Specifications SP05555 and SPO1385.
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The General Electric Company Limited of 
England has been awarded the contract by 
the Compafiia Nacional de Teléfonos del 
Perú to supply the radio and multiplexing 
equipment for a microwave system linking 
the towns of Arequipa, Lima, Trujillo, 
Chiclayo and Piura in Peru.

The network comprising five terminal and 
twenty-seven bothway repeater stations will 
be the longest in South America extending 

for 1,100 miles along the Paccfic seaboard.
The network will employ GEC’s well 

proven 2000Mc/s radio relay equipment.
A main and standby (protection) radio 

frequency channel will be provided on all 
routes. In the event of failure or degrada
tion of the working radio channel change
over to the standby is automatic.

Each radio channel has a capacity of 240 
speech channels.

provides
.....nationwide

a

microwave network 
in Peru

Transmission Division

EVERYTHING FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED OF ENGLAND
TELEPHONE WORKS - COVENTRY - ENGLAND

Works at Coventry ■ London • Middlesbrough ■ Portsmouth

{miee 5 9O
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capsulated

Filter unit by Ericsson 
Telephones Limited 

incorporating both types
Two sizes (C22E and C33E) together 
cover the capacitance range 5 to 33,000^! 
with a minimum tolerance of ±0/5% for 
values above 200/upF

Here are two new silvered mica 
capacitors for use in filters and other 
professional equipment.

Synthetic resin encapttllatcd, they can 
be used either on printed circuits or 
in conventionally - wired assemblies. 
The encapsulation technique em- 
ployed, in conjunction with Silver Star 
fired conssruction, ensures outstand
ing long-term and cyclic sttablllty.

( 2 Precise rectangular sectton*
• Parallel terminations for 0.1 inch 

or 0.2 inch module printed circuits
• Service temperature range—55°C to

+ 100°C
• Conform to Class H1 of British Services’ 

Climatic Spedfication
• Fired construction
• Exceptional long-term and cyclic 

stabilities
• Pass Services’ requirements for 

solderabiiity and ruggedness
• Two peak working voltages: 200 and 350
• Silver Star 00 quality

* Both body sizes conform to American and NATO . 
spectfications. Body size of C22E conforms to 
British Defence Spcctfication

. n
Capacitance Range :

000 volts peak working
750 to 3,300flnF
350 volts peak working
5 to 2,000 # iF

TINNED PHOSPHOR I ±010
BRONZE WIRE 21 SWG f °'4" t

CR5.

Capaci_ance Range :

lL

One of' the specialised products of

Jnhnson Matthey
JOHNSON, MATTHEY & CO., LIMITED 
73-83 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.1 
Telephone: Holborn 6989
Vittoria Street, Birmingham, 1. Telephone: Central 8004
75-79 Eyre Street, Sheffield, 1. Telephone: 29212

TINNED PHOSPHOR 
BRONZE WIRE 20 SWG

it -020
I ‘025'

(26MM)

C33E

±010 I
06* CRS. J —

±010
•315-1

(8MM)

±•005
■105-

EII/670
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THERMS
é WQRLD 

0? EXPERIENCE
IN

EVERYTHING
MARCONI’S 09

The Posit and Telegraph Authorities of more than 80 countries 

rely on Marconi telecommunications equipment
SURVEYS * Marconi's telecommunications 
survey teams are at work in many parts of the 
world. Marconi's is the only company main
taining a permanent research group working 
entirely on wave propagation.

INSTALLATION * Marconi's installation 
teams undertake complete responsibility for 
system installation, including erection of build
ings and civil engineering works as well as the 
installation of the telecommunications equip
ment and auxiliary plant.

PLANNING *Marconi's vast experience is 
reflected in the quality of its system planning 
organisation which is constantly employed on 
planning major telecommunications systems 
for many parts of the world.

MAINTENANCE* Marconi's provide a com
plete system maintenance service and under
take the training of operating and maintenance 
staff, either locally or in England. Marconis 
will also establish and manage local training 
schools for Post and Telegraph Authorities.

MARCONI
COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS SURVEYED. PLANNED, INSTALLED. MAINTAINED

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION. MARCONIS WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED. CHELMSFORD. ESSEX. ENGLAND.
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Moving-in is quicker
today. ..t hanks to

PROPAGAS Propane

^PROPAGAS S
Photograph by courtesy ofJetaire Co Rd

PROPAGAS
PROPANE

PRECISION FUEL for air heaters

propagas propane is 
the perfect fuel for drying 
out buildings, heating 
workshops, stores, repair 
sheds, working on open sites 
and pre-heating frozen 
plants and equipment.

Gases Shell-Mex

PROPAGAS propane andBOTTOGAS butane 
are the Precision Fuels for industrial, fur - 
naces, the glass industry, radiant; heaters, 
bitumen and mastic heating, floodlights, 
blow-torches, fork lift trucks, agriculture.

PP 'S i - T GASbutanui
come from the British refineriesof the Shell 
and BP Groups. They are backed by a nation
wide distribution service and technical 
resources second to none.

See us on STAND NO. 1054/1055
BUILDING EXHIBITION, First Floor. Empire Hall, Olympla 

November 15-29

and B.P. Gases Limiited
(Ragd users of Trade Marks)

Cecil Chambers, 76-86 Strandi London WC2 Phone: TEMple Bar 1234
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ASSEMBLED AND TESBJ-IN HALF THE TIME
Equipment manufacturers can now reduce the 
assembly and test time for wound coil assem
blies by as much as 50 per cent by including 
Mullard Vinkors, the world’s most efficient 
ferrite pot cores, in their equipment designs.

No grinding of cores is necessary to obtain 
accurate inductances. The inductance of coils 
to be wound can be predetermined to within

± 5 per cent of the value required. After the 
coils are assembled and mounted, a final 
adjustment to an accuracy of better than 
0.02 per cent can be achieved by the self locking 
adjustor.

Contact Mullard for full details of the wide 
range of Vinkors, which cover frequencies 
betweenl Kc/s and 3 Mc/s.

m— vira
ADJUSTABLE POT CORE ASSEMBLIES

I Mullaril MULLARD LIMITED - COMPONENT DIVISION ‘ MULLARD HOUSE - TORRINGTON PLACE ‘ LONDON W.C.1
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PMBX COREL TYPESWITCHBOARDS

The appearance of a Telephone 
Switchboard is impor'jnt. The low look 
—a desirable characteristic in modern 
industrial design—has contributed in 
no small measure to the overall good 
styling of these new Magneto and C.B. 
Floor Pattern Switchboards.

The attractive colours and the smooth 
easily cleaned surface finish will make 
an immediate appeal, which will be 
appreciated not least by the operator.

Much attention has been paid in the 
design of these switchboards to 
functional efficiency and ease of 
operation and they are an attractive 
addition to our new and unrivalled 
range of switchboard equipments.

Identical in size and general appear
ance, they are available as Magneto and 
C.B. Switchboards and are intended 
for use in Single or Multiple Units, each 
with a capacity for 100 extensions. 
multiple jack field and 17 cord circuits.

Registered Design Nos. 900242 & 201/61. 200//I.

Up to 20 Magneto, C.B. or Auto ex
change lines can be accommodated.
Easy identification of “'thrown” keys. 
Latest lightweight“plug-in'" handset. 
Cord test and night service facilities 
on C.B. swltchboards.
Magneto switchboards have single 
positive supervision.
C.B. switchboards have through 
dialling and clearing. double posi
tive or double negative supervision, 
operator re-caH, follow-on call 
signal, exchange prohibition. A 
lamp signalling version is also 
available.
Welded pressed steelframecovered 
by replaceable laminate plastic 
panels. ‘
Fully tropicalized.

For further information please write to:

HEAD OFFICE: 22, LINCOLN’S INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.2. TEL: HOL 6936

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD 
' ETELCO LTD
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There’s a

DENSO
anti-corrosion Product
. . . that will meet your particular requirement—whether 
it is to protect an oil-line across a continent or under’ water’, 
or to seal a service entry. No matter how large or smaH the 
job, DENSO can safeguard it from corrosion and provide 
a long term water and gas seal.

petrolatum-based Tapes on cotton, glass or synthetic fibre—with or 
without plastic film backings.
bitumen-based Tapes on cotton, glass, synthetic fibre or paper.
petrolatum-based Cords, Twists, Pastes and Mastics.
bitumen-based Compounds.
OXIDISING OILS and BITUMINOUS LACQUERS.
The DENSO SERVICE is available to advise onyour corrosion problem.
Specialists in anti-corrosion treatmeetfar over 3oyears.

DENSO...

'RODUCTS

WINN 8c COALES LTD
DENSO HOUSE CHAPEL ROAD 

LONDON 5.527
Au»» throughout the Co!eleo<tweallh

London-Tel: GIPsy Hill 7511 
flOUn^)

MtuhcAcr- AVsoCmlmUmg 
DiplJTel: gDéggg,

Betífsl--Tel : S6SD?

DùMm-Tél: 5,755 DENSOMastic (Plast) used forcable entryseolingot 
a sub-station by the Eastern Electricity Board.

£9: [Qs

DEesigned to offer the widest possible range of 
accurate and reliable measurements at the lowest 
possible price, the versattiity and usefulness of the 
Multiminor are now further extended by specially designed 
leads. These new leads, available at no extra cost, will 
accept crocodile clips or PRODCLIPE.

The Multiminor takes full advantage of the possibilities 
of printed circuit techniques to achieve outstanding 
compactness and economy of weight. The scale is clear 
and open. The fine red coloured pointer and effectively 
damped movement facilitate easy and rapid reading.

For use in Radio, TV, Electronics, Motor Vehicles, 
domestic appliances, workshop equipment, you’ll find 
the Multiminor a great little meter!

Use PRODCLIPE with the Muutiminor (Pit. No. 748811)
These cleverly designed spring-loaded insulated mods are the com
plete answer to a long-standing problem. Press the trigger to open, 
release to grip. Keep your hands free no matter how difficult of access
your test points may be! 15/- per pair

I9 Ranges
D.C. Voltage A.C. Voltage 
0—100mV. o— 10 V.
o— 2.5 V. o— 25 V,
o— 10 V. o—ioov.
o— 25 V. 0— 250 V.
0— 100 V. o—iooov.
0— 250 V.
0—1000 V. D.C. Current

0—lG0uA 
r . ?—.lm2Resistance 0— 10mA

0—20,000P 0—100mA
0-2MU °- 1 A

...with the
Lst Price:

complete with test Leads 
and Crocodile Clips.

Leathe case If required 39"
Size SJ X 3J X 1%n. 

Weight: 1 Ib. approx.

MULTIMINOR
Write now far illustrated literature to:

AW^yW LTD AVOCET HOUSE - 9D-96 vauxhall brid— road
LONDON S.W. I VICtaria 34Q4 (1D lines)

A MEMBER OF THE METAL INDUSTRIES GROUP OF COMPANIES
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qDCQLLB
Wfi^Modl

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS 
and EQUIPMENT

Illustrated

L64 Ta-” DETACHABLE 
BIT MODEL IN

PROTECTIVE
SHIELD L700 
FITTED WITH 

ACCESSORIES FOR 
BIT CLEANING, ETC.

AZL VOLT RANGES 
6/7 to 230/250 VOLTS

British and Foreign 
Patents and RegisSered 

designs

Forfurther information and full illustrated catalogue apply head office

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED
GAUDEN ROAD, CLAPHAM HIGH STREET, 

LONDON, S.W.4

Telephones: MACau/ay 3101 and 4272 Telegrams: SOL/O/INT

W^MAAAAAAAAAWVk&MAAAAAMAAA&^^

G

GULLIVER TRAVELS AGAIN

"L.lfelt above a hundred Arrowf 
discharged againit my Hand. Thif 
fufiilade ferved to invoke mcmorief 
of Barbf of another and more 
agreeable Nature,namely the Oxley 
Barb Infulatorf whiqh.though they 
be fiimilarly Lilliputian in their 
fiizef, yet have a confiderable 
ufefullneff in the Praticce of 
Electronickf, Which much 
exceedf their dwarfnefT. ’

Write for a fully illustrated catalogue to

OXLEEY
DEVELOPMENTS COMPANY LTD.
ULVERSTON LANCASHIRE Telephone: Ulverston 3306
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Here, as you can see, is our name, neatly 
painted (not by us) upon a door. Be
hind the door, a flight of ordinary 
stairs. But the stairs lead to no ordinary 
room ....

In that room, at the new Parcels Sorting Office in Leeds, 
twelve men can sort 10,000 parcels per hour. They are using 
the Sovex Push-Button Parcel Sorting System.

SOVEX LIMITED - ERITH - KENT 

Telephone: ERITH 32294

ovex
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cables are DEPENDABLEENERAIRELLI

or
ks Ltd

□

perfect pictures and sound sense

Quality reception 
a relayed signal 
over land lines? 3“ 
or video, depends 
on the quality of 
the cables.

PireUi-Generai manufacturing techniques make available a new range of cables. 
which at television frequencies. have screening and radiation properties vastly 
superior to the double copper-wire braided screen cables previously used.
The almost perfect screening of the television circuits within the cable, and lower 
transmission losses than corresponding double copper braided cable. have been 
achieved by producing a co-axial cable insulated with solid or low-loss foam 
polythene, and having an outer conductor of thjn-wall welded copper with either a 
straight or corrugated profile.
The secret behind the success of this new Pirelli-General cabie is the company's 
mattedy application of continuous welding techniques.

ELLI.UENER
PlRELLl-GENERAL CAflLE WORKS U»ITED

best way to buy

SOUTHAMPTON It EASTLEIGH

P6467

i
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A.T.E. “Packaged” Racdoo Gianneeiing 
in FuUly-transistorised lassie Units 
for 5 to 300 Circuits

Economical reliable, completely self-contained, these terminals are ideal for 

rapid installation at any microwave or VHF radio terminal. They 

meet relevant Services and C.C.LT.T. requirements.

All terminals include inbrnlt, outband, signalling facilities suitable for dialling. 
Simple ringdown relay sets can also be inbuilt: when required.
Racksides may be mounted back to back or side by side.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE 8 ELECTRIC CO LTD
STROWGER HOUSE - ARUNDEL STREET - LONDON - W.C.2 TEL. TEMPLE BAR 9262
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RIZOA A 120 channel 
termina1(i2-552 Kc/s), 
complete on four 
racksides. Write for 
Bulletin TEB. 3304

R3OOA A 300 channel 
terminal (60-1300 Kc/s), 
complete on eight 
racksides. Write for 
Bulletin TEB. 3305

R24B a 12/24 channel 
terminal in the 6-108 Kc/s 
spectrum, complete on one 
rackside. Write for 
Bulletin TEB. 3301

R24B

R6OB

v

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT TYPE GM for line, cable and radio systems
AT 894I

R3A A transportable 3 
channel terminal designed 
for field or Service use. 
Write for Bulletin 
TEB. 3303

R6OB A 60 channel 
terminal (12-252 0r 
60-300 Kc/s), complete 
on two racksides.
Write for Bulletin 
TEB. 3302
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ADVANCEIN LINE ACCESSORIES DEAD ENDS

PREFORMED DEAD ENDS give the green light to modern techniques in 
making-off stays, cable terminations etc. ... for all Overhead Transmission 
Lines, Railways, Postal and Telegraph Departments.

PREFORMED DEAD ENDS give maximum holding power with only low local
ised pressure and thus eliminate fatigue arising from stress concentration. 
Since no special tools are required PREFORMED DEAD ENDS can be fixed 
by relatively unskilled labour in minutes—and make a substantial reduction in 
time and labour costs.

full technical brochure avai/ab/e in English, French, German or Spanish.

*P<otected by patent application number 817535.

PREFORMED LINE PRODUCTS
(GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED

ANDOVER - HAMPSHIRE - ENGLAND -TELEPHONE ANDOVER 4 045 
Agents throughout the World. Manufactured under licence from Preformed Line Products Co., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

H.0,9P^¡!
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WESTINGHOUSE

MIDDLESBROUGH

FO Pl

ANG

GOTEBORG

To meet the requirements of d.c. power supplies 
for submerged repeaters Westinghouse have 
developed a range of equipments which employ a 
transductor regulator, controlled by means of a 
magnetic discriminator.
The complete equipment; illustrated above, which was 
supplied for the Anglo-Swedish cable system, 
consists of a suite of six cubicles comprising three 
constant current units, two control cubicles, power 
separation filter and cable terminating cubicle.
Complete-indication, alarm.interlockandtestfacilities
are built into the equipment.
Other equipments are at present in the course of being 
supplied for the Transatlantic Cable System, 
EM.T.S. Monarch, and the Bermuda Manahawkin 
L Ink.

For full details of Westinghouse rectifiers for telecommunications please write to Dept. P.O. 10/61, Rectifier Division (Spec/a/ Products)
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE AND SIGNAL CO. LTD ■ 82 YORK WAY, KING’S CROSS ■ LONDON, N1.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Terminus 6432 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ■-------
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RESEARCH
InvesStgaatng the 

properties of a 
multiplexing circulator

SPQTLIGHT No.1

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

testing ofa
new SHF

transmitter/
rECEiver

The facilities available at GEC for research 
.and deveeopment of high grade telecommunications 
equipments are among the finest in the world.

Development of new equipments at the Transmission 
Laboratories in Coventry makes full use of the results 
of constant research into new materials and techniques that is 
pursued at the Company's Hirst Research Centre, Wembley.

Development at GEC includes'environmental testing to cover 
the whole range of climatic cenditions likely to be
found in our world-wide market and also testing under DEVELOPMENT
field conditions on the Company’s own test linns. 

■ ,
The care and attention to detail in the development stages 
are reflected in the many trouble-tree systems supplied by 
GEO that are currently operating throughout the world.

THE COMPLETE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE

:mree's 90
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sound
power

‘Sound Power' is uniquely a Mallory achievement.
It introduces a dry cell system from which you can get 
a constant voltage discharge over a very long life.
Such performance has never before been feasible with a dry cell. 
Only MaHory batteries are designed to provide it.
These miniature sources of energy are packed with 

more capacity per unit size than conventional batteries. 
They do not leak. Their power supply is always steady ... 
it never fades in use, never dies on storage, 
never varies with temperature change.
MaHory batteries wdh ‘Sound Power’ characterrstics 
are a most important development for all designers 
of transistor circuitry and all manufacturers who wish 
to miniaturise their products and retain full power.

—the greatest battery design development

since Leclanche!

Manufacturers are advised to consult Mallory at 
the design stage so that full benefit can be gained from 
the world's most space-saving source of power.
Please write for literature to
Mallory Batteries Limited, 33 Duke Street, London W1

miniature batteries for powerfuu applicationsMallorY
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IN' REPEATERED SUBMARINE 
TELEPHONE CABLE SYSTEMS

Inspection of a Submerged Repeater casing

Submarine Cables Ltd., specialise in complete submarine telephone cable systems—cable, submerged repeaters, 
cable laying and terminal equipment.
Submarine Cables Ltd. developed the new unarmoured (lightweight) cable designed by the British Post Office 
and the Company’s factory at Greenwich is producing this type of cable for the first Commonwealth link 
(called cantat) between Scotland and Canada, to the order of the Canadian Overseas Telecommunication 
Corporation and Cable and Wireless Ltd. Their Repeater Division at Erith, Kent, is making the submerged 
repeaters for the cantat extension from Newfoundland up the St. Lawrence River, to the order of the Canadian 
Overseas Teecommunication Corporation.
Submarine Cables Ltd., backed by over a hundred years of experience, are in a position to give expert technical 
advice on any submarine-cable telecommunications problem.

SUBMARINE CABLES LIMITED
Ownedjointly by Associated Electrical Industries Ltd. and British Insulated Callender’s Cables Ltd.

HEAD office: Mercury House, Theobald’s Road, London WC1 ~ Telephone; HOLborn 8711 - Telegrams: Telsiem, London 
works: Telcon Works, Greenwich: Ocean Works, Erith, Kent
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5-uunit tape transmitter
model 20

Sequential type for single
wire transmission. '
For single or double current 
operation.
71/2unit transmission at 45.5, 
50, or 75 bauds

In order to reduce maintenance 

the compaftmentforthemecha-

nism is pressurised sothatdust 
and paper fluff cannot enter the 
operating parts.

Meets all the reqmirements

of a modern 5-unit tape transmitter.

o«1 >

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH WORKS
DIVISION OF THE GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH CO. LTD.

4, SYDHAVNS PLADS 
COPENHAGEN SV, DENMARK

LONDON OFFICE: 5, ST. HELEN’S PLACE 
LONDON E. C. 3.
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These cooourful telephones and the “Prescall ” Master Station were moulded by Birkbys Ltd.,Liversedge, Yorkshire, 
from ‘Diakon’ acrylic polymer for Automatic Telephone and Electric Company Ltd.

‘Diakon' puts colour on the line
Handsets and cases moulded in ‘Diakon’ acrylic 
polymer have a depth of colour you can get in no 
other moulding material. This glistening beauty is 
unaffected by years of use. ‘Diakon’ polymer offers 

all thiese other advantages:—
* Resistance to staining (including staining by nicotine 

or polishes).
9K High impact strength.

9% Good electrical insulation qualities.

9- Dimension^ stalbiitty, even in humid atmospheres 
and at high temperatures.

Write to I.C.I. for more information about ‘Diakon’ 
acrylic polymer

"‘ Prescall” Master Station

‘DIAKON* POLYMER ‘Diakon’ is the registered trade mark for 
the acrylic polymer manuUaclured by I.C.I.

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED LONDON
□ NI3

S . W . 1
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EeeCrical Measuring Instruments

MICROAMPERES

Ideally matching contemporary panel design, 
the Ernest Turner Model 703, illustrated 
here, is enhanced by the flush-fitting surround. 
A high degree of accuracy is adequately sup
ported by the easy-to-read scale and clean 
dia layout. Full details of the range of rect- 
angular electrical measuring instruments and 
flush mountings are contained in Leaflets 
8|/G and 85IAF, available on request.

GH WYCOOMEe BUCKKNGH HAMS! AF?- ENGLAND

iamonuj begins 
hbiflW design Swg

Free 
technical 
literature &W permanent magnets

Made by the designers and manufacturers of Eclipse Permanent Magnet Chucks

JAMES NEILL & CO. (SHEFFIELD) LTD SHEFFIELD - ENGLAND
M25

-

Permanent magnets, like many other 
aspects of technology, are making 
spectacular progress day by day. 
Remarkable economies in production 
can be effected if experts are consulted 
at the design stage. Eclipse have a 
highly developed research programme 
that makes them leaders in this field. 
Bring Eclipse Permanent Magnets 
into your preliminary design 
discussions—and be thankful.



4.3Take a look and you’ll fiind ...
FORMICA Industrial Laminates playing an important part in many public services. In telephone 
communications, for instance, dependabiiity is of the first importance. For this reason FORMICA 

paper-based laminates — with high installation properties, yet wafer thin — were selected for the 
uni-selectors and relays in the Line and Finder Unit (shown here) manufactured by Standard 
Telephones and Cables Limited.
You’ll find FORMICA Industrial Laminates in just about every type of British product—from the 
smallest relay to the largest compute-. High quality is backed by unsurpassed technical service. 
Formica Limited make paper, glass, fabric and copper-clad laminates, engraving materia aid 
interlaminate prints.

FOR G A INDUSTRIAL
LAMINATES

FofiUl information on FORMICA Industrial laminates write to .

FORMICA LIMITED (Industrie Laminates Division)

84-86 REGENT STREET, LONDON, WJ.

telephone: regent 8020
*FORMICA is a registered trademark
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FLUSH MOUNTING RESETTABLE

METERS
This 3 figure meter as 
adopted for subscriber 
trunk dialling is an 
example from a com
plete range of 
electro - mechanical 
counters. Manual and 
electrical reset types 
for indication, pre-deter
mined counting, printing
and readout are avaiiable.

CONTROLS A INSTRUMENTS

THE STONEBRIDGE ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.

6 QUEEN ANNE’S GATE • LONDON, S.W.1 Telephone : TRAfalgar 1444 STONEBRIDGE

Agents and Licensees in U.K. for ‘SODECO’ Geneva

Published by The Pass Office Eleancal Engineers’ Journal, G.P.O., 2—12 Gresham Street. London, E.C.2, 
and primed in Great Britain at The Baynard Press by Sandws Phillips and Co.. Ltd., CbrysseH Road. London. S.W.9
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PMBX CORDLESS 
SWITCHBOARDS

Through signalling and dialling.
Exchange line hold. .
Night service.
Audible alarm extension and 
cut-off.
Over call, for answering calls 
when switchboard is busy.

FULLY TROPICALIZED 'Roistered Design

Rotating-magnet hand 
generator or, alternatively. 
a compact transistor

Metal end trims in 
anodized bronze 
afford protection to 
switchboard and 
secure side panels.

ringing-current generator 
powered from che 24V supply.

Miniature keys 
and indicators, 
designed to 
ensure positive 
operation and 
supervision.

Hinged key panel 
providing easy 
frontal access to 
internal wiring.

These CORDLESS SWITCHBOARDS, suitable for 
Auto or CB working and economising operator 
effort. are an attractive addition to our new and 
unrivalled range of switchboard equipments. They 
have an operational capacity for 25 lines hitherto 
impracticable in a table-type cordless switchboard 
of reasonable size and are proportioned to permit 
easy accommodation on either table or desk. New 
matterials and components of small buuk and proven 
reliabiilty are used to achieve this modern and 
compact design and to provide those good-service 
features long assodated with our products— 
dependability, low maintenance requirements 
and ease of operation.

Can be supplied equipped,
5 exchange lines, 20 extensions, 7 conn. circuits. 
4 exchange lines. 16 extensions, 7 conn. circuits.

Lightweight handset 
with extensible cord.

For further information please write to:

Head Office: 22 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London, w.c.2. Tel. HLborn 5938

ERICSSON TELEPHONES' LTD 
ETELCO LTD



Frequency adjustment from front panel or remotely

Telescopic runners can be fitted for rack mounting

Weight only 31-25 lb (14,2 kg)

FREQUENCY
SYNTHESIZER
TYPE A.1426

For further details ask for Radio Leaflet No. 306

GROUP

6I/I2E

The A.1426 provides a main outlet within the frequency 
range 3-0-6-999875 Mc/s in 125 c/s steps, locked to an 
external master frequency reference source at 100 kc/s.

Provision for the addition of subsidiary fixed outlet 
frequencies to order, also locked to the master reference. 
Ifssibssdiary outlets are not required, the master refer
ence sources can be contained in thc synthesizer

Power unit incorporated, works from 240 V 50 0/3 single 
phase supply (other voltages to order)

Automatic alarm provided for indication of phase-lock 
failure

AU dividers consist of combinations of two-transistor 
binary circuits

O FuUytransistorizéd

Standard Rdephioves and Cables Limited
RADIO DIVISION -OAKLEIGH ROAD - NEW SOUTHGATE - LONDON N.II

STC
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